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Abstract

Nanostructures are physical systems of paramount interest for both fundamental studies
and applications, since they display quantum effects such as confinement, energy dis-
cretization, coherence. . . The quantum behavior of nano-devices can however be strongly
influenced by disorder, thermal and non-equilibrium effects. In this Thesis, we show, for
instance, how dissipation deeply affects the electron transport in superconducting nano-
devices at microwave frequencies. By using a home-made cryogenic AFM/STM setup, we
are able to investigate different kinds of nanostructures. First, we address the realization
of a Single Electron Transistor with a Scanning Probe. Metallic nanoparticles are well
known for their behavior as 0D-Quantum Dots (QD): they display quantum confinement
and charging effects, which are evidenced in our low-temperature SPM measurements as
well. We demonstrate how a novel nanofabrication process can be implemented with the
addition of gate electrodes sufficiently thin and leakage-proof, which in the future can
provide a fine-tuning of the QD’s properties and allow spatially-resolved exploration of
quantum phenomena in a variety of different coupling regimes. Second, we study epitaxial
graphene on SiC as a very promising 2D material for electronics. In particular, epitaxial
sidewalls graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) are nanostructures of fundamental interest which
can provide direct and controllable access to charge neutral graphene. Due to quantum
confinement, these systems can display exceptional ballistic transport at room temper-
ature. We implemented an innovative Scanning Tunneling Potentiometry technique al-
lowing for nm-scale spatial resolution and µV-scale voltage resolution. Measured local
potential and resistance of single GNRs devices provide clear indication of non-diffusive
transport. The physics investigated and the methods and the techniques developed in
this Thesis can thus provide a new insight on several (and quite diverse) on-trend topics.
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Résumé

Les nano-structures sont des systèmes physiques de premier intérêt pour les études de
base et pour les applications, car elles montrent des effets quantiques comme le con-
finement, la discrétisation énergétique, la cohérence... Le comportement quantique des
nano-dispositifs peut être cependant fortement influencé par le désordre, les effets ther-
miques et hors-équilibre. Dans cette Thèse, nous montrons, par exemple, comment la
dissipation affecte le transport électronique dans les dispositifs supraconducteurs soumis
aux fréquences micro-ondes. En utilisant un setup cryogénique AFM/STM fait maison,
on peut étudier différents types de nano-structures. En premier, nous nous occupons de
la réalisation d’un transistor à électron unique avec une sonde locale. Les nano-particules
métalliques sont bien connues pour leur comportement comme boîtes quantiques zéro-
dimensionnelles (QD) : elles montrent du confinement quantique et des effets de charge,
que l’on retrouve aussi dans nos mesures de microscopie à sonde locale à basse tempéra-
ture. Nous démontrons comment un nouveau procédé de nano-fabrication peut être mis
en œuvre avec l’introduction d’une électrode de grille suffisamment mince et sans-fuite,
ce qui pourra fournir un réglage de précision des propriétés de la boîte quantique et
permettre l’exploration résolue spatialement des phénomènes quantiques dans différents
régimes de couplage. En deuxième, nous étudions le graphène épitaxial sur SiC comme
un matériau 2D très prometteur pour l’électronique. En particulier, les nano-rubans
de graphène obtenus par croissance épitaxiale sur des parois inclinées (GNRs) sont des
nano-structures d’intérêt fondamental qui peuvent fournir un accès direct et contrôlable
au graphène neutre. À cause du confinement quantique, ces systèmes peuvent montrer
du transport balistique exceptionnel à température ambiante. Nous réalisons une tech-
nique novatrice de potentiométrie à sonde locale qui nous permet une résolution spatiale
à l’échelle du nm et une résolution en tension à l’échelle du µV. Le potentiel locale et la
résistance locale mesurés sur un dispositif unique basé sur des nano-rubans de graphène
nous donnent des indications claires de transport non-diffusif. La physique explorée, les
méthodes ainsi que les technique développées dans cette Thèse peuvent donc fournir des
nouvelles visions aux nombreux (et assez divers) sujets en vogue.
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Outline

The outstanding development of nanofabrication techniques in the last few decades has al-
lowed to access new systems displaying quantum-mechanical effects, which are of extreme
interest for both applications and fundamental studies in solid state physics. Supercon-
ducting devices, single-electron transistors, and - more recently - graphene devices are
among the most commonly investigated systems in quantum nano-electronics.

The main goal of this Thesis is to provide new insights into several various topics, and
to propose new experimental implementations that use Scanning Probe Microscopy as a
core investigation technique. The influence of thermal effects in superconducting devices
at the microwave frequencies, single-electron physics in metallic nanoparticles deposited
on a superconducting substrate, and non-conventional transport properties of graphene
nanoribbons will be equally addressed. In many cases, Scanning Probe will be considered
not only as an inspection tool for the systems’ local properties, but also as integral part of
the device under investigation, acting as a moving voltage probe or an additional electrode
allowing to access the devices’ electron transport properties.

This Thesis is composed by four parts, which share this underlying common spirit and
motivation, but that at the same time can be considered as nearly independent. Never-
theless, several apparently very different topics end up being tightly related to each other.
For instance, the Scanning Tunneling Potentiometry technique presented in Chapter 5
(Part II) will be extensively used for the investigation of sidewall graphene nanoribbons
in Chapter 10 (Part IV); the nanofabrication technique based on a metallic suspended
mask decribed in Chapter 2 (Part I) and the optimization of the AFM/STM tips prepa-
ration discussed in Chapter 4 (Part II) will both be fundamental for the realization of the
Single-Electron Transistor with a Scanning Probe outlined in Chapter 8 (Part III).

I. Proximity Josephson junctions. In this Part, we initially review the physics of
diffusive SNS junctions. Along with the well-established dc transport properties, we
focus on one side on their ac properties, by getting our hands on the so-called RSJ
model - useful for predicting the behavior of Shapiro steps -, and on the other side on the
thermal relaxation mechanisms involved in the system. We then address the technological
issue of realizing Nb-based devices, and we show how we can obtain high-critical current
Nb-Au-Nb junctions displaying well characterized dc transport properties. Finally, the
experimentally observed non-conventional response of our system to microwave irradiation
is well described by a model which includes a thermal balance equation, and highlights
the prominent role of electron overheating in such a system, providing at the same time
new interpretations for the phenomena observed in more exotic topological Josephson
junctions.

II. Scanning Probe Microscopy techniques. In this Part, we present the installation
of a combined AFM/STM microscope in a cryogenic environment, with the related issues

1
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for electronics, wiring and filtering. The optimization of AFM/STM tips and sensors is
also deeply discussed. Finally, the implementation in our setup of few techniques for high-
resolution Scanning Tunneling Potentiometry and resistance measurement is presented.

III. Single-electron tunneling probed by SPM. In this Part, we discuss metallic
nanoparticles as Quantum Dots from the point view of SPM studies. We first describe
how AuNPs can be dispersed on a surface and how a full engineering of their dispersion
and coupling to the substrate can be achieved. Then, we investigate these NPs by a Scan-
ning Probe, demonstrating the presence of single-electron effects. Finally, we propose
an implementation of a Single-Electron Transistor with a Scanning Probe by the intro-
duction of an additional gate electrode. This system would allow to perform spatially
resolved measurements on a QD provided with tunable coupling to source, drain and gate
electrodes.

IV. SPM studies on epitaxial graphene and sidewall graphene nanoribbons.
In this Part, we review graphene’s electronic properties and we then focus on epitaxial
graphene on SiC, a very promising system for electronics applications. LT-STM and
FT-LDOS studies performed on a epitaxial ML graphene produced with a new growth
technique allow to obtain informations about the surface topographic structure and the
doping level. The properties of graphene nanostructures are then discussed. In particular,
epitaxial sidewall graphene nanoribbons are systems of paramount interest, as they consist
of charge-neutral graphene and display exeptional transport properties. Mapping of the
local potential and resistance on a GNR-based device is finally presented, and provides
clear indication of non-diffusive transport at room temperature in such system.

2



Part I

Proximity Josephson junctions



A normal metal (N) coupled to two superconducting electrodes (S) constitutes a prox-
imity Josephson junction, which is a device capable of sustaining a dissipationless cur-
rent [1–3]. Josephson junctions devices have shown several uses both for applications
and fundamentel studies: SQUIDs [4], voltage standards [5], qubits [6–8], bolometers [9],
multiterminal junctions [10, 11].

The small normal state resistance and lead-to-lead capacitance make SNS junctions
strongly overdamped in the so-called RCSJ (Resistively- and Capacitively-Shunted Junc-
tion) model [1, 12, 13], meaning that their quantum phase dynamics is intrinsically non-
hysteretic. Still, hysteresis is observed in the voltage-current characteristics V (I) of high-
critical current SNS junctions due to electronic over-heating associated to the sudden onset
of dissipation when the bias exceeds the critical current, making the junction resistive [14].
Thermal effects in SNS junctions are thus very important, and the strong temperature de-
pendence of the critical current makes them suitable, for instance, for application as very
sensitive thermometers. On the other hand, under a microwave excitation at frequency ν,
the junction characteristics display voltage plateaus at Vn = nhν/2e, n ∈ Z [15]. These
so-called Shapiro steps are due to the phase-locking of the supercurrent oscillations - at
the Josephson frequency 2eV/h - to the microwave. Shapiro steps have been frequently
used for studying the phase dynamics of a variety of Josephson junctions [16–22], includ-
ing some based on novel materials such as semiconducting nanowires and 2DEGs [23,24],
carbon nanotubes [25, 26], graphene [27–32]. Recently, non-conventional Shapiro steps
maps where displayed by Josephson junctions based on topological materials [33–44]. For
these systems, the absence of odd steps, related to a 4π-periodic Bound State, could be
the signature of topological transport. Nevertheless, several observed features were left
unexplained, and the role of thermal effects in such devices was completely overlooked.

In this Part, we target two major questions: 1) How can we cope with the technological
issue of nanofabricating high-quality Nb-based proximity Josephson junctions? 2) What is
the role of electron overheating for such high-critical current devices, and how it influences
not only the dc transport properties, but also the junctions’ response to a microwave
excitation?

In Chapter 1, we present the main general dc and ac transport properties of Josephson
junctions, as described within the RSJ model. We then focus on hybrid SNS junctions, in
which the presence of the supercurrent is related to proximity effect and characterized by
an energy scale defined by the Thouless energy ETh. For diffusive junctions in the long-
junction regime (ETh � ∆), we discuss the temperature and magnetic field dependence
of the critical current, as well as the ac response.

In Chapter 2, we present the optimization of a novel nanofabrication method based
on an all-metal suspended mask in order to obtain high-quality Nb-based SNS junction.

In Chapter 3, we present low-temperature transport measurements carried out on
our Nb-Au-Nb proximity Josephson junctions, diplaying high-critical current and well-
characterized dc properties. We then discuss the dc response to a microwave excitation.
Low-index Shapiro steps are masked by the switching to the resistive state and a sharp
discontinuity in the measured critical current is observed when the ac excitation is in-
creased. Fractional Shapiro steps are also present at high microwave frequency. We
demonstrate the prominent role of electron over-heating in the measured Shapiro steps
maps, and we precisely describe the experimental behavior by a simple model obtained
by complementing the RSJ model with a thermal balance equation.

This study constitutes one of the most detailed investigations of the interplay between
thermal effects and ac Josephson dynamics at microwave frequencies.
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Chapter 1

Theory of Proximity Josephson
Junctions

1.1 Josephson effect

1.1.1 Superconducting phase correlation and Josephson effect
Superconductivity is referred to as the property of some metals of behaving like perfect
electrical conductors (i.e. zero resistivity) below a characteristic temperature (critical
temperature, Tc), allowing for the flow of an electrical current with no voltage difference.

Within the framework of the microscopic theory of superconductivity (BCS theory
[45]), this property is related to the formation of electron pairs (Cooper pairs) which
leads to the presence of an energy gap ∆ around the Fermi level in the superconducting
density of states (DOS) NS (ε) (ε is the energy wrt the Fermi level EF ).

In order to describe inhomogeneous superconductivity, the phenomenological macro-
scopic Ginzburg-Landau theory [46] defines an order parameter, i.e. a complex pseudo-
wavefunction

ψ(r) =
√
nS(r)eiφ, (1.1)

related to local density of superconducting electrons nS(r) ≡ |ψ(r)|2.
Phase-correlation phenomena have relevant consequences in the Josephson effect, first

predicted by B. D. Josephson [47] and experimentally evidenced by Anderson and Rowell
[48].

A Josephson junction is a device composed by two superconductors coupled through
a weak link [49], i.e. a “barrier” which can be either an insulating tunnel barrier (SIS), a
constriction (ScS), a normal metal (SNS) or other kinds of nanostructures (QD, graphene,
topological insulator). In these configurations, the phase of the two superconductors do
not vary independently, as the phase correlation is extended through the barrier, making
the junction similar to a single superconducting system including the barrier.

dc Josephson effect. In such junctions, a supercurrent at zero voltage can be es-
tablished, due to the tunneling effect of superconducting carriers through the barrier.
Defining the order parameters of the superconducting contacts as ψ1 = |ψ1| eiφ1 and
ψ2 = |ψ2| eiφ2 , the supercurrent IS is simply related to the difference between the phases
of the two superconductors φ ≡ φ1 − φ2 by:

IS = Ic sinφ, (1.2)
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1. Theory of Proximity Josephson Junctions

(1st Josephson equation) where Ic is the critical current of the junction, i.e. the value
of current above which a voltage appears through the junction. For other configurations,
in particular for the SNS junctions in which we are interested, the behavior becomes
more complicated and the supercurrent is still related to the phase difference, but the
relationship is no more purely sinusoidal.

ac Josephson effect. Expression (1.2) is still valid at non-zero voltage, by taking into
account the contribution of quasi-particles current IN , leading to the total current I =
IS+IN . A voltage across the junction translates into a difference of the chemical potential
between the two sides µ2−µ1 = −2eV . Since the time dependence of a wavefunction can
be in general expressed as ψ (t) ∝ e−iµt/~, the phase difference across the junction varies
with time:

φ(t) = − (µ2 − µ1) t
~

= 2eV
~
t, (1.3)

and then its time-evolution can be described by the 2nd Josephson equation:
∂φ(t)
∂t

= 2eV
~
, (1.4)

which means, for a given V 6= 0, an harmonic oscillation of the supercurrent of frequency
fJ = 2eV/h (ac Josephson effect). Conversely, a time-varying phase induces a voltage V
across the junction.

1.1.2 RCSJ model
The dynamic behavior of a Josephson junction can be described through a circuit model
in which a dissipative channel R and a barrier capacitance C are put in parallel with the
Josephson supercurrent source (Eq. 1.2), from which the name RCSJ (Resistively and Ca-
pacitively Shunted Junction) model (Fig. 1.1a). This model provides a good description
of the behavior of tunnel barriers, and can also be re-adapted for SNS junctions.

For a dc current bias Idc and a voltage V across the junction, the Kirchhoff laws give

Idc = IS + IR + IC = Ic sinφ+ V

R
+ C

∂V

∂t
. (1.5)

By using the 2nd Josephson equation (1.4), one easily gets:

C

(
~
2e

)2
∂2φ

∂t2
+ 1
R

(
~
2e

)2
∂φ

∂t
+ EJ sinφ = EJ

Idc
Ic
, (1.6)

where EJ = ~
2eIc is the Josephson energy. Eq. (1.6) describes the evolution of a non-linear

oscillator, and resembles the temporal evolution of a virtual particle of mass C
(

~
2e

)2
and

position φ in a tilted-washboard potential

UJ (φ) = −EJ
(

cosφ+ Idc
Ic
φ
)
, (1.7)

which is a cosinusoidal potential with an average slope proportional to the bias current
Idc. When the particle is in a potential pit, the phase is well defined and oscillates around
the potential minimum at the frequency

ω = ωp

(
1− I2

dc

I2
c

)1/4

, (1.8)
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1.1. Josephson effect
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Figure 1.1: (a) Schematics of a Josephson junction in the RCSJ model; (b,c) Tilted washboard
potential UJ (φ) for (b) Idc < Ic and (c) Idc > Ic.

with ωp = 1
~
√

8EJEC =
√

2πIc
Φ0C

plasma frequency. Since the phase is constant in average
(
〈
φ̇
〉

= 0), there is no voltage drop across the junction (〈V 〉 = 0), meaning that the
system is in the superconducting state (Fig. 1.1b).

In a purely classical view, the particle can escape from a minimum of the potential
when Idc = Ic, i. e. when the height of the barrier nulls (Fig. 1.1c). In fact, the escape of
the particle can be induced, as we will see, either by thermal fluctuation or by quantum
tunnelling, so that the effective escape current is reduced. Once the particle has moved,
the phase varies in time and a voltage appears across the junction, making the junction
switch to a resistive state.

Similarly to the case of a linear oscillator, it is possible to define a quality factor
Q ≡ ωpRC. Depending on the value of Q, one can distinguish two different regimes for
Josephson junctions.

Underdamped junctions. For Q� 1, the friction is small: once the critical current
Ic is reached, the particle starts rolling down the potential at a roughly constant speed
∂φ
∂t
> 0, resulting in a mean voltage 〈V 〉 6= 0. By decreasing the current bias just below

Ic, the inertia of the particle is so high that the damping is not sufficient to stop it in
one of the minima of the potential. The particle gets trapped only when the current is
lowered below the value Ir ' 4Ic

πQ
∝
√
Ic, known as retrapping current, much lower than

the critical current. The V (I) characteristics shows then an hysteretic behavior. In this
case (Q� 1), the escape rate can be expressed in terms of the plasma frequency ωp (1.8)
and the barrier height ∆U = 4

3
IcΦ0
2π

(
1− I

Ic

)3/2
[50–52]. The escape is dictated, at low

temperatures (T < ~ωp/(2πkB)), by quantum tunneling:

ΓQ ∼
√
ωp∆Ue−∆U/(~ωp) ∆Ic ∝ I3/5

c , (1.9)

whereas, at high temperatures (T > ~ωp/(2πkB)), by thermal activation:

ΓT ∼ ωpe
−∆U/(kBT ) ∆Ic ∝ I1/3

c (kBT )2/3 . (1.10)

Overdamped junctions: Current-bias case. For Q � 1, the capacitive contri-
bution can be neglected (C ≈ 0) and the phase dynamics is described by a first-order
differential equation. This approach is the one that better describes vanishing-capacitance
diffusive SNS junctions, and it will be deeply used in the following, by referring to it as
RSJ model. In the case of a dc current bias, Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6) simplify to

Idc = Ic sinφ+ V

R
(1.11)

9



1. Theory of Proximity Josephson Junctions

∂φ

∂t
= 2eIcR

~

(
Idc
Ic
− sinφ

)
. (1.12)

For |Idc| > Ic, this 1st-order equation admits an analytical solution. From the point of
view of the tilted washboard potential, when the critical current is reached, the particle
starts rolling down the potential at a speed ∂φ

∂t
, always positive but periodically varying as

sinφ. By averaging over one period Tφ = h

eR
√
I2
dc
−I2

c

, the mean voltage across the junction
is given by the simple form

|〈V (Idc)〉| = RN

√
I2
dc − I2

c , (1.13)

which smoothly interpolates between V = 0 for Idc = Ic and V = RNI (Ohmic behavior)
for Idc � Ic. In this case, friction is important and, due to the negligible inertia, the
particle gets instanty trapped in one of the minima of the potential when the bias current
Idc is decreased below Ic. This leads to a non-hysteretic V (I) characteristics.

Thermal fluctuations. Thermal fluctuations can be taken into account by introducing
the thermal fluctuation current Iγ(T ) as an additional bias, so that Eq. (1.11) becomes:

Idc = Ic sinφ+ V

R
+ Iγ(T ). (1.14)

This results in a rounding of the V (Idc) curve around the critical current Ic due to the
added thermal-noise voltage [53].

Overdamped junctions: Voltage-bias case. In the case of a dc voltage bias, Eq.
(1.4) shows directly that the phase varies linearly with time and the supercurrent oscillates
at the Josephson frequency fJ ≡ 2eVdc

h
. The total current is given by:

Idc = IS + IR = Ic sin(2πfJt+ φ0) + Vdc
R
. (1.15)

This equation has the general solutionIdc = Ic sinφ0 Vdc = 0
Idc = Vdc

R
Vdc 6= 0

. (1.16)

1.1.3 ac response
New features appear when considering the ac response of a Josephson junction.

Voltage-biased junction: Analytical solution. In the case of a voltage-biased junc-
tion, when an oscillating voltage is added to the dc bias, the phase dynamics equation
(1.4) becomes:

~
2e
dφ(t)
dt

= Vdc + Vac cos(2πfact). (1.17)

Time integration gives:

φ(t) = φ0 + 2πfφt+ Vac
Vdc

fφ
fac

sin(2πfact), (1.18)
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1.1. Josephson effect

where fφ = 2eVdc/h is the frequency of the Josephson phase oscillations, meaning that
the phase dynamics is given by a linear increase related to the dc voltage bias and an
oscillatory part related to the ac voltage bias. The (oscillating) supercurrent is then given
by

IS(t) = Ic sin
(
φ0 + 2πfφt+ Vac

Vdc

fφ
fac

sin(2πfact)
)
. (1.19)

This analytical expression can be decomposed in a sum of Bessel functions [1]:

IS(t) = Ic
n=+∞∑
n=−∞

(−1)n · Jn
(

2eVac
hfac

)
· sin (φ0 + 2π (fφ − nfac) t) , (1.20)

with n ∈ Z and Jn the nth Bessel function of the first kind. The supercurrent has a
non-zero time-average only if the sinusoidal part is time-independent, i.e. only if

nfac = fφ, (1.21)

which is fulfilled for a voltage

Vdc = n
hfac
2e ≡ Vn. n ∈ Z (1.22)

For an applied voltage Vdc = Vn, we obtain a voltage plateau at a constant voltage Vn,
that depends only on the ac frequency fac and is directly proportional to it1. These
plateaus observed in the V (I) characteristics (Shapiro steps [15]) are the result of the
phase-locking of the superconducting phase φ to the ac drive frequency. The width of the
steps is described by a Bessel function oscillation:

〈In(Vac)〉t = 2IcJn
(

2eVac
hfac

)
. (1.23)

Current-biased junction: Numerical solution. In the case of current-biased junc-
tion, no analytical expression can be established. A numerical solution can be however
obtained within the RSJ model by considering the additional ac current bias2

I(t) = Idc + Iac sin(2πfact) = ~
2eR

dφ

dt
+ Ic sin(φ), (1.24)

which gives
dφ

dt
= 1
τJ

[idc + iac sin(2πfact)− sin (φ)] , (1.25)

where i ≡ I
Ic

is the reduced current and τJ = f−1
J ≡ ~

2eRIc is the characteristic phase
relaxation time.

1This peculiar behaviour makes a Josephson junction a perfect frequency-to-voltage converter. Arrays
of Josephson junctions are used as a metrological voltage standard [5, 54].

2In this theory part, the ac current bias is indicated as Iac; the corresponding experimental value will
be denoted as Iµ ∝

√
Pµ
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Simulation of the Shapiro steps. The non-linear first-order differential equation
(1.25) can be numerically solved for each pair (Idc, Iac) by using the Runge-Kutta 4th-
order method. In this way we can compute the full V (Idc) characteristics for each value
of Iac, showing voltage plateaus (Shapiro steps) at the expected values Vn (Fig. 1.2a,b).

For the current-biased junction, the width of the Shapiro steps does not follow in gen-
eral the Bessel-like behaviour predicted in the voltage-biased case. The exact behaviour
is dictated by the parameter Ω defined as:

Ω ≡ fac/fJ . (1.26)

For relatively slow ac drives, i.e. Ω � 1 (or, equivalently, larger values of Ic) the
junction can be considered in quasi-equilibrium during an ac oscillation, and it turns out
that the resulting steps width shows rhombi-like oscillations (Fig. 1.2c). For faster ac
oscillations, i.e. Ω . 1 (or smaller values of Ic), the steps’ width follows a more Bessel
function-like oscillation with rounded lobes (Fig. 1.2e). A smooth transition between
these two limiting regimes is observed upon increase of Ω (Fig. 1.2d). It is also found
that for oscillations much faster than the phase relaxation time, i.e. Ω� 1, Shapiro steps
are completely suppressed.

Our simulations also predict that there is a minimum ac amplitude for the Shapiro
steps to appear. This minimum ac amplitude increases for increasing step’s index; it in-
creases also with increasing frequencies, but no theoritical prediction on this dependence is
available. Nonetheless, this value depends also on fJ : the larger the Josephson frequency,
the weaker its frequency dependence.
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ξS Lϕ Lε LT ETh short long

ballistic ~υF
π∆(0) υF τϕ

~υF
ε

~υF
2πkBT

~υF
L L < lp, ξS lp > L > ξS

diffusive
√

~D
2∆(0)

√
Dτϕ

√
~D
ε

√
~D

2πkBT
~D
L2 lp < L < ξS L > lp,ξS

Table 1.1: Correlation lengths and junction regimes both in the ballistic and the diffusive case:
superconducting coherence length ξS ; phase-coherence length Lϕ; Andreev coherence length Lε;
thermal coherence length LT .

1.2 Normal metal - Superconductor hybrid systems

1.2.1 Proximity effect
Considering an interface between a normal metal and a superconductor (N-S) naturally
raises the issue on how the transition between the supercurrent carried by the Cooper
pairs (in the superconductor) and the dissipative current carried by single electrons (in
the normal metal) could occur. Well below the critical temperature of the superconductor
Tc, and for small voltages V , the thermal energy kBT and the polarization energy eV are
much smaller than the superconducting gap ∆. At first order, the transfer of an electron
of energy ε > 0 (with respect to the Fermi level of the normal metal) from the normal
metal to the superconductor is prohibited as long as its energy is smaller than the energy
gap ∆ (ε < ∆), since there are no available states at those energy values. Nevertheless, it
exists a second order process, known as Andreev reflection [55, 56], in which an incident
electron of energy E = EF + ε, component of momentum perpendicular to the interface
k⊥ = kF + δk/2 and spin S = σ, is reflected in the metal as a hole (E = EF − ε,
k⊥ = −kF + δk/2, S = −σ) - i.e. a vacancy in an electron state below the Fermi level -
and a Cooper pair (charge 2e) is transmitted in the superconductor.

The extension of the superconducting properties inside the N part (the so-called prox-
imity effect [57]), leads for instance to the appearence of a minigap in the density of
states (Fig. 1.3b), the propagation of a non-dissipative current, a conductance increase
(or decrease)... [58–60].

Correlation lengths. Several length scales need to be considered when dealing with
correlations in proximized diffusive systems (Fig. 1.3a): 1) the electron elastic mean free
path of a metallic thin film (le ∼ 10 nm), related to the diffusion coefficient D = 1

3υF le;
2) the superconducting coherence length (ξS ∼ 10 − 100 nm for Nb or Al), defining the
extent of the superconducting correlations in the bulk leads; 3) the energy-dependent
coherence length of Andreev pairs Lε, which, for a fixed distance L from the interface,
determines the typical energy scale of the diffusive processes relevant in the proximity
effect (Thouless energy ETh [61]):

ETh = ~D
L2 ; (1.27)

4) the thermal coherence length (LT ∼ 100 nm at 1 K and ∼ 300 nm at 100 mK for a typ-
ical metal) over which electrons pairs entering the normal metal can lose their coherence
due to thermal excitations of mean energy kBT ; 5) the phase-coherence length (Lϕ ∼ 1
µm) related to both elastic and inelastic scattering on impurities and phonons.
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Figure 1.3: (a) Relevant length scales with their respective schematic amplitude in a metallic
thin film and evolution of the density of pairs |ψ(x)|2 (Andreev pairs in the normal metal, Cooper
pairs in the superconductor) in a S-N junction. (b) Normalized DOS ρ(ε)/ρN of a SNS system
as a function of the position x, showing the narrowing of the superconducting gap to a minigap
in the normal metal due to proximity effect [62].

The different possible regimes and length scales’ precise expressions are summarized
in Table 1.1, and a comparison is carried out in Fig. 1.3a. In general, the effective length
of the mesoscopic process is always given by Lϕ, while the coherence length of Andreev
pairs varies from LT at high energies (ε = 2πkBT ) to Lϕ at low energies (ε→ 0).

Inverse proximity effect. The density of superconducting electrons in the normal
metal decreases exponentially over a length LT [63]. Inversely, the Andreev reflection
influences the superconducting metal over a distance given by the superconducting co-
herence length ξS (Fig. 1.3a). If the thickness of the superconductor is comparable with
ξS, or less, its critical temperature as well as its DOS, are influenced by the presence of
normal electrons: the critical temperature can even vanish below a certain thickness, and
the superconducting DOS is restored only over a distance ∼ 3ξS.

1.2.2 Quasi-classical theory of hybrid superconductors
The BCS theory is inadequate to describe out-of-equilibrium diffusive superconducting
metals. Superconductivity in any inhomogeneous structure can instead be described in
the Keldysh’s formalism [64] of Green out-of-equilibrium functions [65, 66]. The space
evolution of the pairing angle Θ(x, ε) and the superconducting phase Φ(x, ε) in diffusive
systems is described by the Usadel equations3 [67].

3The 1-D Usadel equations, in the absence of spin-flip mechanisms, are written as:

~D
2

∂2

∂x2 Θ +
{
iε− ~

τϕ
−

(
~D
2

(
∂

∂x
Φ + 2e

~
A(x)

)2
)

cos Θ
}

sin Θ + ∆(x) cos Θ = 0 (1.28)

∂

∂x

[(
∂

∂x
Φ + 2e

~
A

)
sin2 Θ

]
= 0. (1.29)

(A(x) is the vector potential). The first equation, non-linear, describes the diffusion of the pairing angle
Θ(x, ε) as a function of the energy ε, while the second one is equivalent to the conservation of current
density (∇ · j = 0).
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1.3. Josephson critical current in diffusive SNS junctions

In the so-called quasi-classical limit [68], all the characteristic energies are much lower
than Fermi energy, and all the relevant quantities vary on distances much larger than
the Fermi wave-length in a metal (λF ∼ 0.5 nm). Several physical quantities for hybrid
superconducting systems (DOS, conductance,...) can be predicted in this framework from
the solution4 (Θ(x, ε), Φ(x, ε)) [70–72].

If we focus on a double N-S interface constituting a diffusive SNS junction, the current-
voltage characteristics can also be extracted [73]. Typically, the electron energy relaxation
time τin is much larger than the elastic diffusion time in the normal part τD = L2/D,
so the electrons don’t have the time to relax and their behavior at each energy can be
assumed as independent.

Considering the case of thermodynamic equilibum for the electronic distribution f(ε),
the stationary spectral supercurrent at a distance x from the interface can be written as

j(x, ε, φ) = Im
[
∂φ

∂x
sin2 Θ(x, ε)

]
. (1.30)

At finite-temperature thermodynamic equilibrium, there is no chemical potential differ-
ence between the two superconducting electrodes, and the supercurrent contribution is
given by:

IS(x, φ) = L

2RN

� +∞

−∞
dε [1− 2f(ε)] j(x, ε, φ), (1.31)

where L is the normal metal length and RN the normal resistance.
For long SNS junctions (ETh < ∆) at high temperature (kBT > ETh) this expression

reduces to a sinusoidal current-phase relation (CPR) (1.2). At low temperature, the CPR
is no more sinusoidal and the maximum current is reached for a phase difference slightly
larger than π

2 . For a long diffusive junction, the supercurrent at T = 0 (derived from the
complete Andreev spectrum) is non-sinusoidal [74]:

IS (φ) =
∑
n

Inc sin (nφ) Inc = − (−1)n 10.82ETh
eRN

3
(2n+ 1) (2n− 1) . (1.32)

The nth-order harmonic contribution can be seen as the result of n coherent Multiple
Andreev Reflections (MAR) which result in the transfer of n coherent Cooper pairs [75,76]:
under a bias V , quasiparticles below the gap can cross the N-S interface by undergoing
n = 2∆

eV
Andreev Reflections, each providing a supplementary energy eV .

1.3 Josephson critical current in diffusive SNS junc-
tions

Equation (1.31) allows to calculate numerically the supercurrent established in the case
of a mesoscopic diffusive SNS junction with a normal metal of length L, much larger than

4These equations allow only to describe the equilibrium behavior, that is to say for currents lower
than the critical current. For larger currents, the junction is voltage-biased and the phase difference
varies with the time (Eq. 1.4), and it is necessary to use time-dependent Usadel equations. In the
case of a diffusive junction, a transition from a coherent regime at low voltage (eV < ETh) and an
incoherent regime at high voltage (eV > ETh) is expected. The coherent regime is in particular achieved
for diffusion times τD smaller than the Josephson phase oscillations (τD < f−1

φ = h
2eV ). On the other

hand, while the incoherent regime can be described by the quasi-classical theory [69], for the dynamics
of out-of-equilibrium electronic distribution, no complete theory exists yet.
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Figure 1.4: (a) Representation of the dominant energy scales (ETh or ∆) in different junction’s
length regimes. (b) Calculated dependence of the zero-temperature product eRNIc(T = 0) in
units of ETh as a function of the ratio ∆/ETh. The left part of the graph gives the linear
dependence (Kulik-Omel’yanchuck formula (1.33)) in the dirty short-junction limit (ETh � ∆).
The right part shows the convergence to the long-junction limit (ETh � ∆) value 10.82 (red
dashed line) described by Eq. (1.34) [replotted from [77]].

the elastic mean-free path of the electrons lp but smaller than the dephasing length Lϕ
(le � L < Lϕ).

The full behavior of critical current as a function of arbitrary temperature and junction
characteristics can be derived by using a theoretical approach based on the quasiclassical
Green’s functions in imaginary time [17]. The only assumptions made here are the perfect
transparency of the N-S interfaces and a negligible suppression of the pair potential ∆ in
the S electrodes near the interface due to the inverse proximity effect. This approximation
is appropriate at low temperatures (T � Tc) or if the superconducting leads are very
massive compared to the normal metal.

1.3.1 Zero-temperature critical current
As shown in Fig. 1.4a,b, at T = 0, the interplay between the two characteristic energy
scales of SNS systems, namely the superconducting energy gap ∆ and the Thouless energy
ETh, sets up two different regimes for the product eRNIc (cf. Tab. 1.2).

(a) In the short-junction limit (ETh � ∆, or, equivalently, L� ξS), all the electrons
of the normal metal can contribute to the supercurrent, and the product eRNIc is just
proportional to the superconducting gap [78]:

eRNIc(T = 0) ≈ 1.326π2 ∆(0), (1.33)

The CPR is strongly non-sinusoidal, with a maximum at ϕ = 1.25π2 .
(b) In the intermediate regime, for ETh ' ∆, the critical current value remains very

close to the short-junction case.
(c) In the long-junction limit (ETh � ∆, or, equivalently, L� ξS), only the electrons

within an energy ETh from the Fermi level contribute to the supercurrent transport, by
undergoing phase-coherent Andreev reflections at the N-S interface, according to the basic
proximity effect mechanism. The zero-temperature critical current is then independent of
the gap ∆ and linearly proportional to the Thouless energy ETh = ~D

L2 [77]:

eRNIc(T = 0) = 10.82ETh. (1.34)
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1.3. Josephson critical current in diffusive SNS junctions

short long
ballistic eRNIc ≈ π∆ [79] eRNIc = ETh [80]
diffusive eRNIc ≈ 2.07∆ [78] eRNIc = 10.82ETh [77]

Table 1.2: Zero-temperature critical current for short and long junctions both in the ballistic
and diffusive case (ETh = ~υF /L in the ballistic case and ETh = ~D/L2 in the diffusive case).

The CPR is slightly different from a pure sine, showing a maximum at ϕ = 1.27π2 for T = 0
(Fig. 1.5a), while at higher temperatures (T ≥ 5ETh) the CPR is nearly sinusoidal.

1.3.2 Finite temperature critical current
Having made the distinction between the short junction and the long junction limit, it
is possible to express the temperature dependence of the critical current in the whole
temperature range up to Tc (Fig. 1.5b).

High-temperature limit: analytical solution. In the high-temperature regime (kBT �
ETh, or, equivalently, L� LT ), the thermal energy becomes much larger than the Thou-
less energy, and we can neglect the mutual influence of the two superconducting electrodes.
The critical current can be written as the sum of different contributions associated to each
of the frequencies ωn = (2n+ 1)πkBT (Matsubara frequencies):

eRNIc(T ) = 64πkBT
N→∞∑
n=0

L

Lωn

∆2 exp (−L/Lωn)[
ωn + Ωn +

√
2 (Ω2

n + ωnΩn)
]2 , (1.35)

where Ωn ≡
√

∆2 + ω2
n and Lωn ≡

√
~D/2ωn.

For kBT > 5ETh, the contributions associated to high Matsubara frequencies become
negligible. In the long-junction limit (∆/ETh → ∞), reducing Eq. (1.35) to the first
term:

eRNIc(T ) = 32
3 + 2

√
2
ETh

[
2πkBT
ETh

]3/2

e
−
√

2πkBT
ETh , (1.36)

we obtain a quasi-exponential behavior of the critical current of the form

Ic(T ) ∝ T 3/2e−L/LT , (1.37)

which in particular does not depend any more on the superconducting energy gap ∆.

Low-temperature limit: numerical solution. In the low-temperature regime (kBT .
ETh, or, equivalently, L . LT ), the evaluation of Ic involves the solution of the complete
Usadel equation at all energies, i.e. for the whole range of Matsubara frequencies. This
solution cannot be expressed analytically, but requires a numerical treatment [17].
In the long-junction limit (∆/ETh →∞), a good analytical approximation is provided by

eRNIc(T ) = aETh

[
1− b exp

(
− a

3.2
ETh
kBT

)]
, (1.38)

with the parameters a = 10.82 and b = 1.30, which converges to the zero-temperature
value (1.34) for T → 0.
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Figure 1.5: (a) Current-Phase Relation (CPR) for a diffusive SNS junction in the long-junction
limit [81]: the sinusoidal shape is soon restored for kBT & 5ETh. (b) Calculated temperature
dependence of the eRNIc product normalized to the Thouless energy ETh. (blue solid) Numerical
solution for a very long junction (∆/ETh = 109) (replotted from [81]). (red solid) Numerical
solution for a long junction (∆/ETh = 100) (replotted from [81]). (black solid) Analytical
solution (1.35), which at high temperature is equivalent to the numerical solution in the long-
junction limit (∆/ETh →∞). (red dashed) Analytical expression (1.36), which well represents
the high temperature part (kBT > 5ETh) in the long-junction limit. (dashed green) Analytical
expression (1.38), which approximates the low temperature part (kBT . ETh) in the long-
junction limit.

1.4 Thermal effects in diffusive SNS junctions
The fact that the properties of superconducting devices are strongly influenced by quasi-
particle dissipation and thermal effects [82–86] has relevant consequences when considering
their possible applications as bolometers [87], coolers [88–93] and thermometers [94, 95].
Even though the temperature-dependence of the critical current is not universal, but
dependent on the ∆/ETh ratio, SNS junctions can be used for low-impedence thermom-
etry [96–98] (by using either the supercurrent temperature-dependence or the proximity-
induced conductance correction in the dissipative state [59, 97]), or for directly probing
the electron energy distribution [99].

Thermal effects have already been shown to have a strong influence in the hysteresis
of superconducting weak-links [100]: having a control over hysteresis [101,102] is crucial,
for instance, for magnetometry applications.

1.4.1 Hysteresis in SNS junctions
In the case of intrinsically overdamped SNS junctions, it was demonstrated that thermal
effects are responsible of their hysteretic behavior [14]. While in the non-dissipative su-
percurrent branch the electronic temperature can be assumed to be constant (Te ∼ Tbath),
the switch to the resistive state for Idc > Ic is related to a consistent overheating due to
Joule dissipation, making the electronic temperature increase on increasing current bias.
When the current is lowered below Ic, the superconducting state is not restored imme-
diately, since the heat evacuation is determined by the relaxation mechanisms through
which the electrons can thermalize to the thermal bath. Therefore, the superconducting
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1.4. Thermal effects in diffusive SNS junctions

state is recovered only at the retrapping current value Ir < Ic, which can be then defined
as the critical current at an elevated electronic temperature T ∗ (Ir ≡ Ic (T ∗)).

1.4.2 Thermal relaxation mechanisms in SNS junctions
The behavior of a given electron system subject to an external excitation depends on
both the external drive and the energy relaxation mechanisms (both internal, i.e. within
the system itself, and external, i.e. due to the coupling with the environment). When a
system is driven out-of-equilibrium from its surroundings, the steady state is determined
by the balance between excitation and relaxation. Only a knowledge of the dominant
relaxation mechanism allows a complete study of the excited system.

Electron-phonon coupling. The coupling between electron and phonons constitutes
the most relevant relaxation mechanism for electrons in a normal metal. The electron-
phonon coupling is expressed as [94,103]:

Pe−ph = ΣU(T 5
e − T 5

ph), (1.39)
where U = dAu×L×W is the normal island volume, and Σ = 24ζ (5) vFk5

Bλ (for Au, the
tabulated value is ΣAu = 2.4 · 109 Wm−3K−5 [104]), with λ the electron-phonon coupling
constant.

Possible deviations from the fifth power law for electron-phonon coupling have been
predicted and observed, either with a dependence slower than T 5 [103,105] or faster than
T 5 [106–108]).

Reduction of electron-phonon coupling by proximity effect. Proximity effect
drastically modifies the electron-phonon heat current, especially within a thermal coher-
ence length LT =

√
~D

2πkBT from the superconducting interface [109]. This effect is depen-
dent on both the junction’s length and the phase - due to the phase- and length-dependent
minigap in the DOS -, and on the temperature - according to the quasi-particles’ occu-
pation function (at low temperature, the heat current Q̇e−ph (Te) is vanishingly small due
to the absence of available states inside the normal metal).

In the long-junction regime (L� ξs), with φ = 0, the thermal power can be described
by the analytical relation Q̇e−ph(Te) = Q̇N

e−ph exp(−T̃ /Te), where T̃ = cETh/kB is the
temperature scale describing the proximity-induced variations (c ≈ 3.7). The effect is
then prominent only at sufficiently low temperatures, while it can be neglected at higher
temperatures.

Hot phonons: Kapitza coupling. The phonon temperature is very difficult to mea-
sure directly and it is usually assumed to be that of the substrate. However, in sev-
eral cases [89, 110], even though the electron-phonon coupling is still considered as the
main thermal relaxation process, the device’s phonons need to be treated as indepen-
dent from the substrate and their temperature taken into account through the Kapitza
coupling [94,110]:

PK(Tph,Tbath) = KA(T 4
ph − T 4

bath), (1.40)
where A is the interface area between the device and the substrate and K is the Kapitza
resistance dependent on the materials in contact [111].
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1. Theory of Proximity Josephson Junctions

Thermal conduction through the superconducting leads. In the superconducting
state, quasiparticles with energy above the superconducting gap can contribute to the
heat transport through the N-S interface. By neglecting the thermal resistance of the N-S
interface wrt the one of the superconducting leads, for infinite superconducting leads, the
temperature-dependent thermal conductivity is defined by the integral [14]:

P (Te) = L0G
S
N

Te�

Tbath

ρ(T )TdT (1.41)

where L0 = (π2/3) k2
B/e

2 = 2.45 × 10−8 W·Ω·K−2 is the Lorentz number, GS
N ≡ R−1

N is
the normal-state electrical conductance of the superconductor (from the hot region to the
thermal drain). ρ (T ) is the ratio between the thermal conductivity of the superconducting
state gThS and the normal state gThN (according to the Wiedemann-Franz law gThN = L0gNT ,
with gN normal-state electrical conductivity), given by

ρ(T ) = 3
2π2

+∞�

∆/kBT

(
x

cosh(x/2)

)2

dx. (1.42)

In the low-tempertature limit ρ (T ) decays as ∼ exp (−∆/kBTe). A bulk superconduc-
tor in the low-temperature limit thus behaves as a very poor thermal conductor, since
the thermal conductivity is exponentially suppressed compared to the linear normal-state
thermal conductivity described by the Wiedemann-Franz law, and the only heat conduc-
tion is due to quasi-particles (QPs) with energy above the superconducting gap ∆.

Thermal conduction through the superconducting leads (inverse proximity
effect). On the other hand, in hybrid superconducting structures, the thermal relaxation
through a superconducting wire of length of the order of the coherence length ξS is strongly
enhanced by QPs conduction, since close to the N-S interface the superconducting gap
∆(0) is reduced and the subgap DOS is nonzero due to inverse proximity effect.

From a self-consistent solution of Usadel equations [112], it follows that the thermal
conductance of a diffusive S wire of length LS between two N reservoirs interpolates
between the normal limit GTh

S = GTh
N at high temperature (kBT > ∆(0)) and the strong

exponential decay at low temperature (kBT�∆(0)) only for lS≡LS/ξS � 1, while the
conductance is strongly enhanced at low temperature for lS ? 1.

1.5 Magnetic field behavior of diffusive SNS junc-
tions

While the magnetic field behavior of superconducting weak links has been widely dis-
cussed and quite well understood since decades, an unified description of the magnetic
field response of a diffusive SNS junction with highly transparent interfaces has been pro-
vided only much later [113,114], by solving the 2D-Usadel equations in the presence of a
perpendicular magnetic field. A complete field penetration in the normal metal (W < λNL )
was assumed, neglecting any Josephson current screening effect. Moreover, no inelastic
scattering was considered. The major role in the phenomenon turns out to be played
by a proximity-induced magnetic vortex structure in the normal metal, similar to the
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Figure 1.6: (a) Calculated critical current normalized by the zero-field value vs magnetic flux
at kBT = 0.01∆ for a normal metal of length L = 8ξS (assuming perfect transparent interfaces)
for different values of width W . The dashed line shows the standard Fraunhofer pattern [113].
(b) Theoretical predictions for L/W = 4.5 and perfect interfaces: the analytical result of the
Usadel equation in the 1D limit L � W (red line), the numerical simulation of the 2D Usadel
equation (blue line), the semiclassical model for a 1D diffusive normal wire (dotted line), and a
Gaussian curve with σ = 1 (dashed line) [114].

one in the mixed state of a type-II superconductor [115–117]. This vortex structure is
reflected in the appearance of a diffraction pattern in which the critical current vanishes
at certain values of the magnetic flux. As reported in Fig. 1.6a, the Ic (H) profile is
strongly dependent on the geometry of the junction and, according to the sample aspect
ratio W/ξH (ξH ≡

√
Φ0/H) value, different limits can be outlined. In the wide-junction

limit (W � ξH , L), the main effect of the magnetic field is to vary the phase across the
junction’s width, making an array of proximity vortices to appear; as a consequence of
the phase modulation, a standard diffraction pattern (Fraunhofer pattern)

Ic(H) = Ic(H = 0)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
sin

(
π Φ

Φ0

)
(
π Φ

Φ0

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (1.43)

exactly periodic in Φ0, is observed5. In the opposite limit, for small values of width
(W � ξH), the formation of vortices is not favorable and the field acts as a pair-breaking
mechanism responsible for a spin-flip scattering which suppresses monotonically the crit-
ical current. A numerical solution of the 2D-Usadel equations [113] (as well as a 1D
approximation [114]) yields a monotonous quasi-Gaussian decay of Ic with the magnetic
flux (Fig 1.6b). For intermediate values of width (W ? ξH), the diffraction pattern is not
strictly periodic and zeros occur at values significantly larger than Φ0 (Fig. 1.6a).

5A more accurate description should also take into account the harmonic composition of the critical
current amplitude through the precise CPR, leading to a more general expression:

Ic(H,ϕ) =
∑
n

In sin (nϕ)
sin
(
nπ Φ

Φ0

)
nπ Φ

Φ0

. (1.44)

However, it turns out that, even at T = 0, when the harmonic contribution is maximum, the deviation
from a standard Fraunhofer pattern of the resulting field-dependence is negligible. This makes the
magnetic field response of a single junction not a suitable way to explore the harmonic composition of
the critical current.
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1. Theory of Proximity Josephson Junctions

1.6 ac properties of diffusive SNS junctions
The dynamics of a diffusive SNS junction can be explored by studying the dc response
to an ac current excitation. According to the amplitude of the ac excitation, both linear
and non-linear regimes can be explored.

1.6.1 Linear and non-linear ac regime

In the linear regime (fac � τ−1
D ), the voltage follows adiabatically the dc V (I) curve:

for strong excitation (Iac > 1
2 (Ic − Ir)), the V (I) curve displays two voltage steps at

Ic1 = Ic−Iac and Ic2=Ir+Iac [20]. In between these values, the average resistance is smaller
than the normal state resistance, and the junction cycles from normal to superconducting
state and viceversa.

In the non-linear regime (fac . τ−1
D ), both integer and fractional Shapiro steps are

observed in the V (I) characteristics of diffusive SNS junctions [17,114]. In the absence of
heating effects, differential resistance maps, analogous to the ones calculated from a pure
RSJ model in Sec. 1.1.3 (cf. Fig. 1.2b), can be observed. For diffusive SNS junctions,
one could assume that the maximum frequency at which Shapiro steps can be measured
should be of the order of the minigap (∝ ETh/h): for fac > τ−1

D the excitation is too fast
compared to the electron relaxation and no phase-locking - necessary for Shapiro steps
to occur - should take place. However, such a threshold is not confirmed experimentally,
and Shapiro steps are commonly observed even for frequencies larger than the minigap.
This rises the question on which would be the actual dominant energy scale that governs
this phenomenon. No conclusive statement can be made so far.

Fractional Shapiro steps are generated by higher-order harmonics in the current-phase
relation, and can be ascribed to either coherent MARs or non-equilibrium response of
the supercurrent. The latter interpretation is nevertheless supported by the peculiar
temperature- [17] and magnetic field- [114] dependence of the sub-harmonic steps.

It is worth to remark that in the case of a voltage bias it is not possible to probe
the equilibrium dynamics of the junction and to distinguish between out-of-equilibrium
and dynamical finite-voltage effects. Experiments [16, 17, 21] indeed show that, at high
temperatures and frequencies, non-equilibrium effects can introduce additional harmonics
in the current-phase relation (Fig. 1.7a,b).

Phase-biasing, on the contrary, allows to explore the equilibrium dynamics of a Joseph-
son junction by measuring its ac susceptibility, whose real part χ′ is related to the non-
dissipative response and the imaginary part χ′′ to the dissipative response (also related to
the noise through the fluctation-dissipation theorem) [22, 118–121]. In the linear regime,
at low frequency (fac < τ−1

in ), a totally in-phase response (no imaginary part, χ′′ ≈ 0) is
expected, since the supercurrent follows adiabatically the ac excitation. As the frequency
is increased, the dynamic response is expected to contain also an out-of-phase component
(χ′′ 6= 0).

1.6.2 Shapiro steps in topological Josephson junctions
The investigation of the ac properties of Josephson junctions has been recently subject
of a renewed interest, due to the arising research on the topic of topological supercon-
ductivity [122]. Some exotic systems are predicted to involve an unconventional super-
conducting proximity effect characterized by a p-wave symmetry of the order parameter,
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Figure 1.7: (a,b) Measured CPR of a long diffusive SNS junction under microwaves irradiation
(a) for different microwave powers at T = 2.8 K and fac = 7 GHz and (b) for different tempera-
tures at f = 11 GHz, showing non-sinusoidal phase-dependence [21]. (c) Measured Shapiro steps
in a Hg-Te based topological Josephson junction, showing the suppression of the 1st Shapiro step
(red arrow) [41]. (d) Energy spectrum of the Andreev Bound States in a topological Josephson
junction, displaying a gapless 4π-periodic topological mode (blue line) and 2π-periodic gapped
modes (red lines) [41].

which ultimately results in a non-trivial zero-energy quasi-particle excitation, leading to
the so-called Majorana6 bound state (MBS) [123]. Spinless p-wave superconductivity was
for instance predicted to be induced by a superconductor with an s-wave symmetry of the
pairing potential at the surface of a 3D topological insulator by proximity effect [33,124].
Recently, remarkable yet controversial tunneling spectroscopy experiments have revealed
zero-energy bound states at the extremities of a semiconducting nanowire in proximity
with a superconductor [125] and of a chain of ferromagnetic atoms coupled to a super-
conductor [126].

In this perspective, a topological Josephson junction turns out to be a very promising
system, since it could hosts a single, topologically-protected ABS, which is 4π-periodic
[127, 128], compared to the 2π-periodic CPR of a conventional Josephson junction (Fig.
1.7d). However, direct measurements of the CPR - by, for instance, scanning SQUID - on
Josephson junctions based on topological insulators (Bi2S3, HgTe) could not reveal this
4π-periodicity, possibly due to the interaction of the 4π-periodic ABS with the continuum
of states at the gap edge (poisoning).

On the other hand, ac Josephson effect can be considered as an indirect tool in order
to obtain an insight of the CPR. It can be easily shown that, for a 4π-periodic CPR,
the ac Josephson effect is characterized by a halved Josephson frequency f 4π

φ = eVdc
h

, and
Shapiro steps are thus expected at equidistant voltages:

Vn = n
hν

e
, (1.45)

i.e. double of the voltage normally associated to the Shapiro steps. This translates
in the observation of the even-index steps only: the absence of the odd-index Shapiro

6In particle physics, a Majorana fermion is a massless spin 1/2 particle which is its own antiparticle.
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1. Theory of Proximity Josephson Junctions

steps, if experimentally proved, can constitute a strong evidence for the presence of a
4π-periodic MBS. A suppression of the first Shapiro step only was indeed observed, at
sufficiently high magnetic field, for a strong spin-orbit coupling InSb nanowire contacted
with superconducting Nb electrodes [37]. A late appearance of the 1st Shapiro step only
was as also reported in a HgTe topological Josephson junction [41] (Fig. 1.7c). Later
on, however, Shapiro measurements performed on HgTe as a 2D topological insulator in
a quantum spin Hall regime showed the progressive disappearance of all the odd Shapiro
steps when decreasing the irradiation frequency [43]. A correct interpretation of these
results should nevertheless take into account, as in the case of conventional Josephson
junctions, thermal effects which can have a strong influence on the even/odd effect due
to poisoning by Joule overheating [129].

For this reason, our considerations on the interplay between electron overheating and
ac Josephson effect (Ch. 3) are of great importance also in the perspective of this cutting-
edge topic.
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Chapter 2

Nanofabrication of high-critical
current proximity Josephson
junctions

2.1 Motivation and implementation
In Chapter 1, we have seen that two superconducting (S) electrodes with a normal metal
(N) structure in between are the essential ingredients of a SNS junction, viewed as a
mesoscopic device capable of showing a quantum-mechanical behavior on a relatively
large scale, according to its long-range phase coherence. The fundamental theoretical
pretictions about these systems, as well as the first pioneering experimental studies, date
back to the ’60s of the last century, and many of the basic phenomena were well understood
even without a unitary mesoscopic physics framework.

However, the technology available did not allow to manufacture complex hybrid super-
conducting systems in a controllable way, and some key experiments were not accessible.
Only more recently, the development of nano-scale fabrication techniques has given a huge
impulse to this field. The two main difficulties - patterning at submicron scale and con-
trol of N-S interfaces - have been overcome thanks to the use of high-resolution e-beam
lithography and, respectively, high-quality thin film deposition in UHV systems. These
state-of-the-art nanofabrication techniques play a fundamental role in the preparation of
our devices, and will be discussed in depth in this Chapter.

2.1.1 Choice of materials
Normal metal: Gold. In order to fabricate a diffusive SNS junction with high critical
current, it is important to maximize the Thouless energy by choosing a normal material
with an high diffusion coefficient, i. e. with an high electrical conductivity. Noble metals
turn out to be the best candidates for this goal.

SNS junctions exploiting Cu as normal metal have been realized in the past, showing
good performance and well-characterized physical properties [17]. On the other hand, Au
is a material well known for its high malleability, ductility, resistance to corrosion and
most chemical reactions, as well as a popular coating material in most of microscopies
and spectroscopies, from SEM to STM. Its only marginally lower electrical properties,
with respect to Cu, are compensated by the presence of an un-oxidized surface. The
low interdiffusion with Niobium results in high-transparency interfaces. In order to make
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2. Nanofabrication of high-critical current proximity Josephson junctions

possible the adhesion of Au film on the silica substrate, the prior deposition of a very thin
layer of Ti (∼ 3 nm) turns out to be required.

Superconducting metal: Niobium. Currently, Aluminum represents the most popu-
lar choice for the superconducting electrodes, due to the ease of its evaporation and litho-
graphic patterning and the extremely high insulating quality of its native oxide (AlOx).
However, the rather low critical temperature of bulk Al (TAlc = 1.5 K), makes necessary
the use of dilution fridges and elaborate electronic filtering, as temperatures T � Tc
are usually needed for a good signal-to-noise ratio. Moreover, a low critical temperature
means a small energy gap (∆Al ∼ 0.23 meV), which might make it difficult to explore
sub-gap features in spectroscopic measurements.

For our kind of applications, higher-Tc elemental superconducting metals are required.
Vanadium (T Vc = 5.38 K) [130–132] and Lead (T Pbc = 7.193 K) have sometimes been used,
but they were found to suffer from rapid aging under ambient air conditions.

An appropriate material, rather immune to aging and to corrosion, turns out to be Nio-
bium, which is moreover the highest-Tc elemental superconductor at atmospheric pressure
(TNbc = 9.2 K). Its peculiar superconducting properties include the largest penetration
length of any element, being one of the three elemental type-II superconductors, along
with vanadium and technetium (T Tcc = 7.77 K). Its major drawback is the strong sensi-
tivity of its thin film superconductivity properties to contamination. Nb is a relatively
low-density refractory metal (melting point of 2468 °C at ambient pressure): its deposition
by evaporation requires extremely high temperatures for the target. In the case of con-
ventional lift-off lithographic processes using organic resist masks (commonly, PMMA),
this leads to massive heating of the mask, which can become mechanically unstable to
deformation and contaminate the evaporated Nb by outgassing, resulting in a strong re-
duction of the effective critical temperature of the superconducting film [133]. Nb-based
superconducting nanostructure with a high Tc can be fabricated using a deposition setup
in which the Nb target is largely far away from the sample (> 40 cm) [134]: this process,
however, is difficult to apply to most of the available setups. Thus, fabrication of Nb-based
devices arises many technological issues, and several techniques have been developed to
bypass these severe limitations to Nb applications.

A primary alternative to evaporation is represented by sputtering techniques, which
can provide high-quality Nb films without requiring high-temperature targets. Such films
can be subsequently patterned by e-beam lithography and dry reactive ion etching (as
in [135]). This process sets however strict constraints on possible materials combinations
in hybrid nanostructures, being incompatible with processes that require connecting Nb to
fragile materials, including novel intriguing materials such as graphene, carbon nanotubes
or thin sheets of topological insulators.
Sputtering through a separately patterned mask (resist or mechanical) has also been
attempted [136], but the low directionality of the deposition leads to poorly defined edges
and interfaces, causing gradual loss of superconducting properties over a broad transition
region. More recently, sputtered Nb-Cu-Nb junctions have been successfully fabricated
and characterized [137].

2.1.2 Towards an all-metal suspended shadow mask
The most common technique in order to obtain highly resolved nanodevices is to use a
shadow evaporation method through suspended stencil masks prepared by e-beam lithog-
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Figure 2.1: Comparison between suspended masks: (a) Conventional PMMA - PMMA/MAA
mask (with MMA’s chemical formula); (b) Thermostable Si or Ge or SiN - PES mask (with
PES chemical formula); (c) All-metal Mo-Al mask (with Al and Mo properties from the periodic
table).

raphy. After the deposition, the mask can be removed by dissolving the bottom layer in
an opportune solvent ("lift-off" technique).

The realization of suspended masks exploits different etching processes, including wet
and dry (or plasma) etching processes. Generally, suspended masks are obtained from a
bi-layer of opportune materials (Fig. 2.1) in which the thin top layer is directly patterned
through e-beam lithography, while the bottom layer allows to obtain suspended structures
with a well controlled undercut, due to the use of an opportune etchant with very good
chemical selectivity for the bottom material with respect to the top one.

Conventional resist mask. Uses a top layer of PMMA and a bottom layer of co-
polymer PMMA-MAA (Fig. 2.1a). These organic masks are easy-to-pattern but, as we
saw, not suitable for processes involving refractory metals.

Thermostable resist mask. Uses a top layer of a hard material (Si, Ge, SiN) and a
bottom layer of a specific organic resist (poly-PhenyleneEther Sulphone, PES) [138] with
a high thermal stability (glass-transition temperature of 235 °C, compared to ∼ 150°C of
PMMA) (Fig. 2.1b). Such process provided high-performance Nb-based hybrid devices
[77]. Nevertheless, the process turns out to be quite troublesome, being the quality of
the resist strongly dependent - for instance - on the ambient hygrometry during resist
spinning.

SiN mask. Non-organic evaporation stencil masks based on a suspended bi-layer of
Si3N4 and SiO2 have also been developed [139,140], but lift-off and integration with arbi-
trary materials (such as carbon-based materials or novel 2D materials) remain completely
impossible.

2.1.3 All-metal mask process
For realizing a lithographic patterning of extremely narrow and well-defined Nb nanos-
tructures, we choose a completely different and novel approach based on replacing the
organic mask by a fully metallic one. In the past, a Nb/Cu [141] and Al/Cr [142] bilayer
stencil masks were already developed. We optimized a recently developed process based
on a deposited metallic bi-layer [143] consisting of Al (250 nm) and Mo (30 nm) (Fig.
2.1c), by introducing a design suitable for angle-evaporation that allows for a single-step
Nb/Au UHV deposition. In the following we point out the key concepts and the issues
related to this fabrication process. The step-by-step procedure is summarized in Fig. 2.2.
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2. Nanofabrication of high-critical current proximity Josephson junctions

1) Bilayer mask deposition. Both metallic materials can be either sputtered or e-
beam evaporated in non-UHV (∼ 10−6 mbar) conditions, since they constitute a sacrificial
mask and the quality of the films is not very relevant here. However, the deposition rate
of these materials is found to affect the quality of the mask: an increased deposition
rate, in the absence of annealing processes, enhances the granularity of the deposited thin
film, resulting in a less defined patterning, more fragile suspended structures, and less
reproducible etching rates.

2) Top layer patterning. The top layer provides the suspended parts of our mask and
is made of a material (in our case, Mo, but also Nb, Si and Ge have been shown to be
suitable for our process) chosen to be itself refractory, and suitable to form a thermally
stable, mechanically robust and easy-to-pattern mask. It needs to be thin enough: 1)
to minimize the deposition on the sides during the final angle evaporation, which would
narrow the holes in the mask and eventually lead to deformed deposited structures; 2) to
minimize the patterns broadening related to any unwanted (thickness-dependent) side-
etching. However, it needs to be thick enough to be mechanically stable, hanging out
above a quite large undercut without bending or collapsing. Moreover, the top layer
thickness is directly related to the required thickness of resist on top of it, ultimately
conditioning the resolution of e-beam lithography.
The top layer is patterned through an e-beam lithographic process - exposure + devel-
opment in MIBK:IPA (1:3) - making use of a spin-coated polymer (PMMA 4% in Ethyl
Lactate solvent) as e-beam sensitive resist (thickness ∼ 350 nm for our spin-coating pa-
rameters), followed by an dry etching process (RIE) with a SF6 plasma (∼ 120 s). The
latter must be:
1. highly selective for the top layer material, so that this can be etched completely leaving
the bottom layer material uneffected;
2. highly anisotropic (vertical etching rate much larger than lateral etching rate, resulting
in sidewalls between 88° and 92°), allowing to transfer the designed pattern by roughly
preserving all the dimensions.

The resist can be then completely removed (acetone + O2 plasma) after this etching
step, in order to prevent any organic contamination in the following steps.

3) Bottom layer wet etching. The bottom layer, responsible for the undercut needed
for creating the suspended structures, is made of Al, due to the high rates for (isotropic)
wet etching (∼90 Å/s) by strongly basic chemicals. By using Microposit1 MF-26A: DI
water (5:1), we obtain etching rates much larger than most of the other materials, in
particular the one we chose for our top layer, which is then left intact.
As for the top layer, also the thickness of the bottom layer needs to be optimized: the
height of the mask needs to be sufficiently big so that the deposition angle can be reduced,
since the shadow evaporation becomes difficult at angles larger than 40°; but, since the
wet etching process is highly isotropic (i.e. final undercut ≈ etched thickness), a too
large thickness would result in suspended structures that are too much overstanding, and
thus fragile. Nevertheless, having a good control over the Al etch is crucial as an under-
etch would compromise the final deposited structures during lift-off, whereas an over-etch

1Microposit MF-26A and Microposit MF-319 (manufactured by Shipley Europe Ltd.) are strongly
basic solution of 2.35% tetra-methyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) in DI water (pH ≈ 13), often used
also as UV-resist developers.
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2.1. Motivation and implementation

would produce too large undercuts (making the top layer collapse) and the substrate
would begin to get chemically attacked.

4) Shadow evaporation. Through this all-metal suspended mask (as the one reported
in Fig. 2.3a), we are able to e-beam evaporate high quality thin films of Au (for the normal
metallic parts) and Nb (for the superconducting parts), which are deposited inside a UHV
chamber (p > 10−9 mbar). The deposition is performed at opposite angles2 (Ti+Au: -30°,
Nb: +32°), giving the typical shadow effect that results in redundant deposited patterns.
To achieve the ultimate quality of the deposition, the sample can be pre-emptively cleaned
with an Ar plasma inside the loadlock and then annealead in the UHV chamber (200 °C
for 1 hour), in order to outgas and remove any remaining organic residues. For obtaining
an overlap between two structures which in the mask are separated by a distance ∆x, the
deposition should be performed at an angle3:

ϑ = arctan ∆x
hAl + hMo

. (2.1)

As a consequence, in order to obtain a final effective thickness hd, one should deposit a
“nominal” (zero-angle) thickness hn such that hn = hd

cosϑ .

5) Lift-off. After the deposition, the metallic mask can be lifted by a wet etching
(∼ 50 min) with a strongly basic chemical - Microposit4 MF-319. This strong etchant is
however unable to completely remove Al from a large uniform surface (several mm2, for our
samples), and the lift-off can be made efficient only by designing in the suspended mask a
pattern of holes through which the etchant can penetrate all over the surface and remove
the sacrifical Al layer. In general, one can conclude that the Al etching rate is strongly
dependent on the precise form factor of the pattern to etch, and can significantly vary
from sample to sample. This lift-off step is crucial to obtain perfectly defined junctions
and its duration should be minimized, since beyond 2 h the etchant starts to deteriorate
the Si/SiO2 substrate as well as the constitutive materials (Nb and Au) of our devices. It
turns out that a different choice for the top layer material (e.g. Si or Ge) can make the
lift-off quite troublesome, and then Mo (along with Nb) was found to be the only suitable
option.

2Since during the angle evaporation some material deposits also on the sides of the suspended mask,
inducing a deformation in the subsequently deposited patterns, it is found that better alignment is
obtained by using a slightly asymmetric angle.

3In our case, for a displacement ∆x = 200 nm and metal thicknesses hAl = 290 nm and hMo = 45
nm, an angle of about 31° is required.

4cf. footnote 1
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Figure 2.2: Fabrication process for Nb-Au-Nb junctions: (a) Metallic bi-layer (Al-Mo) deposi-
tion and PMMA 4% resist spincoating; (b) Resist patterning through e-beam lithography and
MIBK:IPA (1:3) development; (c) Mo anisotropic Reactive Ion Etching in SF6 plasma; (d) Re-
sist removal (acetone + O2 plasma) and Al isotropic wet etching in MF-26A; (e) Ti (not shown)
and Au UHV evaporation on angle −ϑ; (f) Nb UHV evaporation on angle +ϑ; (g) Mask lift-off
in MF-319.

2.2 Devices characterization
Inspection by SEM and AFM. After lift-off, the quality of the samples is inspected
with the help of various microscopy techniques.

SEM inspections highlight the efficiency of the lift-off - with the deposited layers lying
on a very clean and smooth substrate surface - and a good definition of the structures -
with a good overlap between the normal metal island and the superconducting electrodes.
The wires edges appear as granular, which arises from the granular profile of the Mo sus-
pended mask after its etching. All the dimensions are compatible with the ones expected
from the design, within an error of ±10 %, meaning only a limited deformation of the
patterns during the consecutive etching steps.

Topographic AFM images (Fig. 2.3b) outline a very clean substrate and metallic sur-
faces, making the devices suitable for local probe experiments [19, 144]. Profile charts
show thicknesses of deposited layers in a very good agreement with the expected thick-
nesses. Remarkably, the structures show side-edges with an appreciably different slope,
according to the related angle used for the shadow evaporation.
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Figure 2.3: (a) SEM view of the suspended metallic mask after patterning and etching, prior
to junctions deposition. (b) AFM topographic image of a typical junction, showing smooth and
clean surfaces and a good definition of the deposited structures. Phantom Nb and Au structures
related to the angle evaporation are also visible. (c) Relevant dimension of our SNS junctions:
the thicknesses of the Nb superconducting electrodes and the normal Au strip are hNb and hN
respectively. The normal island has a full length L and a width W . The spacing between the
electrodes is indicated as dNb. (d) Measured resistance R(T ) for a 60 nm-thick Nb film. A
relatively sharp transition is shown at about 8.2 K.

The geometrical parameters of the different junctions can be precisely determined in
the following ranges: Au thickness: hAu = 20÷ 30 nm; Nb thickness: hNb = 60÷ 90 nm;
Au island length: L = 380 ÷ 740; electrode-electrode separation: dNb = 180 ÷ 500 nm;
junction’s width: W = 210± 10 nm (cf. Fig. 2.3c).

Electrical probing. Room-temperature pad-to-pad resistance is found around ∼ 300
Ω. The sheet-resistance of a 60 nm-thick Nb (ρNb = 152 nΩ ·m) film with a 20 nm-thick
Au (ρAu = 24.4 nΩ ·m) film in parallel can be estimated as about R� = 0.82 Ω/sq. The
geometrical factor of the device is then N = R

R�
∼ 360 sq, reasonably compatible with

our design geometry.

Thin film characterization. The quality of the UHV-evaporated superconducting Nb
thin film was tested through R(T ) measurements on the same devices, along a path not
including any junction - but only the superconducting leads - in order to extract the
critical temperature for the superconducting transition.

Transport measurements5 performed in the temperature range 7 ÷ 10 K show a rel-
atively well-defined resistance drop around 8.2 ± 0.2 K (Fig. 2.3d). This value of the
critical temperature, only slightly lower than the one in the bulk (Tc = 9.2 K), as well as
the narrow transition to the superconducting state, provide a good evidence of the quality
of the deposited Nb film.

5The measurement is perfomed in a dedicated cryogenic setup optimized for R(T ) measurement, which
allows a better temperature control above 4 K.
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Chapter 3

Interplay between electron
over-heating and ac Josephson effect

In this Chapter, we discuss the dc and ac properties of Nb-based SNS junctions fabricated
according to the procedure described in Chapter 2. Although SNS junctions have been
widely studied in the past, our devices are characterized by a high Tc for the supercon-
ducting leads (Tc . 8.5 K), thanks to the high quality of the deposited Nb films, and by
a relatively short junction’s length (down to . 200 nm), which is among the shortest ever
realized still being in the long-junction framework. The junctions are thus found to be in
a regime almost never studied: as they have a remarkably high critical current, thermal
effects are expected to be very strong, enough for affecting the junction’s properties but
without completely suppressing Josephson effect nor superconductivity. While the impact
of thermal effects on the dc properties of SNS junctions is well understood, their influence
on the ac properties was never investigated in detail before.

3.1 V (I) characterization
Transport measurements are performed in an inverted dilution cryostat (similar to the one
described in Chapter 4, but with no SPM), operating to a base temperature of Tbath ' 100
mK, allowing a temperature regulation up to 10 K, and equipped with well-filtered dc
and rf lines and superconducting coils providing a perpendicular magnetic field up to 2
T.

In a conventional 4-wire configuration, biasing a junction with a current Idc and mea-
suring the voltage drop Vdc across it allows a full V (Idc) characterization (Fig. 3.1a).

3.1.1 Generalities on V (I) characteristics
In a remarkably large range of temperatures (up to above 7 K), the V (Idc) curves show
a zero-resistance supercurrent branch, up to a current given by the critical current Ic.
For Idc > Ic, the V (Idc) curves tends to a dissipative ohmic branch which gives the
normal-state resistance of the junction, RN (typical value: ∼ 1 Ω). The normal-state
resistance, related to dissipation effect in the normal metal, slightly increases on increasing
temperature, but no additional (in series) resistive contribution from Nb is observed in
the whole temperature range, meaning that the critical temperature of our Nb thin film
is higher than 7.2 K and that the Nb critical current is higher than the maximum current
range used for the measurements (0.2 mA).
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematics of a current-biased Nb-Au-Nb junction in 4-probe configuration.
(b,c) V (Idc) characteristics of device J3 measured at temperatures of (b) Tbath = 100 mK and
(c) Tbath = 4.2 K. The arrows indicate the sweeping direction of the current bias. In (b), the
dashed line approximates the asymptote of V (Idc), and the value at which it crosses V = 0
provides an estimation of the excess current Iexc(∼ 50 µA).

Hysteretic regime. At low temperature (Fig. 3.1b), a strong superconducting branch
is clearly observed, with a very large critical current Ic exceeding 100 µA in the shortest
junctions. This is achieved thanks to the short length of the Au island between the two
Nb electrodes. Beyond this current value, the V (Idc) characteristics switches directly
to the purely ohmic branch, characterized by a normal-state resistance RN . When the
current is then decreased below Ic, the characteristics remains on the ohmic branch. The
voltage is drawn back to zero only at the so-called retrapping current Ir < Ic. This results
in a pronounced hysteretic behaviour of the V (I) curves. As discussed previously, this
hysteresis is of thermal origin1 and is typical of SNS junctions with a large critical current
density [14].

Non-hysteretic regime. At sufficiently high temperature, the curves become non-
hysteretic, as expected for a vanishing-capitance (overdamped) proximity junction. As
shown in Fig. 3.1c, above the critical current the voltage across the junction continuously
increases according to the predicted dependence (1.13):

Vdc = RN

√
I2
dc − I2

c (Idc > Ic). (3.1)

Definition of the critical current. For the lower-temperature curves, the marked
switching behavior induces very pronounced and sharp peaks in the dV/dIdc vs Idc curves.
The position of the voltage jump at the edge of the non-dissipative region provides an
unequivocal measure of the critical current.

At higher temperatures, however, the transition to the resistive branch is broader
and the dV/dIdc trend is overcome by the statistical fluctuations, requiring a smooth-
ing procedure of the dV/dIdc curves (using, for instance, a generalized moving-average
Savitzky-Golay filter). Still, a solid criterium to determine the critical current needs to be

1This interpretation, strongly supported by experimental evidences, contrasts some hypothesis [135]
that would relate the hysteresis to dynamical effects (in analogy to the case of SIS junctions) through
an effective RCSJ model in which the plasma frequency ωp is replaced by a quantity proportional to the
diffusion rate τ−1

D and the relaxation time RC is replaced by τe−ph at T & 1 K and τin at T . 1 K.
One would expect a retrapping current IRCSJr ≈ 4

π

√
ET h

2eR
√
Ic, which is not consistent with the measured

value.
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established: following previous works [81], we define the critical current at high temper-
ature, with respect to the normal state resistance RN , as the value of current for which
dV/dIdc = 0.3RN .

Excess current. A closer look to the low-temperature V (Idc) curves, as the one in Fig.
3.1b, outlines that, at high current, the purely ohmic branch is asymptotically reached,
but with a voltage always smaller than the expected value V = RNIdc . This voltage
deficit translates in a current surplus, known as excess current Iexc, that can be estimated
by extrapolating the resistive asymptote, crossing V = 0 at a finite current Idc = Iexc > 0.
The normal contribution to the current is then given by the sum of the resistive shunt
and the excess current: IN = V/RN + Iexc. The presence of an excess current in SNS
junctions was widely studied in the past and it was not treated in detail by our study.
Moreover, its precise determination can be cumbersome: first, the heating developped
in the resistive branch can be, as we will see, prominent and distort the V (Idc) curve
from its ideal isothermal shape; secondly the measurement needs to be performed at
sufficiently large voltage (several times the superconducting gap) in order to obtain a true
asymptote. Nevertheless, its presence gives us a confirmation of the high transparency of
our interfaces. In the framework of the BTK theory [75] the normalized quantity IexcRi/∆
- where Ri is the interface resistance - is a function only of the barrier strength Z (related
to the transmission coefficient T = 1

1+Z2 ). In our case, Ri is not known and in general not
easy to access, but we can make a rough assumption for our high transparency junctions
and take Ri = 0.1 × RN . Considering for instance junction #J3 (RN = 1.7 Ω, i.e.
Ri = 0.17 Ω), we observe an excess current Iexc > 50 µA and estimate IexcRi/∆ > 0.07,
Z < 2.0 and T > 20%, rather high compared to the commonly found values.

3.1.2 Characteristic junction parameters
From the knowledge of the value of the normal state resistance and of the geometrical
parameters of our junctions, it is possible to derive many physical quantities related to
geometrical and transport properties of the normal metal link, relevant for our further
discussion.

Shunt capacitance. The capacitance of the junction can be roughly estimated from
the law of the planar capacitor:

C ∼ S

d
, (3.2)

where we assume S = W · hN and d = L. Typical capacitance is found to be extremely
small, of the order of C ≈ 10−1 fF. According to the RCSJ model, the Q-factor Q =
RN

√
2eIc
~ C, for Ic ∼ 10−4 A and RN ∼ 1 Ω, is then � 1, meaning that our junctions are

expected to be in the overdamped regime.

Josephson inductance. The inductance of the junction can be roughly estimated by
the equation [81]:

LJ = Φ0

2πIc
. (3.3)

For Ic ∼ 100 µA, we get LJ ∼ 3 pH. This implies that the inductive contribution to the
junction’s impedance is low even at microwave frequencies (|ZL| = 2πνLJ = 2 · 10−2 Ω at
ν = 1 GHz).
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Normal state resistivity, mean free path and diffusion coefficient. From the
value of the normal state resistance RN , the resistivity of a normal bridge of length dNb,
width W and thickness hN is given by:

ρN = RN
W · hN
dNb

. (3.4)

The normal state resistivity is a purely transport-related quantity. This allows to choose
as the length of the normal bridge the distance dNb, which is the length of the shortest
resistive path between the two (zero-resistivity) superconducting electrodes. We found
typical values of ρN ∼ 4 · 10−8 Ω ·m.

The mean free path in the normal metal can be calculated as [145]:

le = 1
ρN

mυF
ne2 , (3.5)

where, in the case of gold, the Fermi velocity and the density of electrons are υF = 1.4 ·106

m · s−1 and n = 5.9 · 1028 m−3 respectively. Quite large mean free paths (∼ 20 nm), of
the order of the metal’s thickness, are estimated for our structures.

As a consequence, very high values for the diffusion coefficient D = 1
3 leυF ∼ 100 cm2/s

are found, revealing the good quality of the deposited normal metal.

Geometrical Thouless energy. In the estimation of the Thouless energy ETh =
~D/L2, one can be tempted to naively consider, as the effective length, the spacing be-
tween the superconducting electrodes, as we did in the case of the normal state resistivity.
However, here the relevant length is not set by simple transport considerations, but is re-
lated to the phase-coherent Andreev reflections performed by the quasi-particles of the
normal metal. These reflections actually take place inside the superconducting electrodes
over a depth of the order of the superconducting coherence length ξS. As a consequence,
the effective length reasonably exceeds the mere separation between the superconducting
electrodes dNb at least for twice the coherence length. We will see that, in our case, the
extracted effective length is of the order of the total normal metal length. Thouless energy
values are estimated in the range ∼ 10÷ 50 µV, depending on the junction’s length.

3.1.3 Fluctuations of the switching current
In Sec. 1.1.2, we have seen that the switching current is a stochastic quantity which follows
a given probability dispersion of width ∆Ic, and it is related to the phase escape rate
Γ. However, for vanishing-capacitance SNS junctions this description is not completely
relevant since the definition of the plasma frequency ωp is not meaningful. Still, it is
possible to extract a statistics of the switching current for our junctions.

We implemented a fast-readout measurement scheme for obtaining the switching cur-
rent statistics. It consist in adding a small oscillating current (Iac ∼few µA, fac ∼ 1 kHz)
from a signal generator to the dc bias, so that the current oscillates around the expected
value of Ic = 〈Isw〉. The onset of a voltage is then detected by means of the triggering
function of an oscilloscope. This configuration allows us to obtain up to 10 000 measure-
ments of the switching current Isw in ∼ 10 s. A typical histogram obtained is shown in
Fig. 3.2a.

A detailed study of the statistics of the switching currents in different temperature
regimes and for different junctions was however beyond the scope of this work. Neverthe-
less, as shown in (Fig. 3.2b) for a series of measurements performed below T = 1 K, the
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Figure 3.2: (a) Histogram showing the statistical distribution of the switching current Isw at
T =100 mK. (b) Temperature dependence of the FWHM of the histograms ∆Ic for T < 1 K;
the red line represents a tentative fit with the thermal activation dependence ∆Ic/I1/3

c = βT 2/3

(β = 6.60 · 10−3 (A/K)2/3); the black dashed line represents an hypotetical linear dependence,
not well followed by the experimental data. (c) Temperature dependence of the critical current
Ic (black) and the retrapping current Ir (red) for junction J3. The two curves rejoin at a
temperature T ∗ ∼ 2.5 K; green dashed line: least-squares fit of Ic(T ) curve according to formula
(3.6).

FWHM of the histograms ∆Ic qualitatively follows the thermally activated dependence
(1.10) ∆Ic ∝ I1/3

c (kBT )2/3: for temperatures few times larger than ETh/kB, the depen-
dence ∆Ic/I1/3

c = βT 2/3 is roughly verified for β = 6.60 · 10−3 (A/K)2/3, while at low
temperatures a saturation is observed. As highlighted in Fig. 3.2b, this behavior is very
different from a simple linear dependence in T .

3.2 Temperature dependence of the critical current
From the V (I) characteristics measured at different temperatures, it is possible to derive
the temperature-dependence of the critical current Ic.

The peculiar decay of the critical current for increasing temperatures is shown in Fig.
3.2c. Remarkably, a critical current as large as 12 µA is measured at 4K, and a (vanishing)
critical current can be observed up to temperatures of 7 K.

According to the treatment of Section 1.3, a least-squares fit in a larger temperature
range is obtained thanks to the complete formula (1.35):

eRNIc = η64πkBT
N→∞∑
n=0

L

Lωn

∆2 exp (−L/Lωn)[
ωn + Ωn +

√
2 (Ω2

n + ωnΩn)
]2 , (3.6)

by truncating the sum at sufficiently high N (Fig. 3.2c). This is allowed since we are not
treating the limit T → 0, for which the sum would drop to zero instead of saturating,
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3. Interplay between electron over-heating and ac Josephson effect

Sample dNb L RN D ~D/L2 EfitTh Leff η I0
c I0

r T ∗

(nm) (nm) (Ω) (cm2/s) (µeV) (µeV) (nm) (µA) (µA) (K)

J1 225 550 2.4 96 20.9 20.7 553 0.66 104 33 2.1

J2 300 580 2.4 103 20.1 18.0 568 0.89 78 45 1.5

J3 180 380 1.7 114 52.0 46.9 420 0.79 178 35 3.2

J4 500 740 3.6 107 9.3 9.9 775 0.67 14 2 1.1

Table 3.1: Parameters of the reported samples. In all samples, the width W is 210±10 nm, Au
thickness is 20 nm for sample J1 and 30 nm for samples J2 - J4, while Nb thickness is 60 nm for
sample J1 and 90 nm for samples J2-J4. dNb is the Nb-Nb distance while L is the total length
of the normal island. RN is the normal-state resistance measured at 4.2 K, D is the diffusion
coefficient of the normal part, ~D/L2 is the Thouless energy estimated from the geometrical
parameters, while Efit

Th and η are the fitting parameters in Eq. (3.6). Leff =
√
~D/EfitTh is the

effective junction length, which we observe to be much closer to L than to dNb. I0
c and I0

r the
values of the critical/retrapping currents respectively at T → 0 and in the absence of magnetic
field and microwave excitations. T ∗ is the temperature at which the Ic(T ) and Ir(T ) curves
start to deviate from each other as the temperature is lowered.

unless we take N → ∞. Here the fitting parameters are the Thouless energy ETh and
the phenomenological parameter η - introduced ad-hoc to take into account the reduction
of the critical current amplitude -, which is often improperly accounted for as the ’trans-
parency’ of the interfaces, assuming η = 1 for ideal perfectly transparent interfaces. From
the fit, we obtain the values Efit

Th ≈ 10 ÷ 50 µeV and ηfit ≈ 0.66 ÷ 0.9 for the different
junctions (cf. Table 3.1).

From the estimation of the Thouless energy Efit
Th , it is possible to derive the effective

length related to our junctions:

Leff =
√√√√ ~D
Efit
Th

. (3.7)

This value is found to be compatible with a junction length taken equal to the total length
of the normal island L. One can remark that the overlapped geometry resulting from the
shadow evaporation is nevertheless non-trivial, since the NS interfaces extend over layered
proximized areas. In any case, the effective length always exceeds the mere separation
between the superconducting electrodes dNb, as a consequence of the fact that Andreev
reflections take place in the superconducting electrodes over a length of the order of the
coherence length.

This analysis shows a good agreement of our data with the theoretical predictions
(Fig. 3.2c), providing a quite high value for the Thouless energy and a η parameter
enormously larger than the one of similar devices previously realized in the group [143].
These enhancements, attributable to a better quality of N-S interfaces, as well as to a
higher diffusion constant for the normal part and a good quality of evaporated Nb, are
mainly due to a single-step deposition process involving a shadow evaporation in a UHV
chamber.

The results are comparable with the ones reported in [17], where an advantage is taken
from the higher diffusion constant provided by Copper.
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Figure 3.3: Magnetic field dependence of the critical current Ic (black dots) and the retrap-
ping current Ir (red dots), in logarithmic scale (T = 280 mK, device J1). The top horizontal
scale represents the magnetic flux normalized to the flux quantum Φ0. Steps in current values
appearing at large magnetic field are artifacts due to experimental detection discretization.

It can be pointed out that the length of our junctions is relatively short (still being
in the long-junction regime). Hence, the saturation value Ic(T → 0) is supposed to
give a ratio eRNIc(T = 0)/ETh slightly smaller than the long-junction (∆/ETh → ∞)
limiting value 10.82. For ∆/ETh ≈ 25 ÷ 120 we expect a saturation value eRNIc(T =
0)/ETh ≈ 8 ÷ 10. However, several mechanisms could be responsible for a suppression
of the supercurrent at low temperature, such as the effect of inelastic scattering and
non-ideal interfaces [146] or the influence of a fluctuating environment [147].

Temperature dependence of the retrapping current. The temperature depen-
dence of the retrapping current is also included in Fig. 3.2c. The retrapping current
can be roughly defined as the value of the critical current at a bias-dependent elevated
electronic temperature T ∗ given by the thermal balance between the dissipated Joule heat
and the coupling to the phonon bath. For bath temperatures lower than this value T ∗, the
retrapping current is temperature-independent, being dictated only by the thermal relax-
ation mechanism. Only above this crossover temperature T ∗ the retrapping current can
attain the critical current decay and the behaviour of the junction becomes non-hysteretic.
We will see that the value of T ∗ is a relevant quantity that gives us an indication of the
electronic temperature of the junction in the resistive state. Values of T ∗ for different
junctions are reported in Table 3.1.

3.3 Magnetic field dependence of the critical current
Our cryogenic setup is suitable for performing transport measurements in a relatively high
magnetic field. The system is provided with two different superconducting NbTi coils.
The main coil provides a magnetic field perpendicular to the junctions’ plane, up to the
maximum value of 2 Tesla. Remarkably, no additional resistive contribution due to Nb is
found in our V (I) curves up to the maximum magnetic field value used (0.2 T), meaning
that the critical field for the Nb thin film has an higher value.

According to the theoretical predictions presented in Sec. 1.5, the dependence of the
critical and retrapping current on the applied magnetic field combines a sharp monotonic
decay and an oscillatory behavior (Fig. 3.3), the crossover being governed by the ratio
between the junction width W and the superconductor’s coherence length ξ. The pre-
dicted oscillation period varies continuously from exactly one flux quantum Φ0 = h/2e
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3. Interplay between electron over-heating and ac Josephson effect

in the wide-junction limit (W � ξS) to infinity (no oscillations) in the narrow-junction
limit (W � ξS). In sample J1, for instance, the magnetic field oscillation period of 40.7
mT corresponds to a flux of 1.5 Φ0 through the junction area of 0.55×0.20 = 0.11 µm2.
In the theoretical framework of Ref. [113], this periodicity corresponds to a ratio W/ξS of
about 8, which indicates a quite reasonable value for the coherence length ξS = 25 nm.

Compared to the theoretical dependence illustrated in Fig. 1.6a, we observe non-zero
minima in the oscillations, which can be ascribed to some geometrical asymmetry in the
junction or to imperfect interfaces. More precisely, they can be related to a non-uniform
current distribution in the normal part. Ideally, the current distribution profile can be
obtained as the inverse Fourier Transform of the Ic(B) curve.

A detailed description should also take into account not only the aspect ratio of the
normal island, but also the additional flux related to the kinetic inductance of the super-
conducting leads [12,114].

3.4 Microwave measurements
We studied the dc response of our SNS junction under microwave irradiation (schematics
in Fig. 3.4a). Microwave signals in the frequency range ν = 1÷ 26.5 GHz with power Pµ
were sent to the shielded cavity containing the sample from a RT microwave generator
through coaxial rf lines ending up to a dedicated pad on the sample-holder stage. A
copper wire, used as a radiating antenna, was soldered to this pad and placed few mm
above the sample for obtaining a better coupling to the microwaves. However, only part
of the frequencies provided an optimal irradiation, due to the presence of resonant cavity
modes. The narrowing of the supercurrent branch at sufficiently high Pµ, being one of the
main effects of microwave irradiation (see Sec. 3.4.1), can be indirectly used for qualitative
visualization of the transmission function of the system (Fig. 3.4b). Another relevant
quantity is the critical microwave excitation power P ∗µ at which the supercurrent branch
is fully suppressed, which is shown in Fig. 3.4c for different frequencies in the considered
range. The lowest values of P ∗µ are indication of better coupling to the microwaves.

As expected, the V (I) characteristics under microwave irradiation show well defined
integer Shapiro steps at voltages Vn = nhν/2e in the whole investigated frequency range.
The dependence of the steps’ voltage with the steps’ index (Fig. 3.4d) can be perfectly
fitted with a straight line of slope proportional to the microwave frequency ν (unlike some
recent results [114], in which some deviations were observed). Fractional Shapiro steps
can be as well revealed above a certain microwave frequency, and will be discussed at the
end of this Chapter.

3.4.1 Shapiro steps in the intermediate-frequency microwave
regime

As the impedance of our samples is small compared to the estimated line impedance
at microwave frequency, the samples are still current-biased in the microwave regime.
The color map of Fig. 3.5a shows the typical differential resistance dV/dIdc obtained by
numerical derivation of the V (Idc) curves as a function of the dc bias current Idc and the
microwave induced current2 Iµ ∝ P 1/2

µ at frequency ν = 6 GHz. The supercurrent branch
2Pµ[dBm] = 10 log

(
103 · Pµ[W]

)
= 30 + 10 log

(
I2
µ[A]

)
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Figure 3.4: (a) Schematics for the V (Idc) characterization of a Josephson junction subject to
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of microwave frequency ν and dc current bias Idc (at fixed microwave power Pµ = 4 dBm) as
indirect qualitative measurement of setup transmission. A microwave-induced narrowing of the
superconducting branch V = 0 (light blue) is observed only at specific frequencies corresponding
to some resonant modes. (c) Critical power P ∗µ for different microwave frequencies. The lowest
values correspond to better coupling to the microwaves. Red dots correspond to microwave
frequencies for which the most resolved maps are measured (ν = 6, 8.85, 24.2 GHz) (d) Shapiro
voltage vs step index for some of the several frequencies investigated. From bottom to top:
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frequencies. Horizontal dashed line shows ETh/e = 18 µV (as estimated for junction J2).
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Figure 3.5: (a) Measured differential resistance map as a function of the dc current bias Idc
and the microwave excitation amplitude Iµ for a frequency ν= 6 GHz (device J2, Tbath = 100
mK). The white arrow indicates the sweeping direction of the dc current bias. The top black
arrows point to the individual V (Idc) curves (b-d) taken at microwave drives Iµ of (b) 0.020 (c)
0.035 (d) 0.056 (a.u.). Voltage is normalized to hν/2e. (e) Step width for the first Shapiro steps
(n = 0,−1,−2,−3) on the retrapping side, showing an inversion of the Shapiro steps’ order,
with a late appearence of the steps n = −1 and n = −2 wrt n = −3. The onset microwave
amplitudes are highlighted by colored arrows. The curves are vertically offset by 30 µA for
better visibility. A sudden drop of the supercurrent branch’s width (n = 0) is also evident at
Iµ = I∗µ.

and the Shapiro steps (up to an index exceeding 10) appear as dark regions, with zero
differential resistance. These steps are clearly visible in the V (I) curves (Fig. 3.5b-d).

At high excitation amplitude, the map is symmetric in Idc and the Shapiro steps’
widths oscillate with the microwave excitation amplitude (Fig. 3.5e), producing a well-
predicted pattern (cf. 1.1.3) with rhombi-like oscillations, as expected for a high-Ic junc-
tion (Ω � 1). At the highest excitations, the oscillations gradually assume a more
Bessel-like shape, because of a reduction of the critical current due to overheating (see
Sec. 3.5).

Linear decrease of the critical current. In a current-bias picture, the microwave
irradiation adds adiabatically an oscillatory excursion Iµ to the bias current Idc, so that the
current oscillates between Idc−Iµ and Idc+Iµ. Switching to the resistive state then occurs
at a lower critical current Ic−Iµ. Once the junction has switched, it remains in the resistive
state due to hysteresis. To first approximation, one expects a linear suppression of Ic with
increasing Iµ, as seen in Fig. 3.5a. We attribute the slight downward deviation from linear
behavior to a small increase in the cryostat bath temperature at high microwave power.
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On the retrapping branch, a similar decay of the retrapping current Ir with the microwave
current Iµ is observed.

Masked low-index Shapiro steps on critical current branch. For sufficiently small
microwave current Iµ, the hysteretic behavior of the junction appears through the asym-
metry of the map (Fig. 3.5a) with respect to Idc. Strikingly, several low-index steps do not
appear in the critical current branch. Individual V (Idc) characteristics displayed in Fig.
3.5b-d clearly demonstrate that the absence of these steps stems from the voltage directly
jumping from zero up to about RNIc, corresponding to the ohmic branch. Since RNIc is
large compared to hν/2e, n steps corresponding to voltages nhν/2e < RNIc cannot be
detected.

Late appearence of 1st and 2nd Shapiro step on retrapping current branch.
On the retrapping current branch, the picture is slightly different from the switching
branch and its interpretation a bit more subtle. First, at low microwave current, the
retrapping current is nearly independent of Iµ. Secondly, the retrapping voltage RNIr is
here lower than on the critical current branch and it represents the value that would be
reached if the junction was non-hysteretic (i.e. if T = T ∗). One would then expect to
measure something consistent with the description of Sec. 1.1.3, where, in the case of
non-hysteretic junction, all the steps are present and appear progressively with increasing
order. Quite strikingly, and differently from the critical current branch, only the two first
Shapiro steps are suppressed at low Iµ, and progressively the 2nd step appears at higher
Iµ, followed by a later appearence of the 1st step as well. This behavior is shown in the
steps width profiles of Fig. 3.5e.

The absence of low-index Shapiro steps in a given microwave excitation range, both
on the critical current and the retrapping current branch, is something quite remarkable,
especially if compared with recent works on topological insulator-based junctions [37] [41],
for which the odd-index steps are predicted to be absent due to the 4π−periodic CPR
[124] (cf. Sec. 1.6.2). Up to our knowledge, this effect was never explicitly observed in
conventional proximity Josephson junctions and goes beyond the predictions of the simple
isothermal RSJ model (Sec. 1.1.3).

Sudden decrease of Ic at a particular microwave amplitude I∗µ. While the retrap-
ping current smoothly decreases for increasing microwave amplitude, the critical current,
after a linear decrease at low amplitude Iµ, strikingly displays a sudden drop at a given
microwave current I∗µ. A similar effect was recently observed, but left unexplained [41].
This reproducible sharp drop of the critical current is observed for all the maps measured
in this intermediate microwave regime (up to ν ∼ 10 GHz), as visible in particular for the
highly resolved map measured at ν = 8.85 GHz (reported in Fig. S2 of [148]), not shown
here.

3.4.2 Behavior at high magnetic field and high temperature
In order to evidence the role of thermal instability in the absence of low index Shapiro steps
and the change in behavior at I∗µ, we drive the devices to non-hysteretic dc conditions,
either by applying a magnetic field (Fig. 3.6a) or by increasing the temperature (Fig.
3.6b). In both cases, the critical current is much lower than the one at low-temperature
and zero field, and the usual Shapiro pattern is recovered, as evidenced by the good
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Figure 3.6: Experimental differential resistance maps as a function of Idc and Iµ for ν = 6 GHz
in non-hysteretic conditions, (a) at base temperature (Tbath = 100 mK) and a magnetic field
of 100 mT (device J2), and (b) at a bath temperature of about 4.2 K (device J3, no magnetic
field). The white lines represent the usual Bessel-function-like amplitude of the step n = 0.

agreement of the width of the n = 1 step with the standard Bessel function expression
(white dashed-dotted lines in Fig. 3.6a and 3.6b), expected for Ω ∼ 1. This behavior,
however, does not rigorously exclude the possibility of suppressing low-index Shapiro steps
even at high magnetic field and high temperature, since, in these regimes, RNIc is small
compared to hν/2e: a suppression of the steps could be observed only for much lower
microwave frequencies (1 GHz), which however are not achievable in our experimental
configuration (cf. Fig. 3.4b).

3.5 Thermal RSJ model
In order to interpret our results, we can consider a current-biased junction within the
RSJ model and we can estimate the power dissipated by Joule heating. By performing
an heat balance calculation, it is possible to extract the effective electronic temperature
of the system in the presence of a microwave radiation: the effect of the temperature
is taken into account through the temperature dependence of the critical current. We
can then integrate this thermal model into the numerical simulation of the Shapiro steps
developped within the RSJ model (Par. 1.1.3), and see how the standard picture of the
Shapiro steps is modified in the presence of heating.

3.5.1 Joule heating
In a current-biased junction, heating originates mainly from Joule heating, when a fi-
nite voltage appears across the junction due to the switch to the resistive branch. The
dissipated Joule power is

PJoule(t) = I(t) · V (t). (3.8)
From the Josephson relation V = ~

2e
dφ
dt

and I(t) = Idc + Iac sin(2πfact) = Ic sin(φ) + V/R
we can write the instantaneous Joule power as:

PJoule(t) = Ic
~
2e
dφ

dt
sinφ+ 1

R

(
~
2e
dφ

dt

)2

. (3.9)

The first term relates to the change of the Josephson energy: it is zero in average and
does not contribute to the average power dissipated over one cycle. Only the second term,
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which is the Joule power across the junction resistance ∼
(
dφ
dt

)2
∝ V 2, is dissipative. It

can be non-zero in average even in the case the average voltage V is zero.
Using Eq. (1.25) with dc and ac current bias, the Joule power can be also rewritten

as:

PJoule(t) = RI2
c [idc + iac sin (2πfact)− sinφ (t)] · [idc + iac sin (2πfact)] . (3.10)

The time-average over one microwave period gives

〈PJoule〉t = RI2
c

[
i2dc + i2ac

2 − iac 〈sinφ (t) · sin (2πfact)〉t
]
. (3.11)

In the presence of Shapiro steps, the phase is locked at multiples of the ac frequency:
φ(t) = n · 2πfact. In this case, the Joule heating follows the expression

〈PJoule,n〉t = RI2
c

[
i2dc + i2ac

2 − iacδn,1/2
]
, (3.12)

where δn,m is the Kronecker delta function. This expression tells us that, even without dc
voltage across the junction (i.e. n = 0), the microwave irradiation provides some heating,
and that the plateau n = 1 is slightly less heated than the other ones.

3.5.2 Thermal balance
When driven out-of-equilibrium by Joule heating, the system tends to recover the equi-
librium conditions by means of the thermal relaxation processes described in Section
1.4.2. In the following we consider the electron-phonon coupling as the dominant one.
As long as the microwave excitation is fast compared to the electron-phonon scattering
rate τe−ph, the electronic temperature can be considered almost constant for each pair
(Idc,Iac), allowing us to equate the electron-phonon cooling power to the Joule heating
power: Pe−ph = 〈PJoule〉t. The bias-dependent electronic temperature is then given by:

Te = 5

√
T 5
ph + 〈PJoule〉tΣV . (3.13)

This elevated electronic temperature is ultimately responsible for the hysteretic behavior
of SNS junctions [14].

3.5.3 Comparison of time and energy scales
While the dynamics of SIS junctions is fully described by considering only the phase
dynamics, in SNS junctions the role of out-of-equilibrium QPs becomes prominent and
the characteristic scattering rates need to be taken into account.

In a hybrid superconducting system, not only the inelastic time τin needs to be con-
sidered, but also the diffusion rate of the Andreev-reflected QPs through the normal part:

τ−1
D = D/L2. (3.14)

At very low temperature, the dominant inelastic process is the electron-electron scat-
tering rate

τ−1
e−e ∼

T

g
(3.15)
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(where g is the adimensional conductance), as it determines the relaxation time needed
to restore an equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribution.

At higher temperature, the prevailing inelastic mechanism is electron-phonon scatter-
ing, whose rate is related to the temperature-dependent electron thermal capacity and is
expressed by3 [105]:

τ−1
e−ph ≈ 0.16× T 3 GHz. (3.16)

In our case, for a retrapping temperature T ∗ ∼ 1 K, τ−1
e−ph . 1 GHz. In the frequency

range investigated, the thermal relaxation is thus slow compared to the microwave (τ−1
e−ph <

ν), so that the electronic temperature can be considered as almost constant in time at a
given (Idc, Iµ) bias point. For the microwave frequencies considered, ν � τ−1

J , meaning
that the Josephson phase dynamics can be considered at equilibrium per each microwave
cycle, which is essential for Shapiro steps to be observed. On the other hand, ν ? τ−1

D , i.e.
diffusing QPs can be driven out-of-equilibrium upon increase of the microwave frequency.
The relevant energy scales for our system are compared in Fig. 3.7.

3.5.4 Simulation of Shapiro steps in the presence of heating
The thermal balance providing an electronic temperature Te (≥ Tbath) can be used to self-
consistently solve the differential equation (1.25) for each pair of variables (Idc,Iac). The
algorithm summarized in Fig. 3.8 is based on a convergence criterium on the electronic
temperature T ne , which is recursively evaluated from Eq. (3.13), with the time-averaged
Joule heating power obtained from the voltage V (t) corresponding to the solution φ(t) of
Eq. (1.25) for a given Ic (T ne ).

This algorithm allows to obtain a map of the voltage V (i.e. of the differential resis-
tance dV/dIdc) as a function of Idc and Iµ(Fig. 3.9a) which shows an impressive agreement
with the experimental one (Fig. 3.5a). Compared to experiments, simulation provides a
much steeper slope for the transitions between Shapiro steps n and n ± 1 (even at high
temperature), since the thermal fluctuation current (Par. 1.1.2) is not taken into account.

3In some works [149], a slower dependence τ−1
e−ph ≈ 0.01× T 2 GHz was observed.
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the map (b) showing the dependence of the electronic temperature as a function of the dc bias
Idc at different values of the microwave current Iµ indicated by arrows at the top of the map
(b).

Similar good agreement is obtained for the map obtained at ν = 8.85 GHz (cf. Fig. S2
in [148], not shown here).
Quite importantly, a map of the electronic temperature Te is simultaneously obtained in
the whole range of variables (Idc, Iµ), outlining the prominent effect of electron overheat-
ing (Fig. 3.9b). On the superconducting branch, the electronic temperature is close to
the bath temperature Tbath = 100 mK and slowly increases for increasing Iµ. Line cuts at
different microwave excitations (Fig. 3.5c), show the temperature profile as a function of
the dc bias Idc, with a sudden increase above Ic to temperatures of ∼ T ∗. Remarkably,
some temperature steps are observed in correspondence with the Shapiro steps in the re-
sistance map. At high microwave current (Iµ > I∗µ) the electronic temperature is very high
and the junction is driven in the non-hysteretic regime revealing a regular conventional
Shapiro steps pattern in the dV/dIdc map.

The comparison between the critical current profile and the electronic temperature
profile at Idc = 0 (Fig. 3.10a) as a function of the microwave excitation Iµ reveals that
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the sudden switching to the non-hysteretic regime for Iµ > I∗µ (i.e. a drop in the critical
current) implies also a temperature jump to a value of the order of T *> 1 K.

In order to investigate more in detail the influence of thermal effects in our model,
we evaluated the simulated slope of the supercurrent branch dIc/dIµ at low microwave
excitation (Iµ < I∗µ) for different frequencies (Fig. 3.10b). From the standard (iso-thermal)
RSJ model, a peculiar behavior is predicted, as the slope value interpolates between two
limiting conditions: 1) at low frequency, the junction is in a linear regime in which the
microwave excitation adds adiabatically to the dc bias, and the critical current is linearly
suppressed: dIc/dIµ = −1; 2) at high frequency (ν � fJ), the microwave excitation is
too fast compared to the junction’s phase dynamics, and thus the junctions’ response is
quenched, so that the microwave excitation does not produce any effect on the critical
current: dIc/dIµ → 0. In comparison, from the thermal RSJ model, the slope has the
expected values at low frequencies, but starts to deviate from the standard trend for
frequencies above the minigap ∼ 3 ETh/h, implying a strong influence of the overheating
effects above this energy scale.

3.5.5 Comparison of thermal relaxation mechanisms
In our simulations of the thermal RSJ model, we assume that the main thermal relax-
ation mechanism is provided by the electron-phonon coupling, due to its prominence at
relatively high temperatures and its simple analytical form (1.39), computationally very
convenient. However, a qualitative agreement with experimental data is obtained only by
assuming an effective volume of the normal island 10 times larger than the actual one.
Sticking to the T 5 law commonly used, and neglecting the coupling to the substrate (due
to the uncertainty on the value of the Kapitza resistance), the electron-phonon coupling
alone cannot then completely describe the thermal relaxation process, also because it is
expected to be affected by a small reduction due to proximity effect in the N part [109].
This means that other relaxation mechanisms must play a relevant role.
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In our geometry, the isolated superconducting wires between the N island and the N
leads (acting as thermal drains) have a relatively short length LS. Following Ref. [112],
by computing the thermal conductance for lS ≡ LS/ξS = 6, we see that the thermal
conduction through the inversely-proximized superconducting leads is at least of the same
order of (or larger than) the electron-phonon coupling for Te > 1 K.

3.5.6 Interpretation: the tilted and shaken washboard potential
According to description of Sec. 1.1.2, the phase dynamics of our Josephson junctions can
be described as the one of a massless particle of position φ in a tilted washboard potential
UJ (φ) =

(
cosφ+ I(t)

Ic
φ
)
. In the case of time-dependent current bias, the potential’s slope

is proportional to I(t) and oscillates with an amplitude given by Iµ around its average
value determined by Idc (tilted and shaken washboard potential) (Fig. 3.12d). For large
enough Idc or Iµ, the particle rolls down the slope with a speed proportional to the
voltage dφ

dt
∝ V . The Shapiro steps at voltage values Vn = nhν/2e correspond to the

particle hopping down by exactly n minima during one microwave period.
This picture allows us to interpret the sharp discontinuity in the differential conduc-

tance map at 6 GHz (measured Fig. 3.5a and simulated Fig. 3.9a). Fig. 3.12a shows a
zoom of the map and Fig. 3.12c the time-dependence of the phase at two points at the
same dc current bias, but at an ac current signal amplitude just below and above the
threshold I∗µ. While the average voltage over a microwave cycle is zero in every case, the
phase’s excursion is larger in amplitude at larger ac signal, exceeding 2π for Iµ > I∗µ. This
means that, while for Iµ < I∗µ the particle is confined in one single potential minimum,
for Iµ > I∗µ the effective particle travels over two neighboring minima of the potential
landscape (Fig. 3.12b,c). The related dissipation makes the electronic temperature rise
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and the effective critical current drop, resulting in a sharp transition to a dissipative state
in the differential conductance map.

It is worth noticing that the behavior would be completely different if Iµ was scanned
at fixed Idc instead. In this case, no marked thermal switching would be present and no
discontinuity would be observed.

3.6 Fractional Shapiro steps in the high-frequency
microwave regime

At higher frequency, the junction can be strongly driven out-of-equilibrium, and the dis-
sipation at a given amplitude Iµ is larger. The dominating effect of the microwave irra-
diation on the electronic population appears through the merging of the critical current
and the retrapping current above an intermediate level of ac current bias Iµ > 0.02 (a.u.).
As a consequence, no discontinuity is observed in the differential resistance map, as can
be seen in Fig. 3.13a. Still, the n = 1 step is missing at low microwave excitation. A map
of the electronic temperature (3.13d) and the differential dT/dIdc (3.13e) can be obtained
also in this case.

In this high-frequency regime, we also observe the appearance of fractional Shapiro
steps at voltages

Vn,m = n

m

hν

2e , (3.17)

where n and m are integers. This appears as thin zero-differential resistance regions at
intermediate voltages compared to the integer steps in Fig. 3.13a, and marked dips in
Fig. 3.13b.

Even though the fractional steps are as well modulated by the microwave excitation,
their maximum amplitude seems, quite strikingly, not to decrease for increasing microwave
power, in contrast to integer steps. Moreover, at high microwave excitation the integer
steps appear as distorted, showing an internal structure similar to a doubled lobe and
an amplitude not going to zero at every oscillation. These features were never observed
before and qualitatively resemble some theoretical predictions [150]. A closer look to
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the step width profiles Fig. 3.13c-f reveals that the non-zero minima of the integer steps
n = 0 and n = 1 are in perfect correspondence with the maxima of the half-integer step in
between (n = 1/2). This give a strong indication that, in this frequency regime, fractional
Shapiro steps provide a significant contribution to the supercurrent of the integer steps.

In general, fractional Shapiro steps were already observed in a number of previous
studies on similar devices [16, 17, 21, 114] and can be explained as a consequence of an
anharmonic behavior of the junction4. These anharmonicities could be due to: 1) Coherent
Multiple Andreev Reflections: if LT , Lφ�L, one Andreev pair can cross coherently the
N island many times, each time adding one harmonic to the CPR; 2) Non-thermal out-
of-equilibrium energy distribution function [21,151].

In contrast to previous results by Dubos et al. [17], Shapiro steps with n > 1 are
still observed at voltages larger than the Thouless energy. Furthermore, Shapiro steps
are observed also at frequencies larger than the minigap, where the ac drive is expected
to act as a pair-breaking mechanism and to create incoherent quasiparticles excitations.
Moreover, at frequencies larger than the diffusion rate τ−1

D , an enhancement of the critical
current is expected [20], but in our case (non-linear regime) this effect is likely to be
completely overcome by thermal effects.

If fractional steps were due to coherent MAR, the higher order harmonics expressed
by (1.32) - and so the related Shapiro steps - should vanish faster than the integer steps in
the presence of dephasing mechanisms - such as temperature or magnetic field -, quickly
leading to a purely sinusoidal CPR. In contrast, we can measure fractional Shapiro steps
for the highest frequencies even at high microwave power, where, according to our picture,

4For instance, considering a second harmonic in the CPR (IS (t) = Ic1 sinφ (t) + Ic2 sin 2φ (t)), Eq.
(1.20) becomes

Is(t) = Ic1
∑n=+∞
n=−∞(−1)n · Jn

(
2eVac

hfac

)
· sin (φ0 + 2π (fJ − nfac) t)

+Ic2
∑n=+∞
n=−∞(−1)n · Jn

(
2 2eVac

hfac

)
· sin (2φ0 + 2π (2fJ − nfac) t)

(3.18)

which gives dc current steps at voltages Vn = n
2
hfac

2e , n ∈ Z, leading to the Shapiro step n = 1/2.
Similarly, by introducing a third harmonics in the CPR, one obtains the step n = 1/3, etc.
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the electron over-heating is so strong that the electronic temperature is such that kBTe �
ETh.

Since our basic algorithm assumes a purely sinusoidal CPR, fractional steps are absent
from the simulated map (Fig. 3.14a), but the rest of the map, from the decay of the
critical current to the evolution of the integer steps, has an impressive agreement with
the experimental data of Fig. 3.13a.

Nevertheless, fractional steps are automatically obtained from the simulation as well by
simply introducing “by hand” additional harmonics in the CPR. A precise (yet qualitative)
reproduction of Fig. 3.13a is however quite cumbersome due to the unknow temperature
dependence of the higher-order harmonics’ weight. It was phenomenologically shown that,
for the out-of-equilibrium junction, these harmonics constitute the dominant contribution
to the supercurrent at high temperature [17].

3.7 Summary and conclusions
In this Part, we performed an in-depth study on proximity Josephson junctions and
demonstrated how electron overheating strongly influences the ac Josephson effect in
such systems.

In Chapter 1, we have introduced the phase correlation phenomena giving rise to the
Josephson effect and shown how both dc and ac properties of Josephson junctions can be
well described within the RCSJ model. For hybrid proximity SNS junctions in the long-
junction limit, the relevant energy scale is not given by the superconducting energy gap ∆,
but rather by the Thouless energy, related to the diffusive processes in the normal metal
island. This energy scale determines the temperature-dependence of the junctions’ critical
current. Electron-phonon coupling and thermal conduction through inversely-proximized
superconducting leads are shown to be the most relevant thermal relaxation mechanisms.
The peculiarity of diffusive SNS junctions under a perpendicular magnetic field and an
ac excitation are finally presented.

In Chapter 2, we have highlighted the technological issues related to Nb evaporation
and outlined the details of a recenly developed nanofabrication process for obtaining
high-quality Nb films based on an all-metal suspended stencil mask. We have adapted
this process to a single-step angle-evaporation in order to realize Nb-Au-Nb proximity
Josephson junctions. These junctions are characterized by clean, low-roughness, well-
alligned and well-defined structures and very high quality of the superconducting Nb
film, as witnessed by a measured critical temperature (Tc ∼ 8.5 K) very close the value
typical of the bulk material.

In Chapter 3, we have described the investigations we carried out on these junctions
by low-temperature transport measurements. Due to the high transparency of the N-S
interfaces and the short length of the normal island, our junctions display a very high
critical current (up to ∼ 180 µA) and then thermal effects are expected to have a strong
impact, being responsible in particular for the hysteretic behavior of the V (I) dc char-
acteristics at the lowest temperatures, which would not be expected within the simple
RSJ model for such vanishing-capacitance junctions. The shortest junctions show a per-
sistence of the Josephson coupling up to remarkably high temperatures of ∼ 7 K and a
crossover from hysteretic to non-hysteretic regime at T ∗ ∼ 1 K. The measured full tem-
perature dependence of the critical current is in very good agreement with the theoretical
dependence, and allows to estimate quite high values for the Thouless energy (up to ∼ 47
µeV) and very high interface transparency. The dependence of the critical current on a
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perpendicular magnetic field, showing the superposition of an oscillatory Fraunhofer-like
behavior and exponential decay, can also be well understood and related to a rather ho-
mogeneous current distribution in the junction. The junctions show, in conclusion, overall
well-characterized dc transport properties.
When irradiated with microwaves, our junctions display the expected appearence of
Shapiro steps, but Shapiro maps are strongly modified wrt to what predicted within
the conventional RSJ model. Both on the critical and the retrapping current branches,
low-index Shapiro steps are revealed to be absent, and a marked discontinuity is observed
as the microwave amplitude is increased. A remarkably good qualitative reproduction of
most of those features can be obtained by integrating the RSJ model with a thermal bal-
ance condition. Thermal effects are then shown to strongly modify the Shapiro steps maps:
variable electronic temperatures are involved due to the switching to the resistive state,
which rises the electronic temperature up to values of the order of T ∗. The model provides
also direct access to the phase dynamics of the junction, and we are able to explain the
sharp discontinuity observed at high microwave amplitude within a tilted&shaken wash-
board potential picture. In our model, as the only relaxation mechanism is assumed for
simplicity to be the electron-phonon coupling, a normal island’s volume 10 times larger
than the actual one needs to be assumed. We explain this discrepancy by quantitatively
showing that other relaxation mechanisms are present and equally effective, in particular
thermal conduction through the inversely-proximized superconducting leads.

Fractional Shapiro steps observed at high microwave frequency are finally discussed.
Although a complete theoretical description is not available yet, our result, highlighting
the presence of electron overheating, demonstrate that they can be related to prominent
out-of-equilibrium effects.
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Part II

Scanning Probe Microscopy
techniques



A Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) [152] consists of a metallic tip placed suffi-
ciently close (< 1 nm) to a conducting surface, such that a current - exponentially depen-
dent on the tip-sample distance - can be established. By using piezo-electric actuators
allowing a subangström-precision positionning and a system of isolation from mechanical
vibrations, the tip can be used to scan the surface at a constant tunneling current as the
height is recorded, providing an image of the topography as well as of the local density
of states of the sample. As a main drawback, however, the operation is limited to rather
flat and conducting surfaces. On the other hand, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) [153]
allows to measure the topography of a surface by sensing the tip-sample forces. The choice
of the AFM tip (conducting, non-conducting, magnetic) allows to select which interac-
tion to probe, but the technique is equally suitable for conducting and non-conducting
samples.

Combining AFM and STM can thus provide a very powerful tool through which a
precise region of a sample (e.g. a nanodevice) can be located even on a non-conducting
substrate in AFM mode (specifically, non-contact FM-AFM) and then STM/STS mea-
surements can be perfomed. Moreover, the technique is extremely versatile, allowing to
complement the usual information provided by STM with other scanning probe investi-
gations, such as EFM, KPFM, and local potentiometry.

Moreover, operating in a cryogenic environment can dramaticaly increase the energy
resolution and the vibrational stability of the setup.

In this Part, we present the almost entirely home-made experimental environment
in which most of the measurements presented in the following have been carried out.
From a technical and experimental point of view, combining AFM, STM and other SPM
techniques is a non-trivial task which presents many advantages but also brings issues and
limitations. 1) What are the constraints in terms of electronics, sensors and tips specific
to an AFM/STM experimental setup, and what additional concerns in terms of wiring,
filtering, ... are related to low temperature operation? 2) How can we take advantage of
our setup in order to perform new kind of local investigations on devices?

In Chapter 4, we present in some detail the composition and the operation of our
AFM/STM combined microscope and the related electronics. Then we discuss the dilution
cryostat in which the microscope is installed, with some considerations of operation,
performance, wiring and filtering. Finally, we deal with all the issues concerning the
effective implementation of sensors and tips for AFM/STM operation.

In Chapter, 5 we discuss a very specific and not so common Scanning Probe technique,
Scanning Tunneling Potentiometry (STP). We examine the principle and the achievable
energy and space resolution for mapping the local potential of a surface. We see, in par-
ticular, how an innovative Force-Feedback STP method can be conveniently implemented
in our setup, and also how measurements of the local resistance can be as well performed.
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Chapter 4

Experimental environment

4.1 Combined AFM/STM setup

4.1.1 SPM head
The SPM head (Fig. 4.1) for AFM/STM operation was conceived according to a com-
pact and light model [154] suitable for low-temperature operation. The microscope was
designed and assembled by a previous PhD student in the group [155] and, since then,
extensively characterized and used [155,156]. The SPM head is placed at the top (coldest)
stage of an Inverted Dilution fridge (Sec. 4.2) which is fixed on anti-vibrational table.
The whole setup is installed on a slab decoupled from the building in order to guarantee
the lowest vibrational noise. For a better isolation, all the vibrating cryogenic components
(pumps and compressor) are kept in a separate room in the basement beneath the setup.

At the beginning of my PhD I re-installed the microscope in a new cryogenic setup.
The cryostat was freshly installed in a new building and I spent a consistent part of my
first year setting up the experimental environment, cabling the microscope, wiring the
cryostat and characterizing its operation.

Materials. In order to operate at low temperatures, the constitutive materials of the
SPM head need to have a high thermal conductivity in order to provide an enhanced
thermalization1 and a well-matched thermal contraction coefficients of all the parts, to be
easily machinable and stiff (in order to be less prone to vibrations).

According to these constraints, for the SPM head, gold-plated Phosphor Bronze (Cu
alloy with 3.5÷10% Sn and < 1% P) is used: it is a non-magnetic material with good
thermal conductivity (larger than brass and stainless steel at 100 mK), fair electrical
conductivity, good match with piezo-electric materials’ (PZT) and ceramics’ (Macorr)
thermal contraction coefficient, good hardness (larger than Cu). The different parts are
screwed together with brass screws, which have a better match with phosphor bronze’s
thermal contraction coefficient, with respect to - for instance - commonly used stainless
steel screws.

The non-conducting gluings are done with Eccobondr (more adapted to gluing than
Stycastr 2850 FT, which is usually preferred for tight-sealing), an insulating glue known

1Superconducting materials (like Ti and Al) are thermal insulators well below the transition tem-
perature, and should be avoided. A similar LT-SPM [62] used a Ti-alloy (Ta6V), but a gold-plating
for thermalization was needed. Magnetic materials should also be avoided since they can produce large
magnetic forces when operating in magnetic field.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic representation of the SPM head, outlinig the different materials used
and the main components: (1) Sample-holder; (2) Wagon for the horizontal displacement; (3)
Spring plates for the piezo actuators; (4) SPM probe (LER + tip); (5) Tip-holder; (6) Piezo-
tube scanner; (7) Macor prism with sapphire outer plates; (8) Piezo-actuators for vertical coarse
motion; (9) Macor base-plate; (10) PCB microscope base with gold pads for electrical connections
(readapted from [156]) (b) Picture of the real microscope before installation [courtesy S. Martin].

for having a thermal contraction coefficient close to Cu and bronze. Conducting gluings,
when tin-soldering is not possible, are done with Ag epoxy (Epotexr H21D), quite strong
and conducting down to dilution temperatures. This kind of gluing is however found to
be prone to aging, and tin-soldering should be preferred for the most fragile parts.

4.1.2 Piezoelectric actuators
The precise positionning of the local probe wrt the sample and the coarse movements of
the sample stage, as well as the operation of AFM resonators, are made possible by the
use of piezoelectric materials, i.e. crystalline materials that can acquire a finite electric
polarization when mechanically stressed (or, conversely, that can undergo a mechanical
deformation when subjected to an electric field). In our setup, two different piezoelectric
materials are used: (a) quartz, a natural piezoelectric of nearly temperature-independent
transverse piezoelectric coefficient (1 pm/V), suitable for AFM resonators but too weak
for piezoelectric actuators; (b) PZT (Pb(ZrxTi1−x)O3), an artificial piezoelectric ceramics
with high transverse piezoelectric coefficient, which, however, is strongly dependent on
temperature (200 pm/V at 300 K, ∼ 20 ÷ 40 pm/V at 4 K), resulting in hysteresis and
thermal drift.

Piezoelectric scanner. The piezoelectric scanner of our microscope is made of a cylin-
drical PZT hollow tube provided with two pairs of electrodes on the opposite sides of
the bottom part (X,Y scan), and an electrode surrounding the topmost part (Z scan).
Dimensions are specified in Fig. 4.2. By applying a voltage to the Z electrode, the tube
is thinned (or thicked), causing an overall elongation (or contraction) along Z, while on
the X,Y electrodes the voltage is applied with opposite polarity on each pair, so that
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Figure 4.2: (a) Picture of the real piezo tube and (b) schematics indicating the different elec-
trodes [Thickness: t ≈ 0.5 mm; interior diameter: d ≈ 9 mm; electrodes length: Lx, Ly = 14
mm, Lz = 10 mm]. (c) Top part of the SPM, showing the x,y-actuators for the wagon motion
and the 8-pin sample-holder emplacement. (d) Body of SPM showing the z-actuators and the
installed piezo-tube inside the macor prism, with the 7-pin tip-holder emplacement. (Pictures
readapted from [155])

when one side contracts, the opposite elongates, and vice versa, causing an overall lateral
bending.

The maximum voltage applied to the tube defines the lateral and vertical scan range:
even though the Nanonis electronics can provide up to ±400 V (with a gain 40), we gen-
erally avoid applying too high voltages, which could depolarize the tube. The operational
scan range is 12 µm (X,Y) and 1.050 µm (Z) at room temperature, 4 µm (X,Y) and 396
nm (Z) at low temperature.

However, a larger scan range implies a lower spatial resolution: the electronics output
is a 16-bit signal in the range ±10 V with gains 4, 15 and 40. This means (for a gain
4, for instance) a voltage resolution δV = 1.2 mV. On the other hand, the sensitivity
∆X,Y,Z

∆V - proportional to the piezoelectric coefficient - decreases from (∆X,Y
∆V ≈ 40 nm/V,

∆Z
∆V ≈ 3.5 nm/V) at 300 K to (∆X,Y

∆V ≈ 6.5 nm/V, ∆Z
∆V = 0.7 nm/V) at 100 mK [155].

Hence, the spatial resolution δX, Y, Z = ∆X,Y,Z
∆V δV is accordingly estimated of the order of

tens of pm at room temperature and few pm at low temperature. These values give also
an indication of the spatial resolution limit due to the voltage noise of the high voltage
amplifier, which is also around 1 mV at room temperature, and it is in general one of the
reasons that can prevent from achieving good spatial resolution in our STM.

Coarse motion. Piezoelectric actuators (PZT-based) allow the coarse motion of the
piezo-tube in the vertical direction (4 actuators on the microscope body + 2 actuators on
the spring press plate, Fig. 4.2d) and of the sample’s wagon in the horizontal direction
(4 actuators on the microscope base + 2 actuators on the spring-press plate, Fig. 4.2c).
The actuators are 5× 5 mm2 in size and made of three piezo-stacks (Cact ≈ 10 nF). They
are operated in the shear mode, following the slip-stick mechanism. Applying voltage
pulses (fpulse = 1 kHz) of 100 V (room temperature) or 200 ÷ 250 V (low temperature),
we obtain displacements of tens of nm per pulse. The efficiency of the movement can be
optimized by varying the tension on the spring-press plate.
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4.1.3 Magnetic field
The setup is equipped with a superconducting NbTi coil surrounding the copper 4K-shield,
able to provide a perpendicular magnetic field up to 1.6 T. However, no measurements
under a magnetic field were performed during my PhD.

4.1.4 Electronics
SPM electronics. The SPM operation is controlled by a dedicated electronics (Nano-
nis® by Specs©2), which allows to control the ensemble of inputs and outputs. This
electronics includes a dedicated RackPC with realtime OS engine that manages all the
time-critical control loops and the data acquisition and communication processes, and
2 NI-FPGA 16-bit cards allowing for data acquisition, treatment and transmission. The
communication of the electronics with the measurement computer is provided by TCP/IP
ethernet connection.

This fully-digital system consists of four modules: 1) Signal Conditioning (SC), which
controls 8 analog inputs and 8 analog outputs (together with 8 internal signals), within
a range ±10 V; 2) Oscillation Controller (OC), which includes the lock-in and the PLL
used to process the signals of amplitude, phase, excitation and frequency shift necessary
for the FM-AFM operation; 3) High-Voltage Amplifier (HVA), which is used to amplify
the voltage for the X, Y, Z electrodes of the piezo-tube scanner (along with one auxiliary
output channel), with variable gains of 4, 15 and 40, meaning a maximum output voltage
of ±400 V; 4) Piezo-Motor Drive (PMD), which supplies the voltage pulses to the piezo-
stacks for coarse motion.

The electronics is controlled by the Nanonis SPM Controller, a modular software com-
patible with LabView that provides the user-interface environment for SPM experiments.
It allows to set, monitor and visualize the different input and output signals by means of
real-time charts, an oscilloscope and a spectrum analyzer, to control the different mod-
ules (Z-controller, Oscillation Control, Motor Control) and to perform typical experiments
(Bias Spectroscopy, Voltage Sweeps, Z Spectroscopy). It is provided with several subVIs
modules that can be quicky integrated in customized LabView programs to accomplish
specific measurement configurations.

Tunneling current amplifier. A dedicated room-temperature tunneling current
amplifier has been designed in order to allow the measurement of currents with a sub-
pA resolution and a band-pass larger than 1 kHz (sufficient for acquiring an angström-
resolution image at a speed of 100 nm/s). It consists of a very low-noise current-to-
voltage operational amplifier in the inverted configuration. In our standard measurement
configuration, a voltage Vbias is applied to the sample and the current is measured through
the tip. The low-frequency gain of the amplifier is given by −Rfb, with a cut-off frequency
fc = 1/ (2πRfbCp), where Cp is the parasitic capacitive shunt. Since an higher gain results
in a reduction of the bandwidth, an optimum value of Rfb is required (usually in the
range 10 ÷ 100 MΩ). In our case, Rfb = 100 MΩ (i.e. a gain of 108 V/A) and fc ∼ 3
kHz (Cp ≈ 0.5 pF). The current noise (related to the Johnson-Nyquist thermal noise) is
estimated to be SIT ≈ 0.7 pA for the full bandwidth3 (SIT = 12.9 fA/

√
Hz at T = 300

2http://www.specs-zurich.com/en/home.html
3At T = 100 mK, SIT

= 0.23 fA/
√

Hz: it can be interesting to install the feedback resistance at low
temperature. A resistance that is almost constant with temperature (±1%) would be needed, as well as
an additional line inside the cryostat to connect to this resistance.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Schematic representation of the combined AFM/STM setup, including the
sample biasing, the resonator with the scanning probe tip, the piezotube scanner, the piezo stacks
for coarse motion and the electronics for STM (red path) and AFM (blue path) operation. (b)
Schematic of the tunneling process occurring between an insulating (vacuum) barrier of width
z. (c) Measured It vs z sensitivity curve (red solid), with an exponential fit (black dashed)
corresponding to a decay length z0 > 100 pm (Sample: Au surface; Tip: 4 µm W wire on
LER; T = 300 K). (d) Measured gain of tunneling current amplifier as a function of frequency
displaying a cutoff at ∼ 3 kHz (Rfb = 100 MΩ, Cp ≈ 0.5 pF). (e) Schematics of the FM-
AFM PLL operation (NCO: numerically controlled oscillator). (f-g) Experimental (f) excitation
voltage Vexc and (g) frequency shift ∆f as a function of the tip-sample distance z for different
oscillation amplitudes setpoints Aset (Sample: Au surface; Tip: 4 µm W wire on LER; T = 100
mK) (z = 0 is the height at which the z-controller is switched off, z > 0 means tip withdrawn
away from the surface).
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Figure 4.4: (a) Schematic of the AFM electronics used to measure the response of the resonator
(blue box: L = 1.9 H, C = 13.5 pF, R = 600 Ω, C0 = 1 pF) by cancelling the lines contribution
(Rfb = 22 kΩ gives the overall gain). Frequency depence (∆f = f − f0) of (b) amplitude and
(c) phase without (red line) and with (blue line) compensation. (Readapted from [156]).

K), and the corresponding vertical noise less than 1 pm, well below the vertical resolution
required for imaging atoms.

AFM amplifier. The design of the AFM electronics is related to the way the AFM
oscillator is excited at its resonant frequency: (1) either mechanically by means of a
dedicated piezoelectric tube (with a perfect mechanical coupling to the resonator) that is
electrically excited, (2) or electrically by means of an ac voltage excitation. The current
signal produced in response of the excitation (? 10 nA) is measured by a current-to-
voltage amplifier. In order to measure the response of the resonator at f0 ≈ 1 MHz one
can use: (a) a current amplifier with a large bandwidth (which implies a reduced gain):
the current signal is quite large, so the low gain does not constitute a problem, but the
noise is increased; (b) a charge amplifier (i.e. a current-to-voltage converter operated
beyond the cut-off frequency)4.

The AFM resonator can be modeled by an RLC circuit (R: dissipation, L: effective
mass, 1/C: effective stiffnes, C0: parasitic electrode-electrode capacitance), and its high
frequency response detection is limited by the effect of the line capacitance and resistance
(Rline ≈ 80 Ω, Cline ≈ 130 pF� C), which can significantly alter the frequency response
of the oscillator. In order to overcome this limitation, we use a home-made electronics5

(Fig. 4.4a) that allows to compensate the contribution of the electrical line by using the
4e.g. Femto amplifier by SPECS© [SPECS. Kolibri Sensor, Advanced Quartz Sensor Technology for

FM-AFM]
5AFM electronics developped by D. Lepoittevin from the Institute Néel’s electronic service
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4.2. Cryogenic environment: the inverted dilution fridge (Sionludi)

signal of an identical line (reference line) going from the room-temperature stage to the
dilution stage: since the two lines have identical temperature-dependent properties, good
compensation can be achieved no matter the temperature. In this measurement scheme,
the response signal is measured from the same single electrode to which the excitation is
applied, while the other electrode is maintained at the room-temperature ground by the
tunneling current amplifier.

The compensation (Fig. 4.4b,c) is obtained by means of an amplitude and a phase
controller that can be fine-tuned so that - at a frequency far from resonance - the signal
from the AFM line and the reference line match to each other and the voltage output
is ideally null. This compensation holds also at resonance, since the two lines can be
assumed to be reasonably identical, and also because the line contribution to amplitude
and phase is only weakly frequency-dependent, compared to the oscillator’s response.

Sample biasing electronics. The 8 lines associated to the sample-holder stage are
connected to the analog inputs/ouputs of the Nanonis electronics by means of a basic
home-made Jaeger12-to-BNC electronics box. Conveniently, this box is equipped with an
integrated dc+ac adder and a variable voltage divider (Divisions: 1/10, 1/100, 1/1000 for
dc, 1/100, 1/1000, 1/10 000 in ac), being suitable for low-noise high-resolution spectro-
scopies and lock-in measurements.

Alternatively, a measurement scheme for biasing the tip was also tested. Consist-
ing in an home-made electronic box (based on the concept implemented in [60]), it al-
lows to measure the tunneling current from the tip to a sample that can be current-
or voltage-polarized itself, providing capacitance compensation and reference to a cold
ground. However, this operation mode was found to be not sufficiently reliable and was
not used extensively during my PhD.

4.2 Cryogenic environment: the inverted dilution fridge
(Sionludi)

The cryostat used in our experiment is one of the latest generations (III-evo) of the In-
verted Dilution Cryostat developed at Institut Néel (originally conceived by A. Benoît and
M. Caussignac, and then developped by J. P. Leggeri, W. Wernsdorfer, E. Eyraud). As
suggested by the name Sionludi (in french, verlan for “dilution”), this kind of fridge works
in a completely reversed way with respect to standard dilution refrigerators. Instead of
being inserted top-down inside a He bath (i.e. with the coldest stage at the bottom),
an inverted dilution fridge is mounted on top of a 4He reservoir (coldest stage at the
top). This table-top configuration makes it very compact, and it turns out to be partic-
ularly convenient for scanning probe experiments, since - compared to standard dilution
cryostats - it leaves a relatively large free volume (∼16 cm of diameter and 16 cm height)
at the coldest stage, and allows an easy access to the microscope for loading the tip and
the sample. However, since the cryostat stays in a room temperature environment, good
shielding and good vacuum are required in order to minimize the thermal load on the
coldest stages.

The cryostat is located on top of a 175 l tank that serves as 4He reservoir, and the
internal circuitry is entirely housed inside a vacuum chamber that can be pumped down
by a primary pump and a turbo-pump in order to achieve good thermal isolation. In
total, five thermalization stages are stacked one on top of the other, corresponding to
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Figure 4.5: (a) Picture of the Inverted Dilution fridge, with indication of the different tempera-
ture stages [courtesy D. Wander ]. (b) Schematics of the cryogenic operation (S: still, M: mixing
chamber) (readapted from [155]). (c) Measured cooling power Pcool vs T 2 with the roots pump
(65 m3/h) and prior to wiring and microscope installation (black dots), with a linear fit of the
lowest-temperature points P = −Q̇0 +BT 2(red dashed line), allowing to estimate the parasitic
heat load Q̇0and the 3He molar flow ṅ3 = B/84.
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temperatures of 80 K, 20 K, 4 K, 1 K and 100 mK (from bottom to top) respectively
(Fig. 4.5a). These different stages are thermally isolated by stainless steel legs that at the
same time provide good mechanical stability. Thermal radiation is shielded by successive
silver-plated copper screens installed at 90 K, 20 K and 4 K (similarly to Matrioshka
dolls). A screen at the 1 K stage does not provide any significant improvement in this
sense, and therefore is not used. Our screens have been designed to be compatible with
top-loading, in the perspective of a future development of the setup that might include a
load-lock suitable as in-situ preparation chamber in a new UHV configuration.

The cryostat comprises two distinct circuits (Fig. 4.5b), one for the 4He (secondary
circuit) separated from the one for the 3He/4He mixture (primary circuit). The 4He circuit
is used to cooldown the first three stages at their base temperature (90 K, 20 K, 4 K), but
also to pre-cool the mixture down to 4 K. For the dilution stage, the cooling from room
temperature to base temperature is achieved in two distinct steps: first, the mixture is
cooled to 4 K by means of a large flow through injections lines that are in strong thermal
contact with the 4He circuit; then, the thermal contact is released and the mixture is
cooled further by the process of dilution [157].

The ultimate performance of this generation of Sionludi is 25 mK. Adding wires in-
creased the base temperature to 45 mK. Installing the microscope finally raised the lowest
achievable temperature above 160 mK. This value, quite high compared with the initial
best performances (but anyway sufficiently low for the investigations carried out in this
Thesis), could not be improved by a careful optimization of the mixture quantity and
composition. It can however be explained in terms of bad thermalization of some parts -
or even of the thermometers themselves. Very recently, a thermal shortcut between the
Still and the base temperature stage was identified, and it could be sufficient to explain
this increased base-temperature. Tests after removing this shortcut are planned soon after
the submission of this manuscript and the installation of a new He-pump.

4.2.1 Cryostat operation
Cooldown to 4K. The 4He reservoir is kept with an overpressure (100÷200 mbar), so
that 4He is pushed into the 4K-pot (12 l/min STP) cooling down the lower stages, and
then flows down through an heat exchanger in thermal contact with the mixture circuit.
The formed 4He vapours flow back to the recovery line.

A small amount of 3He/4He mixture is injected at relatively high pressure (1.2-1.3
bar, 11 l/min STP) through the rapid and normal injection path, pre-cooled at l-N2
temperature outside the cryostat and by the 4He counter-flow in the exchanger, and flows
through the Still and the Mixing Chamber before being pumped out. All the stages are
progressively cooled down to 4 K in approximately 12 h. A 4He flow of ∼ 6 l/min and
3He flow of ∼ 4.5 l/min is sufficient to keep a steady operation at 4 K with an injection
pressure of ∼ 400 mbar.

Condensation. Once steadily operating at 4 K, the remaining mixture from the tank
can be gradually injected at high pressure (> 3 bar), via the normal injection line, flowing
through the 4K pot and then the Still through high impedances. When it reaches the
broad volume of the Mixing Chamber, the mixture is cooled by Joule-Thomson expansion,
before flowing back to the Still and the exchanger, where it cools the inflowing mixture
before being pumped out. The temperature drops to about 1K.
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Location Thermometer Range (K)

4 K
Pt 23÷ 300

C 0.7÷ 10

Still C 0.7÷ 10

Dilution
Pt 23÷ 300

RuOx 0.02÷ 300

CERNOX 0.02÷ 300

Table 4.1: Summary of the different thermometers used in the setup, with the corresponding
location and operation range.

At 1 K, the mixture in the Mixing Chamber is completely condensed and separated
into an upper 3He-rich phase (∼100 % 3He) and an lower diluted phase (6.6% 3He + 93.4%
4He). When 3He from the concentrate phase crosses the boundary to the the diluted phase,
it adsorbs heat from the surroundings in the (endothermic) process of dilution. 3He flows
through the Still, where steady superfluid 4He is trapped, and is pumped out, cooling the
incoming mixture, until the ultimate base temperature is reached in the Mixing Chamber.

Performance. Under the perfect gas approximation, the 3He molar flow of the cryostat
can be estimated as ṅ3 ≈ 217 µmol/s, from ṅ3 = pV̇

RT
, with p ≈ 0.3 mbar pressure at the

inlet of the pump, V̇ ≈ 65 m3/h flow of the pump and T = 300 K ambient temperature.
The measured cooling power as a function of temperature follows the dependence [157]:

Q̇(T ) = 84ṅ3T
2 − Q̇0, (4.1)

where Q̇0 is the parasitic heat load on the mixing chamber. From a linear fit of the lowest-
temperature points of Q̇(T 2) (Fig. 4.5c), we obtain Q̇0 ≈ 31 µW and ṅ3 ≈ 285 µmol/s,
as well as a cooling power of ∼ 200 µW at 100 mK. The discrepancy of the extracted
value of the flow, wrt to the previously estimated one (≈ 217 µmol/s) is of about 20%,
compatible with an error in the evaluation of the heating resistance at low-temperature.
This would provide a reduced effective cooling power of & 150 µW, which is nevertheless
a rather high value compared to the previous generations of the same cryostat [155].

4.2.2 Thermometry
Several dedicated thermometers are used to monitor the temperature of each low-temperature
stage of the cryostat. Each thermometer is thermalized to the corresponding cryostat stage
by means of copper plates and their wires soldered on Kapton tapes.

Resistive thermometers are commonly used: the temperature dependence of their
resistance is described by an empirical law determined with the help of a calibration ther-
mometer (typically, Cernox). Platinum thermometers are suitable for all the temperatures
from 300 K to about 27 K, below which they show a saturation. For temperatures between
20 K and 700 mK a Carbon thermometer is used. For sub-Kelvin temperatures, typical
choices are semiconductor-based thermometers (Germanium), oxide-based thermometers
(RuOx) and ceramic thermometers (Cernox).
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Figure 4.6: (a,d) Thermalization box for the cryostat lines at the 4K-stage: (a) schematics, (d)
real picture. (b, c) Filtering box for the tunneling current line: (b) schematics, (c) real picture
(from [155]). (e) Normalized measured differential tunneling conductance spectra with (black)
and without (red) room-temperature pi-filters on the high-voltage lines, with the correspond-
ing estimated values of the electronic temperature. Sample: Ti(3 nm)/Nb(40 nm)/Au(5 nm),
Tbath = 190 mK.

The resistance measurement is realized thanks to electronic devices (MMR3) devel-
opped by the lab’s electronics service6. Each device allows to measure 3 resistances simul-
taneously through a 12-wires Jaeger connector (a 4-wire measurement for each thermome-
ter). The temperature conversion and the PC interface are controlled by the LabView-
based iMacrt system7. Table 4.1 summarizes the ensemble of thermometers used in the
setup.

4.2.3 Wiring and filtering
The different components of the SPM head mounted on top of the 100 mK stage are
linked to the 3 Jaeger connectors at the room temperature outer stage (sample bias, high
voltage for piezo motors and scanner, AFM electronics) by 3 shielded cables ∼ 2 m long.
Each cable is made of an outer braid containing 15 NbTi (Cu-Ni clad) wires (φ = 0.1
mm, R/l = 35 Ω ·m−1, ρ = 27 · 10−8Ω ·m, gTh ≈ 11 Wm−1K−1) with plastic insulating
sheath. The braid is anchored at each stage for good thermalization. Moreover, the wires
themselves are directly thermalized at the 4 K stage by wounding around a cylindrical
copper piece which is tightly screwed to the cryostat plate. The thermalization box,
comprising an “input” and “output” braid, is closed by a cylindrical cap for tight shielding
(Fig. 4.6a,d). At one end of each cable (total resistance Rline ∼ 75 Ω), the 15 NbTi
wires are soldered to a male 15-pin µ-D connector8, and they can be plugged into the

6Service électronique de l’Institut Néel https://intranet.neel.cnrs.fr/spip.php?article36&lang=fr
7Developed by P. Gandit at Institut Néel
8http://www.axon-cable.com/en/02_products/03_connectors/01/index.aspx
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corresponding female µ-D connector hosted in the base temperature plate. From there,
they are linked to the corresponding pads on the PCB at the base of the SPM head by
Cu isolated wires, through an intermediate thermalization to the dilution stage by means
of Kapton tape-covered copper plates.

For thermometry, separate capillaries with 12 wires each are also present.
For the tunneling current line, a single dedicated, low-noise coaxial cable with stainless

steel core and Teflon insulating sheath is used to connect the tunneling current pad on the
microscope’s PCB all the way down to an SMA connector at the outer room temperature
stage, which provides the input for the room temperature tunneling current amplifier. The
outer braid is thermalized at each stage, while, at 1K, the wire enters a small filtering
copper box filled with Eccosorb, in which the input and the output SMA are connected
by a ∼ 15 cm-long Cu wire bundle, acting as a lossy electromagnetic filter (Fig. 4.6b,c).

Even though no low-temperature filters are present, a large noise reduction is observed
after introducing external room-temperature pi-filters on the sample bias line and on
the high-voltage line9. As seen from the comparison of differential conductance spectra
measured on a superconducting substrate, a strong decrease of the effective electronic
temperature is obtained in the presence of the pi-filters (Fig. 4.6e). Still, supposedly due
to the lack of dedicated low-temperature filtering, effective temperatures always . 1 K
were measured. This however did not constitute a limitation for the measurements we
were willing to perform within this Thesis.

4.3 Scanning Probe sensors and tips
Having reliable and stable probes is with no doubt the main and essential condition for
performing good SPM measurements. Their use implies nevertheless many technological
issues and a very specific know-how.

4.3.1 Atomic force sensors
An atomic force probe sensor consists in general of a resonator to which a sharp tip is
attached. Optical diode detection of the deflection of a cantilever with a laser beam
focussed on the tip end is the most common sensing configuration for conventional room-
temperature AFMs, but troublesome to adapt to cryogenic environments [158, 159]. For
low temperature operation, electrical sensors based on piezoelectric materials (typically,
quartz) are the most convenient choice. They are compact, low-dissipation electro-
mechanical oscillators, easy to integrate in a cryogenic setup, and the piezoelectric prop-
erties of quartz make them self-actuating and self-sensing. The quartz is shaped is a
particular geometry and some electrodes are patterned on it. An oscillating electric field
between two opposite electrodes induces mechanical oscillations by piezo-electric effect
(self-actuating), while by reverse piezo-electric effect, the mechanical deformations pro-
duce a surface charge on the electrodes, which can be detected as a current (self-sensing).

The high stiffness (103÷ 106 N/m), several order of magnitude larger than cantilevers
(10÷100 N/m), increases the mechanical stability of the resonators, making them par-
ticularly suitable for STM application, while the high-Q factor (as high as 105) reduces

9Many lines cannot actually be filtered at this stage: the AFM lines, due to the low-capacitance
required by the AFM to work, and the coarse motion lines, since an increased capacitance to ground
would increase the relaxation time of the piezo-actuators and reduce their efficiency.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Picture of a qTF mounted on a PCB in qPlus mode; (b) Schematics displaying
the geometrical dimensions of qTF: L = 2400 µm, Le= 1600 µm, t = 214 µm, w =126 µm [160];
(c) Picture of a LER mounted on a PCB; (d) Schematics displaying the geometrical dimensions
of LER: L = 1340 µm, Le= 1100 µm, t = 70 µm, w =130 µm [160].

noise in the frequency shift signal, providing high sensitivity for low excitation amplitudes
(∼ 100 pm), with a negligible dissipated power (∼ 1 pW). Compared to Si cantilevers,
quartz resonator have an intrinsic frequency stability (as low as 1 ppm/K in a given
temperature range), which implies low fluctuations and low thermal drift in cryogenic
applications.

Clockwork industry provides since decades commercial quartz resonators used as fre-
quency standards which are well suited as highly stable (and cheap) force sensors as well.
Two typologies of these resonators are commonly used in SPMs: quartz Tuning-Forks
(qTF) (Fig. 4.7a,b) and Length-Extension Resonators (LER) (Fig. 4.7c,d). Both con-
sist essentially of two coupled electromechanical oscillators with the same eigenfrequency
which oscillate in antiparallel mode. In this case, the frequency shift is given by [160]

∆f ' f0

4k0
kts, (4.2)

with kts ≡ ∂Fts(z)
∂z

∣∣∣
z=z0

, i.e. it is half of the frequency shift of the single harmonic oscillator,
which is equivalent to having an effective stiffness k = 2k0. In order to obtain a strong ∆f
signal in response to a small force gradient, the prefactor f0/4k0 should be large; however,
the signal-to-noise ratio depends also on all the possible noise sources.

In both cases, attaching a tip to one of the coupled oscillators changes the resonance
frequency, so the tip needs either to be very lightweight or a comparable mass needs to be
attached to the other oscillator (which is not really suitable for practical implementation).

Tuning fork. The quartz tuning fork (qTF) [161, 162] is nowadays extensively used in
SPM [62, 163]. It consists of two prongs that join each other at one end, vibrating in
an antisymmetric mode. Since the center of mass is always fixed and the constraints are
confined between the two prongs, the resonance does not depend on the way the resonator
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k0 (N/m) k (N/m) f0 (Hz) Q300 K Q4 K ∆f∇F=1N/m (Hz) Stheory (A/m)
qPlus 1 800 1 800 32 768 2 900 200 000 9.10 2.5
Needle 540 000 1 080 000 1 000 000 18 500 80 000 0.463 277

Table 4.2: Comparison between relevant parameter of qTF (qPlus mode) and LER (Needle)
[160], with no tip attached: resonator’s stiffness k0 (each prong in qTF and each beam in LER);
effective stiffness of the system k; resonance frequency f0; quality factor at RT Q300 K and at 4
K Q4 K; frequency shift sensitivity ∆f∇F=1N/m (for a force gradient ∇F = 1 N/m); theoretical
current sensitivity Stheory.

is fixed and the dissipation is very low10. An often used operational mode (qPlus) consists
in immobilizing one of the prongs by tightly attaching it to an heavy support: in such a
way, the free prong behaves essentially as a quartz cantilever (k = k0), and a relatively
massive tip can be attached to the prong without significantly reducing the Q-factor,
even in the presence of strong interactions with the surface (as in the case of in-situ tip
reshaping).

LER. The Length-Extension Resonator (LER) or Needle Sensor (NS) is relatively new
as SPM probe [164–168]. It consists of a quartz rod supported in the middle: the top and
the bottom part of the rod constitute two coupled oscillators that vibrate antisymmetri-
cally along the longitudinal direction. The NS sensor has a high and well defined resonance
frequency for the fundamental mode (f0 =1 MHz), a high stiffness (k = 2k0 = 1 080 000
N/m) and typically high Q-factors, with an estimated current sensitivity StheoryLER = 277
A/m.

Comparison. As it can be seen in the comparison Table 4.2, the NS appears more
suitable for cryogenic AFM/STM operation for two main reasons: (a) it is more compact,
fitting better the reduced space available on top of the piezo-tube, and it allows to have the
resonator perpendicular to the sample; (b) its stiffness is almost one order of magnitude
larger than the qTF: this allows a much greater stability in STM mode, preventing from
jump-to-contact that can occur with the strong tip-sample forces at the small tunneling
distances (≈ 1 Å), and also the possibility to work with smaller amplitudes (∼ 100 pm),
which increases the signal-to-noise ratio and reduces the influence of unwanted long-range
forces. At the same time, the estimated current sensitivity Stheory is 100 times larger
for the NS. On the other hand, due to its higher stiffness, the NS has a frequency shift
sensitivity lower by a factor of 20 and a much larger current noise than the qTF, but
the effect can be made less dramatic by using a high-Q oscillator, which is routinely
accessible, especially at low temperatures. Finally, the parasitic capacitive current of the
NS is 30 times larger than the one of the qTF, which requires a careful design of the AFM
electronics (Par. 4.1.4).

10The qTF as a free oscillator can be used in two different ways: in the normal mode the oscillator is
parallel to the surface and the prongs vibrate perpendicularly to the surface; in the lateral mode (shear
force) [162] the oscillator is perpendicular to the surface and the prongs vibrate parallel to the surface.
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4.3.2 AFM/STM Tips
In SPM, the quality of the probe used is of paramount importance in order to obtain stable
and reliable measurement conditions. In pure STM operation, the main requirements for
the tip are:

1. a high stiffness, necessary for having high mechanical stability in the presence of the
strong tip-sample forces at the distances typical of tunneling operation;

2. well-known and characterized DOS, in order to avoid spectroscopic artefacts. In
particular, tip oxidation is detrimental for good tunneling conditions, along with the
fact that some oxides (e.g. mixed valence Nb oxides) can have non-trivial “exotic”
electronic properties.

In this case, the precise shape of the tip apex does not play a crucial role, due to the
exponential dependence of the tunneling current to the tip-sample distance (it will always
exist a very last atom of the tip which is the closest to the surface, and tunneling will occur
only from/to it): spatial atomic resolution and high energy resolution can be routinely
achieved with a relatively thick metallic wire manually cut with tweezers. This is true in
particular for relatively flat samples, as the ones typical of surface studies, where the tip’s
aspect ratio does not introduce any limitation.

Combining STM with AFM imposes more severe constraints on the tips:

1. a reduced weight (i.e. reduced diameter) is necessary to allow them to be glued on
a resonator without affecting its resonance properties;

2. a sharp tip with a small apex’s curvature radius (at small scale) and high aspect ratio
(at large scale) is required to have a good AFM sensitivity and avoid topographic
artefacts in the presence of interactions that are effective at distances larger than
the tunneling distances.

In practice, STM tips are made of stiff, non-reactive and non-magnetic metals (either
normal or superconducting) that can be easily treated in order to obtain high aspect ratio
tips. Most commonly, tungsten (W) and platinum-iridium (Pt/Ir) wires are used. W
tips are stiffer than Pt/It ones, but prone to oxidation, which make them suitable to be
used specially in UHV conditions after sophisticated preparation protocols like Field Ion
Milling (FIM) or field emission.

Due to their immunity to oxidation, Pt/Ir wires would be the ideal choice, but already
15 µm- diameter wires - rather thick, in the perspective of etching with Focussed Ion Beam
(FIB) - are quite difficult to glue to the AFM resonators, since they tend to curl up due
to the not so high stiffness. Smaller diameter Pt/Ir wires (∼ 5 µm) could be more easily
etched, but they would be even trickier to manipulate.

Superconducting tips are also a popular choice in STM, since they allow to achieve
a much higher resolution due to the presence of high coherence peaks in their DOS.
For instance, Lead (Pb) STM tips are routinely used for high-resolution spectroscopy of
subgap states [169]. However, implementing superconducting AFM/STM tips is not a
trivial task. Bulk Nb wires (∼ 125 µm-diameter) can be electrochemically etched in a
HF(40%)/HNO3(65%) solution [170,171] in order to obtain a very sharp apex shape, but
the resulting tips are heavily oxidized and then unsuitable for STM operation. Depositing
Nb (∼ 40÷ 100 nm) on commercial AFM cantilever, both by sputtering and UHV evapo-
ration, was also tried [171], but uniform and reliable deposition, as well as a well defined
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Figure 4.8: Outlook of the different tips used during my PhD: (a) Tweezers-cut 250 µm Pt/Ir
wire; (b) Pt/Ir coated Si cantilever; (c) Electrochemically etched 5 µm C fiber; (d) Electrochem-
ically etched 4 µm W wire; (e) Pyramidal-shape FIB 4 µm W wire; (f) Conical-shape FIB 4 µm
W wire.
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Figure 4.9: Images of some examples of tip damages during Scanning Probe operation (a) Pt/Ir
coated Si cantilever (b) Pyramidal FIB-shaped W (4 µm) tip (c) Conical FIB-shaped W (4 µm)
tip.

BCS DOS of the tip, were never obtained. More recently [156], preliminary promising
results were obtained by sputtering 50 nm of Niobium Nitride (Tc = 16 K, Hc2 = 35 T -
desorder dependent) on a Pt/Ir (250 µm) wire, obtaining a clear superconducting DOS
with ∆ ≈ 2.26 meV (i.e. Tc ≈ 14.9 K), constant at least up to a magnetic field of 1.5 T.

Pt/Ir STM tips. For pure STM purposes, 250 µm-diameter Pt/Ir wires11 display
a good stiffness and immunity to oxidation. They can be cleaned with IPA and cut
with cutting tweezers in order to obtain a sharp tip (Fig. 4.8a), that can be fixed on a
dedicated tip-holder by tight-screwing for good stability down to low temperatures. Some
conducting Ag epoxy can be added to improve both electrical contact and mechanical
stability.

11250 µm-diameter Pt(90)/Ir(10) wire purchased from Goodfellow©. In this alloy, Pt makes the wire
inoxidable, while Ir increases the stiffness.
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Pt/Ir coated AFM cantilevers. Commercial AFM/EFM probes, such as Si can-
tilevers with a conducting Pt/Ir coating12 (Fig. 4.8b), can be glued on top of a Needle
Sensor for combined AFM/STM measurements. These probes have the advantage to have
a very well defined and sharp tip apex (curvature radius < 25 nm) particularly suitable
for high-resolution AFM imaging, and they are very lightweight, meaning that the res-
onator’s properties are almost unaffected. The main drawback is that the conducting
coating is very thin and fragile, and can quickly get deteriorated while scanning, being
detrimental for the tunneling capabilities at low temperatures, when the constitutive Si
behaves as an insulator. Moreover, any tip damage is irreparable by usual in-situ tip
reshaping techniques like field-emission and indentation, compromising both AFM and
STM operation (Fig. 4.9a).

Electrochemically etched W tips. Tungsten is one of the stiffest available ma-
terials (Young modulus 4 · 1011 N/m2, 7 times more than quartz), and a non-magnetic
metal with good conductivity (only 4 times less than gold) down to low temperature13.
Electrochemical etching of tungsten wires [172] is a quite widespread, reproducible and
affordable technique to obtain sharp SPM tips14. The technique is in principle rather
simple and can be implemented in an unexpensive way, but it implies some tricky aspects
that need to be handled carefully. Electrochemical etching of W can be described by
oxido-reduction in a basic aqueous solution (e.g. KOH)15, which produces stable WO2−

4
oxide forming a soluble complex with OH− (easily removable in DI water), but also un-
soluble intermediate species (WO3), and outsources gasseous H2 which results in bubbles
that allow to estimate the reaction speed.

The basic etching procedure involves dipping a W wire (suspended on the ground
electrode) into an electrolyte’s droplet which is maintained by capillarity inside a golden
ring. Applying a voltage (5 ÷ 10 V) to the ring induces the reaction which narrows and
eventually breaks the wire at the center of electrolyte. Quick rinsing in DI water removes
the residues of the reaction. The curvature radius and the aspect ratio of the tip apex
depend drastically on the thickness of the meniscus, which can be made thinner by adding
to the etchant (usually, KOH 4M) a relevant amount (∼ 20%) of organic solvent (ethanol,
acetone or IPA) or soap for reducing the surface tension.

Nevertheless, a sharp tip can be obtained only if the reaction is immediately stopped
after the wire breaking in order to prevent overetching. For this reason, the current
through the wire needs to be quickly switched off either by sophisticated electronic feed-
back methods [174] or by using a double-ring techinque in which the circuit is naturally
interrupted by the wire breaking [175]. The latter approach is used in our case in order
to obtain relatively sharp tips (Fig. 4.8d).

For our purposes, electrochemically etched W tips show two major drawbacks. (1)
The etching process creates a thick oxide layer at the tip apex, making them unsuitable
for STM without any further treatment, which is generally cumbersome, since it requires
either very high temperatures, intense electric fields [176] or Ar ion-milling [62, 177]. (2)

12PPP-EFM (PointProbe® Plus Electrostatic Force Microscopy) probe with ∼25 nm-thick conducting
PtIr5 coating purchased from Nanosensors©

13W becomes superconducting at low temperatures, with a critical temperature varying between Tc ∼
15 mK for the pure α crystalline phase and Tc ∼ 3.5 K for the pure β crystalline phase. However, wires
used in our experiments show normal DOS down to dilution temperatures.

14Electrochemical etching of Pt/Ir wires is also possible [173].
15 Cathode : 6H2O + 6e− → 3H(g)

2 + 6OH−
Anode : W (s) + 6OH− →WO2−

4 + 4H2O + 6e−
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The resulting tip apex is usually extremely sharp, which makes it too fragile and easily
deforming and curling up when accidentaly touching the surface (see, for instance, [171]).

FIB-etched W tips. Relatively thin W wires16 (∼ 4 µm) can be mounted on top of
a Needle Sensor without too much difficulty due to their high stiffness. Focussed Ion
Beam (FIB) etching can be performed on the wire in order to obtain a tip apex of the
desired shape. FIB can result as a quite expensive and time-consuming procedure which
requires the use of an SEM equipped with an ion source and the work of a dedicated
technician, but in our case it was found to be the only reliable technique suitable for
having a well-controlled tip apex shape, allowing also to remove any sort of oxide from
the tip apex. Tips obtained by FIB and quickly transferred to the setup or stored in
vacuum showed the best performances and good tunneling conditions down to dilution
temperatures. Two different shapes were implemented for FIB: (a) a pyramidal shape
(Fig. 4.8e), more robust but less sharp; (b) a conical shape (Fig. 4.8f), much sharper but
also more fragile. The latter kind of tips was found to be in the end sufficiently stable
even in long AFM measurements, and allowed to resolve 5-nm sized Au nanoparticles at
low temperatures (cf. Sec. 7.4). While both kinds of tips were found relatively robust,
conical-shaped tips were typically found to preserve a better aspect ratio after tip crash
or in-situ reshaping (Fig. 4.9c), compared to pyramidal ones (Fig. 4.9b).

Electrochemically-etched C tips. Along with conventional metallic tips, a growing
interest is devoted to Carbon fibers as a promising material for AFM/STM tips [178]. This
material is electrically conducting down to low temperatures, resistent to corrosion and
oxidation, very robust and stiff. Very thin (∼ 5 µm) C fibers can be easily manipulated
thanks to their very high stiffness and mounted on a Needle Sensor for electrochemical
etching (cf. Par 4.3.2). The etching procedure does not require FIB and can produce sharp
tips that are - in contrast with W tips - not affected by oxidation. However, the process
itself can be rather tricky since the fibers are mechanically unstable when in contact with
the electrolyte solution, due to the strong capillary forces and the light weight of the
fibers.

For the tips we succeeded in preparing (Fig. 4.8c), stable tunneling current was ob-
tained at low temperatures (16 K), but the tips were never tested at dilution temperatures.
The major drawback of these tips is a non-trivial parabolic DOS, which would require
a continuous deconvolution when treating the spectroscopic data, even though this does
not constitute a severe limitation when investigating low-energy features like sub-gap
superconducting states.

4.3.3 Implementation
Several steps are involved in the preparation of an AFM/STM tip mounted on top of a
Needle Sensor17 (Fig. 4.10) [156].

1. The NS is fixed to a PCB holder with two separated Au contact pads by using
Araldite18 (two-component quickly drying insulating glue).

2. The NS electrodes are connected to the PCB pads by microbonding with Au wire.
164 µm-diameter pure W (99.95 %) wire purchased from Goodfellow©
17Purchased from Micro Crystal©, Grenchen, CH
18Sader©’s Araldite Rapid Epoxy
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Figure 4.10: Implementation of tip-mounting on the NS. (a,b) NS fixed to the micro-
manipulator system for tip-gluing; (c) different steps of tip-mounting (4 µm W wire gluing
with Ag epoxy + FIB shaping). (readapted from [156]).

3. The oscillation response of the resonator is checked inside a dedicated electronic box
connected to the Nanonis Electronics. The measured resonant frequency is usually
very close to 1 MHz (f0 ? 998 kHz), and the Q-factor in the range (15 000÷20 000).

4. The W wire is glued on the right side of NS head with a two-component conducting
Ag epoxy. The W wire (4 µm diameter, ∼ 300 µm length) is first placed on the
extendable arm of a micro-manipulator, and the resonator’s PCB is fixed to a Cu
stand so that the NS’s head is right in front of the W wire (Fig. 4.10a,b). A small
amount of Ag epoxy is placed on the NS by using a specific tool composed of a very
sharp and stiff electrochemically etched 250 µm W wire. Particular attention has
to be paid in minimizing the amount of glue needed for both gluing the W wire and
electrically connecting the top and the right electrode of the NS. The W wire is then
carefully alligned over this epoxy and fixed to the NS as the micro-manipulator’s
arm is removed from the bottom. The resonator is then put in a dedicated oven for
curing the epoxy (annealing at 110 °C for 1 h).

5. The response of the resonator is checked again. Due to the added mass (glue+wire),
the resonance frequency decreases to 960-990 kHz and the Q-factor drops to ∼1000.
Only resonators with Q ≥ 1000 are used for the following etching step.

6. FIB etching is performed on the W wire, leaving a protruding length of 20-30 µm
and a sharp, well-defined tip apex of the desired shape (either pyramidal or conical).

7. After FIB, the Q-factor increases up to at least 3000 under ambient conditions.

In vacuum (p <10−2 mbar), a Q-factor increase of about 3 times the ambient value is
observed. At low temperatures the Q-factor sharply increases up to above 100 000 in the
best cases.

In the preparation process used previously for the same setup [156], before gluing the
W wire, a metallic thin film (Pd ∼ 40 nm) was locally evaporated in order to electri-
cally connect the top and the right electrode of the NS. This additional step allowed for
the use of a smaller amount of epoxy at the very top of the NS (only for wire gluing),
which translated in overall higher Q-factors and resonant frequencies. However, with this
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additional time-consuming step involving a very peculiar dedicated deposition stand, a
serious problem of absence of tunneling current was often observed at low-temperature.
This issue, which can be attributed to bad electrical conduction at low T either of the Pd
film or of the Ag epoxy or to different thermal contraction of the two materials resulting
in a bad electrical contact, never occurred in my case after avoiding the Pd deposition
and using a different conducting epoxy to both glue the W wire and connect the NS’s
electrodes.

Along with LERs, which were extensively used by the former PhD students in the
group [155, 156], I carried out an implementation of qTF-based force sensors. When
glued to a PCB chip in the qPlus mode, the obtained Q-factor at room temperature and
moderate vacuum (10−1 mbar) was limited to 100-200, about 2 orders of magnitude less
than typical LERs. The Q-factor was however found to be almost uneffected after adding
a W wire, even a thicker one. The reason of low Q-factors can be mainly related to the low
stiffness of either the resonator support or the glue itself. The best results were obtained
for resonators glued with progressive Araldite epoxy19 reinforced with AlOx powder. It
is expected that using a support made of a material stiffer than PCB (e.g. Macor® [160])
can lead to a drastic improvement of the resonance properties.

19Sader©’s Araldite Progressive Epoxy
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Chapter 5

Scanning Tunneling Potentiometry

In several fields of solid state physics, it is of paramount interest to be able to investigate
the correlation between structural and electronic properties with sufficiently high spatial
and energy accuracy for nano-scale systems. To achieve this purpose, several techniques
have been developed, using both single-probe and multi-probe [179, 180] configurations.
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM), due to its capability of measuring surface to-
pography and local electronic properties with atomic resolution, can constitute the basic
building-block for Scanning Tunneling Potentiometry (STP), a technique suitable for mea-
suring variations of surface electrochemical potential with high spatial resolution. In STP,
the STM tip is basically used as moving voltage probe in order to map the local poten-
tial of a surface [181–183], providing insights into effects such as anisotropic electrical
conductivity through grain boundaries, surface potential distribution of non-uniform or
inhomogeneous samples (like partially discontinuous metallic film or highly resistive sam-
ples) or charging effects, and allowing for the localization of interfaces, Schottky barriers,
p-n heterojunctions and resistivity increase due to point defects. Moreover, since topog-
raphy and potential distribution are measured at the same time, structural and electronic
properties can be easily correlated. Unlike most of SPMs, the information obtained is not
limited to a knowledge of the local properties, but reveals the behavior over lengthscales
which are characteristic of the transport process governing the electrical response of the
sample.

More conventional SPM techniques, such as conducting tip contact AFM (cAFM) or
non-contact EFM, are routinely used to measure the electrochemical potential of a surface
[184], but achievable spatial resolutions are far from being in the nanometer scale, and
typical energy resolutions are well above the µV range. In contrast, STP has demonstrated
the capability of performing local potential measurements with sub-nm spatial resolution
and µV voltage resolution.

5.1 Principle
The basic idea for STM-based STP is that a (dc) potential difference Vb is applied across
the sample, resulting in a position-dependent local potential Vloc(x, y, Vb) distribution,
while the tip is held at ground potential through the tunneling current amplifier (Vtip = 0).
The tunneling current at any given position is then expressed by the simple relation:

It (x, y) = Vloc/Rt(Vloc, zts), (5.1)
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where Rt is the tunneling resistance, dependent, in general, on the tip-sample separation
zts, the electronic properties of both the tip and the sample and finally on the local
potential Vloc itself (via the dependence of the sample’s LDOS on Vloc). For small voltages
and tip and sample both metallic, Rt is nearly independent of Vloc but strongly dependent
on zts and hence the sample topography can be accurately measured by regulating the dc
current at a constant current setpoint. Conversely, the local potential can be determined
from Eq. (5.1), provided that Rt can be controlled independently.

In order to measure the local potential, a (negative) dc regulation voltage Vreg is added
to the bias Vb in order to shift the local potential under the tip position so that the dc
component of the tunneling current is set to zero. The Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law leads to
an equation of the form:

Vloc + Vreg = Idct Rt. (5.2)
Under the condition Idct = 0, the regulation voltage is then a direct measure of the local
potential (|Vreg|Idct =0 =|Vloc|).

The different ways in which the control on the tunneling resistance (i.e., in first approx-
imation, on the tip’s height) is performed determine the different possible implementations
of the STP technique. Practically, STP measurements can be performed:

• In the absence of a feedback on Rt: in this case, the tip is first kept at a position
determined by the initial bias Vb and the initial stable setpoint current Isett ; then the
regulation voltage Vreg is swept with no z-regulation until the condition Idct (Vreg) = 0
is reached. This purely dc technique does not allow for height regulation and is thus
not suitable for scanning, but only for point-by-point measurements, and the need
of performing a full voltage sweep imposes long measurement times.

• In the presence of a feedback on Rt: in this case, the surface can be scanned under
the condition Idct = 0, provided that the height regulation can be performed simul-
taneously via an independent signal. This can be, for instance: 1) the ac tunneling
current measured with an ac lock-in technique, by imposing a setpoint on the local
differential conductance; 2) the force sensed by an FM-AFM/STM tip oscillating at
very small amplitude, by imposing a setpoint on the frequency shift. The condition
Idct = 0 is achieved by means of a feedback loop acting on the dc regulation voltage
Vreg, whose integration time determines the limiting scan speed.

The implementation of all these approaches will be discussed in detail in Sec. 5.3, pro-
viding insight on the achieved resolution and noise performance.

As no steady (non-zero) tunneling current is needed for the measurement, STP tech-
niques are suitable even for highly resistive samples. The fact that the measurement is
carried out at zero tip-sample voltage has strong influence on the noise performance, since
tunnel resistance fluctuations caused by tip vibrations do not produce any electronic noise.
The ultimate sensitivity of STP is set by the Johnson noise on the tunnel resistance only,
unlike other SPM measurements such as STS, whose resolution is in general limited by
thermal fluctuations (∼ kBT ).

Parasitic effects. Keeping the vibration noise level of the setup low enough is never-
theless important to prevent the unintended behavior of the STP tip as a Kelvin probe.
To reliably probe the electrochemical potential under ac conditions, the tunneling re-
sistance must be the dominant conduction path. If the tip-sample capacitance is small
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compared to the lines’ capacitance (which is generally the case in typical experimental
configurations), the vibration-induced capacitive noise becomes negligible.

Moreover, it is worth noticing that the tunneling resistance depends on the LDOS at
the tip’s position (which is a priori unknown). Hence, in the presence of a non-uniform
LDOS, a control on Rt does not provide a trustful control on the tip-sample distance.
This, however, does not constitute a limitation, unless tips effects due to the coupling to
the sample become relevant.

One serious problem often encountered in previous implementations is potential arti-
facts generally related to abrupt change in the tunneling position caused by finite tip-size
on rough surface (tip jumping).

5.2 State of the art: previous STP developments
Before presenting the STP implementations we have conceived for our experimental setup,
we quickly carry out a description of the different STP developments previously realized.
This will allow to set a framework to which our result can be compared, mainly in terms
of spatial and energy resolution and noise levels, and to understand to which extent they
constitute an original development.

In constant-current STM operation, a position-dependent tunnel voltage results in
a tip-sample distance variation. If the tunneling current is kept at its setpoint value,
a change in potential would not be distinguishable from a topographic variation. In
the first pioneering work [185], this limitation was overcome by assigning two different
frequencies to the two contributions: the topography was acquired at lower frequency
(determined only by the z-feedback time constant and by the scan speed), while the local
potential was measured by adding to Vb an ac bias Vac sin (2πf0t) (f0 ∼ 1 kHz). The
resulting (time-averaged) ac component of It was used for tip-sample distance regulation
in order to provide nearly position-independent tunneling conditions necessary for both
measuring the sample topography and controlling Rt, while only the dc part of It was
regulated to zero for determining the local potential. The ac and dc parts of the tunnel
current were measured simultaneously by means of a lock-in amplifier and a low-pass
filter. However, since Rt undergoes in general large fluctuations during a scan due to
finite gain and instabilities of the feedback loop, the broadband current noise was such
that the potentiometry resolution was limited by a voltage noise of ∼10-100 mV. As a
consequence, a high voltage bias (Vb ∼ 5 V, Vac ∼ 0.5 V) was needed in order to achieve
a good signal-to-noise ratio. Further developments of this technique allowed nevertheless
to map the potential over quite large areas [186–189].

An alternative method consists of measuring topography and local potential sequen-
tially [190], by means of a synchronous square-wave signal Vsq(t) used to “gate” the
feedback circuit. This method allowed the topography to be acquired at relatively high
voltage and the potential at nearly zero tip-sample voltage (and hence low noise): since
the main noise source are fluctuations in the tunneling resistance, voltage noise levels
of ∼ 10 µV were obtained on a highly resistive granular AuPd film. However, since
the potential is measured by averaging the tunneling current over some time period, the
technique is essentially dc and is prone to 1/f noise, requiring proper electrical shielding.

By combining these two methods, i.e. measuring the signals used to determine to-
pography and potentiometry at different frequencies, and acquiring them sequentially
(rather than simultaineously), a purely ac biasing and detection technique has been im-
plemented [191]: the voltage sensitivity attained the ultimate noise limit determined by
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic principle of the dc current-feedback STP technique with a floating
voltage source Vbatt. The local potential potential profile is rigidly shifted by the regulation
voltage VR. (b) Typical It(VR) curves, showing a much lower noise level as VR → −Vx (i.e.
It → 0) (arrows) for Vbatt = 150 mV. Inset: Correspondent renormalized local potential V loc

(i.e. in units of Vbatt) as a function of position x estimated from Vx with Eq. (5.4).

the thermal (Johnson) noise1 of the tunneling resistance at room temperature (δVRMS ∼ 1
µV), but only over a very small area.

A cryogenic STP implementation [192] allowed to achieve µV voltage sensitivities
with spatial resolution of ∼ 2 nm over scan ranges of 15 µm down to 4 K. In this case
the sample was biased with an ac floating bias source and the local potential determined
through a measurement scheme involving both low-noise analog electronics and digital
feedback control.

5.3 Implementations of STP
We present here several different methods we have conceived and implemented in order to
determine the spatial variations of the sample’s local potential when a voltage gradient Vb
is applied between two electrodes (L and R) separated by a distance L (rL = 0, rR = L).

5.3.1 dc Current-feedback potentiometry
As we have seen, the more straightforward way of determining the local potential is to
find the dc regulation voltage to apply to one of the electrodes such that the sample-tip
current is nulled. A voltage gradient is applied to the sample by means of a floating
voltage source - i.e. a battery - (VL − VR = Vbatt = 1.5 V, 150 mV or 15 mV, according
to the voltage division), and the (negative) regulation voltage is added to the ’-’ side of
the battery. For each spatial point, the local potential is determined using the following
protocol (Fig. 5.1a):

1Johnson voltage noise: δV '
√

4kBTRt∆f/Dac, where Dac = 0÷ 1 is the duty cicle of the sample-
and-hold circuit, i.e. δV ≈ 1.3µV/

√
Hz at room temperature for typical Rt = 100 MΩ.
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1. The tip is approached to the surface at potential Vloc(r), and the setpoint tunneling
current determines the value of the tunneling resistance:

Rt = Vloc/Iset. (5.3)

2. The z-feedback loop is switched off in order to “freeze” the tip-sample distance (i.e.
Rt).

3. The voltage on one of the electrodes is sweeped to negative values (VR = − |Vreg|):
the regulation voltage acts as a global dc offset and the potential is rigidly shifted
towards negative voltages. The dc tunneling current decreases and reaches zero for
a certain value VR = − |Vx|. The renormalized local potential is then proportional
to this regulation value and it is given by:

V loc = |Vx|
Vbatt

. (5.4)

From the It(VR) curves (Fig. 5.1b), one can clearly see that the noise level is dramatically
suppressed as It → 0 (i.e. for zero tip-sample voltage), meaning that the technique can
provide a very accurate determination of the local potential, and the ultimate voltage
sensitivity is limited only by the resolution of the voltage source: for a division 1/10 and
Vbatt = 150 mV, δVx ≈ 30 µV and δVloc = δVx

Vbatt
≈ 200 µV.

The applicability of this method relies on two main assumptions:

1. The sample resistance is voltage-independent (i.e. Rsample(VR) = const) in the whole
regulation voltage range.

2. The tunneling resistance is much larger than the sample resistance (Rt � Rsample),
i.e. the tip acts as a non-invasive voltage probe.

3. The current is precisely null when the condition It = 0 is measured, meaning that
no unaccounted dc offset is present.

5.3.2 ac Tunneling resistance-feedback potentiometry
In order to obtain sufficiently resolved 2D-potential maps and approach the fundamental
noise limit, ac techniques turn out to be more advantageous. Following the principle
adopted by Muralt and Pohl [185], we impose to the sample three different voltages (Fig
5.2): 1) a voltage gradient across the sample by means of a floating voltage source Vbatt;
2) a regulation voltage VR applied to the right electrode in order to null the dc tunneling
current below the tip; 3) an ac voltage Vac sin (2πfact) used to keep a constant-height
setpoint through lock-in detection. The voltage below the tip is thus given by:

V = VR + Vloc (x, y, Vbatt) + Vac sin (2πfact) , (5.5)

which corresponds to a current

It = VR + Vloc (x, y, Vbatt)
Rt

+ Vac sin (2πfact)
Rt

. (5.6)

The second term of the sum is an ac component used for regulating on the height in order
to obtain constant tunneling resistance. The z-control is performed so that the lock-in
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Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic principle of the ac tunneling resistance-feedback STP technique. (b-
d) Measurement showing a local potential gradient through a granular Au film (T = 300 K): (b)
topography; (c) current; (d) local potential (Vbatt = 150 mV). Image size: 50×50 nm2. (e) Local
potential profile along y direction, extracted from the potential map (d) by averaging over all
the points in x direction.

voltage output VLI is kept at a given setpoint, which corresponds to having a constant
tunneling resistance Rt = Vac/I

ac
t = VacRfb/VLI (Rfb is the feedback resistance of the

tunneling current amplifier, Rfb = 108 Ω in our case). The first term of the sum, instead,
corresponds to the dc component on which the feedback on VR is adjusted in order to
achieve the condition Idct = 0, providing a measurement of the local potential.

In order to characterize the noise level, we tested this technique on an extended 5× 5
mm2 Au thin film to which a voltage gradient Vbatt = 150 mV is imposed by means of a
battery. Fig. 5.2b shows the surface topography acquired at Idct = 0 (cf. Fig. 5.2c). The
regulation voltage provides a direct image of the local potential (Fig. 5.2d), displaying
an overall gradient and few µV fluctuations (Fig. 5.2e).

We have studied the peak-to-peak voltage noise - always found below ∼ 55 µV - as a
function of several experimental parameters, as reported in Fig. 5.3.

At a frequency of about 1 kHz (fac = 983.5 Hz) the peak-to-peak fluctuations can be
lowered below 10 µV by decreasing Vac in the range 0.1 ÷ 1 mV. Their dependence on
Vac is stronger at high tunneling resistance (Fig. 5.3a). The lower boundary on possible
Vac is determined by the minimum voltage required for allowing an effective feedback on
the height. The dependence of the peak-to-peak fluctuations on the amplitude Vac can
be understood through a simple argument by observing that, in general, the error on the
determination of the average value of an ac signal by integrating over a finite time τavg
is proportional to the signal’s amplitude. This explains the linear dependence observed
for Rt = 7 Ω (black data in Fig. 5.3a). A linear dependence is also fulfilled for Rt = 200
MΩ (red data in Fig. 5.3b) at sufficiently large Vac, while at lower Vac a saturation is
observed, meaning that the dominant role is played by other sources of noise, namely the
Johnson thermal noise, as we will confirm in the following.

At fixed Vac and Rt, the peak-to-peak fluctuations can be decreased further by increas-
ing the ac frequency fac (Fig. 5.3c), according to the allowed bandwidth of the tunneling
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Figure 5.3: Peak-to-peak potential fluctuations (T = 300 K). (a) Potential fluctuations as a
function of the ac amplitude Vac, for fac = 983.5 Hz and Rt ≈ 7 MΩ (black dots) or Rt ≈ 200
MΩ (red dots); for Rt ≈ 7 MΩ a good linear fit is obtained. (b) Potential fluctuations as a
function of the tunneling resistance Rt, for fac = 983.5 Hz and Vac = 0.25 mV. The blue line
is the estimated Johnson-amplifier noise EJA and the black line is the ultimate Johnson noise
limit EJ . (c) Potential fluctuations as a function of the ac frequency fac, for Rt ≈ 100 MΩ and
Vac = 0.25 mV, with an indicative curve following a 1/

√
fac dependence.

current amplifier (being limited, in our case, to ∼ 3 kHz). Fluctuations roughly follow a
dependence ∼ 1/

√
fac, which can be once again understood through a simple argument

by considering that the accuracy in determing the average value of an ac signal upon
integration over a finite time τavg increases as √τavg.

The peak-to-peak fluctuations are also found to decrease upon decreasing the tunneling
resistance Rt (Fig. 5.3b): nevertheless, since STP requires a non-invasive probe, the value
of Rt should be chosen consistently, without overcoming the transition between the non-
invasive (Rt � Rsample) and invasive (Rt > Rsample) probe regimes, which is however
possible only for highly resistive samples. We compared these values with the junction’s
Johnson thermal noise (in V/

√
Hz)

EJ =
√

4kBTRt, (5.7)

and the amplifier noise
EA = SItRt, (5.8)

(SIt = 14.9 fA/
√

Hz). For an acquisition time of ∼ 1 s/point, which corresponds to an
equivalent noise bandwidth of 1 Hz, the experimental fluctuations are approximated by
EJA ≡

√
E2
J + E2

A and, for low tunneling resistances, they attain the Johnson limit.
These results show a performance which is comparable with the best previous achieve-

ments [192]. The lowest noise levels (∼few µV) are obtained for Vac > 0.25 mV, Rt > 7
MΩ and fac ? 3 Hz. Nevertheless, for quite resistive samples, values of Rt higher than the
optimum ones are generally needed in order to safely operate in the non-invasive probe
regime. This typically implies overall increased noise levels.

5.3.3 Force-feedback potentiometry
In our AFM/STM setup, a very convenient way to impose an ac component to the tun-
neling current is to use the oscillation of the AFM/STM probe itself, which is made to
oscillate in FM-AFM mode (fres ∼ 1 MHz) around an equilibrium position z0 with a
sufficiently small amplitude Asp (less than the decay length z̃ of the tunneling current
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Figure 5.4: (a) Schematic principle of the Force-Feedback STP technique. (b-d) Experimental
dependence on the tip-sample distance z of (b) ∆f and (c) It, and combination of the two (d)
It(∆f) (Asp = 30 pm). (e) Peak-to-peak potential fluctuations as a function of ∆f for different
Asp.

It(z): Asp < z̃). At this high frequency, no ac component of the current can be directly
measured, but the dc component alone is sufficient for the voltage regulation, since the
height regulation is not provided by a feedback on the current, but on the frequency shift
(i.e. on the force). One should remark that the measured tunneling current in the pres-
ence of the oscillation is modified wrt the value with no oscillations It(0) according to the
expression:

Idct (Asp) = It(0)J0

(
i
Asp
z0

)
, (5.9)

where J0 is the zero-th order Bessel function.
In order to perform potentiometry measurements (Fig. 5.4a), the tip is approached

to the surface by increasing the frequency shift ∆f until a steady dc tunneling current
is established (Fig. 5.4b,c,d)2. The height regulation is taken into account by the AFM
force feedback, while the regulation voltage Vreg added to the sample allows to determine
the local potential through the condition Idct = 0.

It is worth noticing that ∆fsp is inversely proportional to the tunneling resistance Rt,
but its value for a given tip-sample distance is strongly dependent on the conditions of
a given tip and can be found in the wide range 100÷800 Hz. Hence, ∆fsp is useful for
performing FM-AFM height regulation, but cannot be used as an univocal measurement of
the tunneling resistance - which is, moreover, oscillating in time. Still, for ∆fsp providing
a relatively small setpoint current (< 50 pA), the tunneling resistance can be assumed
sufficiently large to ensure the operation in the non-invasive probe regime.

The peak-to-peak fluctuations of the measured local potential are found to decrease
by increasing ∆fsp and decreasing Asp (Fig. 5.4e). The sensitivity reached (few tens

2In the following, we assume no influence of the variations of the local potential on the frequency shift.
This condition is reasonably satisfied for small potential variations and not too far from VCPD.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Schematic principle of the local resistance measurement technique. (b) It(z)
curves measured on a graphene nanoribbon sample, showing an exponential increase and a
saturation to a value Isat (arrows) as the tip is approached to the surface (z: negative toward
the surface) (Vb = 10 mV). Inset: Local resistance Rloc as a function of the position x, calculated
from Eq. (5.10).

of µV), is slightly lower than the pure STM ac potentiometry (Sec. 5.3.2), but the
technique has the great advantage of operating even on substrate where the conduction
is limited to small regions (e.g. nanostructures) on an overall non-conducting or semi-
conducting substrate. In practice, in the non-conducting parts, the regulation obviously
cannot be performed, and the feedback sets the potential to some arbitrary value, i.e.
the local potential is undefined. Nevertheless, as soon as a conducting part is scanned,
the regulation is immediately operative and provides an accurate measure of the local
potential. This potentiality constitutes the strong point of this technique.

5.4 Local resistance measurement by invasive probe
Another non-conventional electrical measurement we can perform with our scanning probe
system is local resistance measurement (Fig. 5.5a). In this case, one electrode is polarized
(VL = Vb), while the other one is left floating. For each point of the surface, the basic idea
is to establish a tunneling current and, after switching off the z-controller, approach the
tip to the surface so that the tunneling resistance becomes lower than the local sample
resistance. This means that local resistance measurement is performed in the invasive
probe regime: Rt < Rsample. As shown in Fig. 5.5b, the tip current increases up to a
saturation value Isat which, being z-independent, is dictated only by the local resistance
probed between the electrode and the tip position:

Rloc = Vb
Isat

. (5.10)

Performing the measurement at different locations allows to extract the sample’s local
resistance profile, which can be seen as complementary to a local potential measurement.
The minimum detectable resistance is determined by the saturation value of the tunneling
current amplifier, i.e. to the gain G : Rmin = Vb

10 ×G. For a gain G = 105, the minimum
resistance at Vb = 10 mV is Rmin = 100 Ω. The current resolution is given by δIsat =
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δV/G, where δV ≈ 300 µV is the voltage discretization of the digital electronics. The
maximum resistance is then given by Rmax = Vb/δIsat = G× Vb/δV ≈ 3 MΩ.

From a simple estimation based on error propagation, the resolution on the resistance
is given by:

δRloc = Rloc

√√√√(δV
Vb

)2

+
(
δV ·Rloc

GVb

)2

, (5.11)

i.e. for G = 105, Vb = 10 mV, δRRmin
loc ≈ 0.03 Ω, δRRmax

loc ≈ 1 kΩ.
It is worth noticing that, in the invasive probe regime, the SPM tip brought in very

close contact generally does not produce any damage on the sample, as demonstrated by
the reproducibility of the local resistance measurement, especially on particularly sensitive
samples such as graphene nanoribbons (Ch. 10).

5.5 Summary and conclusions
In this Chapter, we have described the principle and the operation of STP techniques.
We have shown how, in the case of a sample across which a voltage gradient is imposed,
the local potential Vloc(x, y) can be defined and hence accessed as the regulation voltage
that nulls the tunneling current at the tip’s position. The tip-sample distance (i.e. the
tunneling resistance Rt) can either be held fixed in no-feedback dc point-measurements
or regulated within a feedback loop in order to acquire local potential maps. On one
side, we have implemented an ac tunneling resistance-feedback STP based on the lock-
in technique capable of spatial resolution (sub-nm), voltage resolution and noise levels
(few µV) comparable with the best performances reported in literature attaining the
ultimate Johnson noise limit. On another side, we have developed a completely original
Force-feedback STP technique that exploits the capabilities of our combined AFM/STM
setup and that can be conveniently used for mapping the local potential of a mixed
conducting/non-conducting sample. An innovative method for obtaining the sample’s
local resistance in the invasive-probe regime was finally presented.
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Part III

Single-electron tunneling probed by
SPM



Single Electron Transistor (SET) is one of the most studied systems in nanophysics,
both for its applications in the fields of molecular electronics, metrology, etc., and for the
opportunities it provides in order to address the fundamental investigation of quantum
phenomena. In particular, SET devices based on QDs display confinement and quan-
tization effects conveying particularly rich physics. On the other hand, Single-Electron
effects have been demonstrated also via SPM, and the possibility of studying the local
properties of molecules and nanoparticles absorbed or deposited on different substrates is
a continuously growing research field. Nevertheless, the possibility to integrate the SET
to SPM has not been explored yet, and device physics and surface science have been so
far characterized by very distinct approaches.

In this Part, we gradually introduce all the ingredients towards the realization of a
SET within a SPM setup. This research project is still ongoing, but the aspects discussed
and the procedures implemented here constitute a detailed study providing solid bases
for the achievement of the desired results. It nevertheless implies some issues we have to
deal with: 1) How can the coupling of a QD to a surface be engineered? 2) How can a
SPM tip be conveniently used as a tunable electrode in order to highlight single-electron
and level-quantization effects in such systems with spatial resolution? 3) How can a gate
electrode be introduced in this framework in order to provide ultimate control on the
system?

In Chapter 6, we first focus on metallic NPs as QDs. These NPs, usually available in
colloidal solutions, need to be dispersed on a substrate (typically, metallic) in order to be
individually accessed and locally investigated. The system substrate-NP is already quite
complex in itself, since a wide range of spatial distributions and interactions can occur.
Reliable approches in order to tune the NPs’ density and coupling to the substrate need to
be implemented, together with the possibility of obtaining well-organized, mechanically
and chemically stable NPs grafted on the surface.

In Chapter 7, we address the deposited NPs with a Scanning Probe tip, which can
be placed with pm precision at a variable distance on top of the NPs. In this case, the
substrate and the tip behave as two conducting electrodes which resistively and capaci-
tively couple to the QD through tunable tunnel barriers. Although the resulting coupling
is usually rather asymmetric, the system represents the typical circuit displaying Single-
Electron effects. STS can then directly demonstrate how the electron transport in such a
system is strongly influenced by charging effects.

In Chapter 8, we target the possibility of further tuning the substrate-QD-tip system
via an external electric field. Implementing metallic lithographic structures suitable for
operating as gate electrodes constitutes an entirely innovative approach for Scanning
Probe experiments on Single-electron effects, which have so far dealed only with atomically
flat planar systems typical of surface science studies. This system represents the SPM
analogue of the SET, with the advantage that spatially-resolved measurements can be
performed.
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Chapter 6

Nanoparticles on metallic surfaces

In this Chapter, we consider single nano-objects in the form of metallic nanoparticles
(NPs). As soon as such an object is deposited on substrate, it cannot be considered any-
more as isolated, since it interacts with the underlying surface, giving rise to capacitive
effects, hybridization, etc. The discussion of the distribution and organization of NPs
deposited on a metallic surface cannot overlook the aspects related to the NPs immobi-
lization and appropriate decoupling from the substrate, and it is thus a particularly rich
and complex topic.

In the last two decades, a growing interest have been devoted to colloidal synthesized
metal NPs, which constitute promising mass-produceable nanomaterials for future nano-
and bio-electronics and are extremely interesting for their application to catalysis and
material science. Their unique electronic and opto-electronic properies are strongly de-
pendent on their size and ligand molecules, both being precisely tunable. During NPs’
synthesis, the diameter can be reproducibly controlled to the sub-nanometer scale, allow-
ing a perfect tuning of the quantum-size properties (charging energy, mean energy level
spacing,...). At the same time, a variety of chemical properties can be controlled by the
surface functionalization with the ligand molecules surrounding the NPs [193], allowing
- for instance - an enhancement of solubility in a given solvent or confering chemical
reactivity to the metallic surface.

The main features of synthesized colloidal metal NPs1 are: 1) they are unaggregated
and monodisperse with narrow size distributions; 2) they are dispersible in the desired
solvent; 3) they are available at high concentrations; 4) they possess a well defined surface
(capping agent); 5) they have a long shelf life and are stable in a variety of conditions; 6)
they are highly purified with low concentrations of residual chemicals from the manufac-
turing process.

Several application for NPs have been extensively studied, including Single-Electron
Transistors (SETs) [194–196], switches [197] and Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) [198,199],
which can be engineered upon the knowledge of the intrinsic properties of single NPs such
as conductivity and quantum tunneling effect. These properties can be explored both by
transport and STM/STS measurements at room temperature as well as low temperatures.

Immobilization of metal NPs on planar (metallic or insulating) substrates is of great
interest not only for obtaining reliable results in Scanning Probe experiments, but also

1In the early stages, the metallic NPs that were used for investigating the single-electron transport
properties, especially in STM, were produced by thermal evaporation: due to metals’ natural tendency to
nucleation, a very small amount of evaporation (less than 1 nm) can generate hemispherical small metal
droplets on a substrate.
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6. Nanoparticles on metallic surfaces

for the realization of NPs-based devices for all kind of applications: physical and chemical
properties of these devices depend not only on the size and shape of NPs, but also on
their spatial arrangement and their interaction with the substrate’s surface. In this sense,
substrate functionalization with organic Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAMs) has become a
fundamental tool for reproducibly controlling the surface nanostructuration. The choice of
the molecular layer allows to engineer the tunnel barrier in order to fine-tune the coupling
of the NPs to the substrate.

6.1 Synthesized Au nanoparticles
For stable metallic NPs, noble metals such as Au, Ag and Pt are used due to their tendency
not to get oxidized [198]. Here we focus particularly on gold(III)-based NPs (AuNPs),
which consist of clusters based on the dense packing of atoms as n spheric layers in which
each atom is surrounded by 12 nearest neighbours. The smallest cluster contains then 13
atoms and the number of atoms increases following some “magic numbers”2 This means
that NPs can be nearly identical in size, and they can thus display identical physical
properties.

The synthesis method directly influences the size, the shape and especially the sur-
face properties of the AuNPs, which can be either dispersed in aqueous solution (citrate
reduction) [200] (Fig. 6.1a) or stabilized with molecules (bi-phase synthesis) [201] (Fig.
6.1b), and then dispersed in an organic solvent. Both kinds of AuNPs have been studied
within my research work.

6.2 Nanoparticles deposition
Consequently to the synthesis process, metal NPs (and, in particular, AuNPs) are al-
ways dispersed in colloidal form into a solvent, either acqueous or organic. For practical
purposes, it is important to be able to deposit NPs onto a substrate. As we will dicuss
later, deposition methods are classified in two classes of absorption: physisorpion and
chemisorption.

Two main requirements need to be satisfied by the NPs deposition protocol:

1. NPs should be sufficiently decoupled from the underlying substrate, in order to
reveal their peculiar quantum properties. The first NPs showing single-electron
effects [208, 209] were simply nanoclusters deposited by thermal evaporation on a
substrate covered by an oxide layer - specifically, ZrO2 (t ∼ 1 nm, εr = 10) -, which
acted as a dielectric spacer of well known dielectric constant. Because of the strong
(exponential) dependence of tunneling properties on distance, the thickness of this
insulating layer needs to be atomically controlled. On the other hand, synthesized
NPs, as we have seen, are always initially surrounded by a passivating molecular
layer (typically, citric acid or thiol molecules) in order to prevent them from agglu-
tinating in the solution: these molecules also naturally create a spacing layer (i.e.,
from our point of view, a tunnel junction) between the NP core and the substrate.
However, as it happens for citric acid (l ∼ 0.3 nm) or short-chain alkane-thiol lig-
ands, this spacing could be not thick enough to provide sufficient decoupling, and
the preliminar deposition on the substrate of an organic molecular layer with good

2N = 1 +
∑n
m=1

(
10m2 + 2

)
(n = 1÷ 8), i.e. N =13, 55, 147, 309, 561, 923, 1415, 2057.
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Figure 6.1: Synthesized Au Nanoparticles: (a) Turkevitch-Frens method (citrate reduc-
tion) [200]: it involves the reduction of a gold salt (HAuCl4, or, less frequently, KAuCl4) in
an aqueous solution of (tri)sodium citrate (Na3C6H5O7). The latter acts both as the reductant
agent and as surface stabilizer, so that the nanoparticle’s size (in the range 4÷50 nm) is deter-
mined by the competition between nucleation/growth mechanisms and surface passivation, and
can thus be controlled by varying the sodium citrate concentration. In aqueous solution, citric
acid caps the gold cores via a loose Lewis bond giving them an effective (negative) charge, which
makes the dispersion more stable. Different surface ligands can be obtained by adding different
surface stabilizers . (b) Brust-Schiffrin method (bi-phase synthesis) [201, 202]: AuCl−4
from HAuCl4 solution is first transferred to toluene using tetraoctylammonium bromide as the
phase-transfer reagent, and then, in the presence of thiols (stabilizing agent), it reacts with
NaBH4 in aqueous solution (reductant agent). The obtainted NPs (with sizes in the range 1÷5
nm), after precipitation in ethanol to remove the excess thiols that did not react, can be either
stored in the solid state under ambient conditions or redispersed in a volatile solvent (toluene
or chlorophorme). Smaller average core size are obtained by larger thiol/gold molar ratios, or
fast (and cooled down) reductant addition. Well-controlled core diameters can be obtained by
appropriate heat-treatment temperatures [203]. Different ligands can generally be added both
during and after (ligand exchange) the synthesis process [204–207].
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6. Nanoparticles on metallic surfaces

affinity for the NPs shell (SAM, cf Par. 6.3.1), or of thin insulating barriers (CuN,
NaCl [210, 211]), turns out to be necessary. In the case of organic molecular layer,
the thickness of the tunneling barrier is directly and reproducibly controlled by the
length of the molecules. In some cases, the decoupling units have shown enhanced
switching capabilities [212], charging/decharging possibility [213] and extended spin
excitation lifetime [214].

2. NPs should be sufficiently dense in order to maximize the probability to find them
in particular regions of interest on the sample (close to gate electrodes or metallic
contacts, for instance), and to allow to extrapolate some statistics on their prop-
erties. However, too large NPs densities can be detrimental for some experiments
because of the mutual interaction between the NPs, which can change the sur-
rounding chemical or electrostatic environment. In contrast with evaporation-based
methods, deposition of synthesized NPs can be more easily controlled by varying, in
the first place, the concentration of the NPs solution. In general, physisorption tech-
niques allow only a stochastic dispersion of NPs which is usually relatively sparse,
while chemisorption techniques provide a potentially denser packing, along with the
possibility of achieving a deeper control not only on the NPs’ density, but also on
their uniformity, just by controlling the density of the tether molecules.

When dealing with Scanning Probe experiments, an additional requirement turns out to
be particularly relevant, namely the mechanical stability of NPs on the substrate (i.e. the
vibrational stability of the tunnel junction), which can be achieved only by grafting the
NPs to the substrate, by chemical bonds that should be ideally stronger than the typical
tip-sample forces (e.g. covalent bonds).

By taking into account all these factors, chemisorption methods, especially the ones
based on Self Assembled Monolayers, constitute definitely the most reliable (although less
straightforward) techniques for effective NPs deposition.

6.2.1 Physisorption of AuNPs
Physisorption techniques are based on the deposition of some droplets of the NPs colloidal
solution on a flat substrate, followed by fast evaporation of the solvent, such that the NPs
cannot aggregate locally. The evaporation can be induced by fast rotation of the sample
(spincoating) or a nitrogen dry flow (dropcasting). Since most of the NPs’ dispersion is
lost in the process, the procedure might need to be repeated several times in order to get
sufficiently high NPs density. The binding between NPs and substrate is provided only
by van der Waals interactions, and is thus generally weak.

Spincoating and dropcasting produce analogous results, even though dropcasting is
supposed to work better for not absolutely flat substrates (e.g. substrates containing
some lithographied structures) and it was reported to be more effective in the case, for
instance, of electromigration junctions-based devices3 [216].

We optimized dropcasting of AuNPs (5.3±0.9 nm) with dodecane-thiol ligands (dis-
persed in toluene) on an evaporated Au substrate. A small droplet (10 µL) of NPs
dispersions of varying concentration was poured on the sample with a micropipette and
immediately dried by a nitrogen flow. The process was repeated twice to have a more re-
liable result. As expected, NPs density increases with increasing dispersion concentration

3Another promising physisorpion technique is dielectrophoresis [215], which can be used to confine
charged AuNPs in a well defined region by applying an ac electric field.
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Figure 6.2: AFM topographic images (1× 1 µm2) of a Au substrate after dropcasting of 5 nm
dodecanethiol-stabilized AuNPs at different concentrations (volume ratio in toluene solvent):
(a) 1:200; (b) 1:50; (c) 1:10.

(Fig. 6.2), but as density increases we also observe the appearence of some clusters (Fig.
6.2b,c).

6.2.2 Chemisorption of AuNPs
Thermally evaporated bare Au nanoclusters can be easily linked to substrates covered by
organic molecular layers of alkane-dithiols [217] or XYL-dithiols [218, 219]. On the other
hand, chemisorpion of colloidal syntesized AuNPs on a metallic functionalized surface is a
very complex process, in which the overall surface coverage is strongly influenced by many
experimental factors such as pH, ionic strength, immersion time and particle concentration
of the colloid. The process of Molecular Self-Assembly and NPs chemisorption will be
presented in detail in the next Section.

6.3 Molecular Self-Assembly
Molecular Self-Assembly (MSA) is the spontaneous organization of molecules without
guidance or control from an external source. It can be configured as a bottom-up technique
in which the final desired structure is “encoded” in the shape and the properties of the
molecules used: chemical synthesis is used only to produce the basic building blocks,
while intra- and inter-molecular forces (e.g. hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interactions,
hydrophobic interactions, van der Waals forces) are involved in (self-)arranging the blocks
together into a stable, energy-minimizing super-structure.

For our purposes, we exploit the possibility of using MSA in order to obtain crystalline-
like and self-organized molecular monolayers - commonly called Self-Assembled Monolay-
ers (SAMs) [220] - on top of a given substrate; NPs can then be grafted on this molecular
layer - which acts then both as a spacer and a stabilyzer - by some strong or weak inter-
action.

Molecules constituting a SAM are usually composed of three parts:

1. a binding functional group with strong affinity for the substrate (e.g. silane group
for SiO2 substrates or thiol group for Au substrates), which strongly interact with
the surface;
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6. Nanoparticles on metallic surfaces

2. a spacer body, typically carbon-based chains (alkyl-) or rings (aryl-), whose size
determines the thickness of the SAM and thus the coupling of the NPs to the
substrate;

3. a functional head group that constitutes a platform for controlling the chemistry of
the surface.

While the binding group and the spacer body act as the main driving force for the for-
mation of the SAM on a given substrate, different head groups can be chosen in order to
tune the properties of the surface (making it, for instance, hydrophobic or hydrophilic),
or to allow specific chemical bonding.

6.3.1 Substrate functionalization: principle
Substrate functionalization comprises typically some well defined steps: 1) Substrate
cleaning and activation; 2) Molecules deposition; 3) Substrate rinsing, in order to remove
the excess molecules which are not bound on the substrate. Optionally, the substrate
can be baked in order to modify the organization and the orientation of the molecules
on the surface, and/or passivated in order to compensate dangling bonds or unbalanced
electrostatic charges in the head groups and minimize the surface reactivity.

Silanization of a SiO2 substrate (silanes). Organo-oxysilane molecules are known
for their ability of binding on SiO2 substrate. They can be either amine-terminated, like
aminoethylamino-propyl-trimethoxysilane (APTS) [194] or (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane
(APTES) [221], or thiol-terminated, like mercaptopropyltriehoxysilane (MPTES) or mer-
captoundecanoic (MUA)-modified APTES (APTES/MUA) [222]. During the silanization
process, after a short oxygen plasma (used to clean and activate the surface), the substrate
is exposed to the functionalizing molecules, whose silane group attaches to the substrate,
replacing the -OH group. It was stated [194] that silane molecules possibly bind also on
Au, but we never observed such behavior (See Sec. 6.3.3).

Functionalization of Au substrate (alkanethiols or alkylthiols). Alkanethiol
molecules (R-(CH2)nSH, in short: CnS), which consist of an alkyl C-chain with a thiol
-SH binding group, are probably the most known SAM due to their capability of spon-
taneously assembling on noble metals [223]. A typical alkanethiol monolayer forms a(√

3×
√

3
)
R30° superstructure on gold [224], with the carbon chains tilted approxi-

mately 30° from the surface’s normal. The driving forces for the assembly of alkanethiols
on gold are both the very strong sulfur-gold affinity, forming a stable, semi-covalent bond
with an interaction energy of 200kJ/mol (only half of the C-C bond strength), and the
hydrophobic van der Waals interaction between the methilene carbons in the chain, which
can overcome the molecule’s rotational degrees of freedom if the alkyl chain is sufficiently
long (well-ordered monolayers can form from alkane chain of at least 10 carbon atoms).
In general, it was observed that absorption of alkanethiols with nonpolar head groups
is favored wrt polar ones. Also, longer chains are absorbed preferentially over shorter
molecules. Purity of the molecule solution (typically, 1mM in ethanol or THF) is also
a crucial parameter. Alkanethiol SAMs act as an insulating layer, since all covalent
bonds are σ-bonds localized between the atoms. The thickness of the SAM can be tuned
with angström precision, since the addition of each carbon atom in the chain produces
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6.3. Molecular Self-Assembly

a molecule’s length increase of 0.13 nm (e.g. l = 1.18 nm for C6S and l = 1.96 nm for
C12S [225]).

For chemisorption of AuNPs, common choices for the head R− group are amino group
(NH2) and thiol group (SH). Amino-alkanethiols (NH2(CH2)nSH, in short: NCnS) can
link to AuNPs by electrostatic interaction, while alkane-dithiols (HS(CH2)nSH, in short:
CnS2) [226] provide a strong covalent bond to AuNPs’ cores.

Functionalization of Au substrate (arylthiols). In order to achieve a more stable
tunnel barrier, it was proposed to replace the commonly used alkyl-thiol molecules with
aryl-thiols, in which the aromatic ring was proven to provide a higher vibrational stability
in Scanning Probe experiments [218]. Once again, common choices for the head group
are amino group (NH2) and thiol group (SH). While it was suggested that aryl-dithiol
can pack with the long axis essentially perpendicular to the surface, a normal orientation
was observed only for 4,4’-biphenyldithiol (BPDT) (l ∼ 1.22 nm), while the similar α, α′-
xylyldithiol (XYL) showed a tilted orientation (∼ 24°), probably due to the presence of
additional methylene groups [218].

A relevant experiment [227] consisted in STM imaging on samples containing alkanethiol-
passivated AuNPs deposited on Au(111) in 3 different ways, in order to demonstrate the
influence of the tether molecule on the stability of deposited NPs:

1) on bare Au substrate, AuNPs showed high surface mobility and strong tip-induced
motion (down to 8K);

2) if subject to di-thiol exchange reaction, AuNPs could be linked to the Au surface,
but they were pushed and pulled by the tip during the scan, then coming back to the
equilibrium position;

3) on a substrate functionalized with aryl-dithiol SAM, AuNPs appeared to be tightly
absorbed on the surface.
For this reason, substrate functionalization with aryl-thiols turns out to be the most
suitable choice.

6.3.2 Conventional and non-conventional strategies for substrate
functionalization and NPs chemisorption

According to the general guidelines just presented and to the procedures typically found
in literature, in order to obtain dense AuNPs which are sufficiently decoupled from the
substrate and which are rigidly grafted to the Au surface, we optimized different thiol
molecules functionalizations4, based both on amino-terminated (amino-thiols) and thiol-
terminated (di-thiols) molecules. In both cases, aryl-thiol molecules are expected to pro-
vide a higher vibrational stability, but since the basic building block is the carbon ring
(instead of single C atoms), a less precise fine-tuning of the molecular lenght is allowed.
On the other hand, while alkyl-dithiol of arbitrary length (from C4S2 to C18S2) are com-
monly available, alkyl-aminothiols (Fig. 6.3b) of sufficiently long-chain are found to be
extremely expensive5. For this reason, we chose two aryl-thiol molecules which were avail-
able in the lab: 4-Aminothiophenol (ATP) (Fig. 6.3a) and 4,4’-biphenyldithiol (BPDT).

4The thiol binding group is used here due to strong affinity of S for Au substrate. Other groups like
Si-based (silanes, e.g. APTES) or N-based (pyridines, amines), OH− and COO− are also expected to
bind on Au, but they were not studied during our development.

5For comparison: 1,10-decane-dithiol (5 g): 33e [AlfaAesar], 11-Amino-1-undecanethiol (50 mg): 450e
[SigmaAldrich]
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Figure 6.3: Different strategies for Au substrate functionalization: (a) Aryl-aminothiol func-
tionalization; (b) Alkyl-aminothiol functionalization; (c) amino-hexanoic acid-modified aryl-
aminothiol functionalization; (d) hexanodioic acid+hexane-di-amine-modified aryl-aminothiol
functionalization.

If spacings different from the ones available with these molecules are needed, one
could in principle think of varying the length of the molecule even after functionalization
by means of some chemical reactions, i.e. by attaching to them some other simple and
unexpensive molecules of given length. However, some limitations need to be taken into
account when dealing with such chemical reactions. 1) In the case of equilibrium-based
reactions, one might need to remove the excess reagent by means of complex purification
techniques. 2) In the case of catalysis-based reactions, metallic catalytic complexes would
persist as impurities on the sample. 3) In the case of multiple reactions, the product is
generally a mix of different molecules, which can be detrimental for the quality of the
Self-Assembly process.

In order to provide an ultimate fine-tuning of the SAM thickness, we came up with
some original and non-conventional proposals that could be particularly suitable for our
functionalization process. For instance, the amino head group of ATP (a relatively short
molecule, with only one carbon ring), can be linked to the carboxylic (COOH) group of a
molecule like amino-hexanoic acid (Nylon-6) (Fig. 6.3c), which, being amino-terminated
as well, acts simply as an “extension” that does not change the chemical properties of the
surface. This process is however prone to secondary reactions, in particular the formation
of dimers between the COOH of one molecule and the NH2 of another molecule. To prevent
this, one could: 1) make use of protecting groups (Boc or Fmoc [228], very common in
organo-peptides’ synthesis) for the amino group, which should then be removed (e.g. by
weak bases) after the functionalization process and before the AuNPs deposition; 2) use
a two-step synthesis in which first a hexanodioic acid molecule is attached to the ATP
and then a di-amine (e.g. hexane-1,6-di-amine) is linked to the COOH group (Fig. 6.3d).

Those ideas, although quite stimulating, were not implemented due to lack of time,
and we preferred to stick to more conventional processes involving simple ATP and BPDT
molecules.
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Figure 6.4: SEM images of Au substrate functionalized with different molecules (chemical for-
mula at the top) after deposition of 12-nm citric acid-stabilized AuNPs: (a) APTES. Functional-
ization: 10 min; AuNPs deposition: pH ? 2, 15 min. (b) ATP and (c) BPDT. Functionalization:
1 mM, 24h; AuNPs deposition: pH ∼ 3÷ 5, 15 min. Scale bar: 200 nm.

6.3.3 Optimization of molecular self-assembly
The quality, the uniformity and the morphology of the deposited SAM can be directly
investigated by Scanning Probe techniques [224, 229]. However, we found more straight-
forward inspecting the sample only after AuNPs deposition by chemisorption, which in the
end is our final goal, and from the resulting NPs’ distribution infer back the effectiveness
of the self-assembly process.

Silanization. The first study was made with oxy-silane molecules (APTES), which are
well known for effective NPs immobilization on SiO2 substrates [194,216], and supposedly
also on Au substrates [194] (for the immobilization mechanism, see Sec. 6.3.4). On a
sample subject to a standard silanization process (O2 plasma + exposure to an APTES
molecular flow for 10 mins) and NPs deposition, we always observe a very dense con-
centration of NPs on SiO2, but never on Au, for different pH (2÷5) and NPs deposition
times (5÷30 min), meaning that the functionalization process is apparently effective only
on SiO2 (Fig. 6.4a).

Aryl-dithiol functionalization. We then characterized functionalization of a Au sub-
strate with BPDT. Quite surprisingly, the results were always quite poor upon the change
of all the relevant parameters (Fig. 6.4c), i.e. molecule concentration (1 mM = 11 mg /
50 ml), functionalization time (1÷24 h), AuNPs dispersion’s pH (2÷7) and AuNPs de-
position time (15÷30 min). Working also in a basic environment (pH = 7 ÷ 10) did not
produce any improvement. Relevant NPs concentrations were found only for deposition
times ? 20 min at pH . 3 (Fig. 6.8b). In literature [218], BPDT are found to provide a
very efficient immobilization of AuNPs on atomically-flat epitaxial Au(111) on mica. In
contrast, our substrates are made of evaporated Au thin films, which are known to be
very granular and rough (see Par. 8.4): it might be argued that the di-thiol molecules,
instead of arranging perpendicularly to the surface with one SH end available for linking
to the NPs, arrange parallel to the surface with the thiols groups linking two adiacent
gold grains, getting unable to bind to AuNPs. On the other hand, sample’s inspection
through a standard contact angle measurement reveals that a molecular layer is indeed
present: the advancing contact angle of a water droplet on a Au substate functionalized
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Figure 6.5: Measured contact angle on: (a) bare Au substrate; (b) Au substrate functionalized
with ATP (1 mM, 24h); (c) Au substrate functionalized with BPDT (1 mM, 24h).

with BPDT (Fig. 6.5c) was found to be ∼ 72±1°, compatible with the values reported in
literature (∼ 70± 1°) [218] and significantly different from the angle ∼ 86° observed on a
bare Au substrate (Fig. 6.5a).

Amino-arylthiol functionalization. Good results were instead obtained for ATP
functionalization, as shown by contact angle measurements (Fig. 6.5b) and by SEM
inspection (Fig. 6.4b). This process was the subject of a quite detailed study (Sec.
6.3.4).

6.3.4 A detailed study: chemisorption of citric acid-stabilized
NPs on amino-terminated SAMs

Synthesized AuNPs surrounded by citric acid can be attached very easily to a surface
functionalized with amino-terminated molecules [230, 231] (or, alternatively, carboxyl-
substituted thiols [232]). In this case, the amino group both displays a high affinity for
the Au cores, and, by protonating in aqueous solution, provides a tunable positive surface
charge which strongly attracts the negatively charged NPs to the substrate. Since this
attractive force is in competition with the mutual electrostatic repulsion between NPs,
the balance between the two interactions determines the final NPs dispersion in the self-
limiting absorption process. It was shown [233] that, at an early stage, the surface coverage
relates to the immersion time t by a t1/2 dependence, in agreement with the prediction
from the kinetic diffusion equation, while, for denser coverages, a negative deviation from
the t1/2 law was observed due to interparticle repulsion. Moreover, for coverages far from
saturation, the absorption rate increases at lower pH, due to the the presence of charge
states of the surface amino groups [234]. As can be seen in the speciation curves of citric
acid and amina group (Fig. 6.6b), both protonation of amina group and citric acid charge
can be tuned by varying the pH of the solution. By lowering the solution pH (pH�pK1/2,
where pK1/2 = 5.3, as measured by chemical force titration [235]), the amino group gets
fully protonated and creates a maximum positive surface charge, increasing the density
of absorbed NPs; if pH is below the isoelectric point of citric acid (pH>pI≈ 2), however,
AuNPs lose their effective charge and start aggregating in the dispersion. An optimal
surface density can be obtained for pH=3÷4, while a lower pH just results in increased
clustering of NPs.

To prevent from some unwanted residual charges, the sample can be passivated by
immersion in an alkanethiols solution: these can bind on NPs, neutralizing them [221].

I performed a detailed study on the deposition of citric acid-stabilized AuNPs on
an evaporated Au/ATP SAM substrate (Fig. 6.6a). An evaporated Ti(5 nm)/Au(20
nm) substrate was cleaned with acetone+O2 plasma, immersed in a solution of given
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SAMs. (b) Speciation curves of amina group and citric acid.

concentration of ATP (2·10−3÷10−2 mol/l) in THF (or, equivalently, ethanol) for a given
time (30 min÷24 h), and rinsed in ethanol to remove the molecules not absorbed on the
substrate. Then the substrate was immersed in a NPs suspension, whose pH was modified
(pH∼2÷6.6) by addition of citric acid, for a given time (15 s÷30 min). The investigation
was carried out by varying all the relevant parameters (Fig. 6.7):

1. Molecule concentration: Good NPs distributions are typically found for an ATP
concentration of 10−2 mol/l in THF. Decreasing the molecule concentration (down
to 2·10−3mol/l) results in a slight increase in the NPs concentration.

2. Functionalization time: it is found to have a weak influence on NPs density. Nev-
ertheless, longer functionalization times result in slightly less dense but apparently
more organized assembly.

3. AuNPs dispersion’s pH (Fig. 6.8a): as expected, best results were found for pH =
3÷ 5. Decreasing the pH around 2 (close to isoelectric point of citric acid) does not
result in a denser NPs concentration but rather in an increase of clusters formation.
Higher pH values are preferable in order to preserve metallic structures (the acidic
environment was found to be particularly detrimental in the case of Al-based devices
[216]).

4. AuNPs deposition time: NPs concentration is found to increase for increasing de-
position times (Fig. 6.8b), consistent with the t1/2 theoretical dependence, with a
slight saturation above ∼ 10 min.

Optimal deposition conditions for our purposes are found for a substrate functionalized
with a 2·10−3 mol/l ATP solution for 24 h, followed by AuNPs deposition at pH = 5 for 30
s. The functionalization time and molecule concentrations do not impose any additional
constraint. The AuNPs deposition, however, is performed in acidic environment: one
should favor short deposition times and relatively high pH in order not to deteriorate
metallic structures potentially present in the sample. A deposition at pH = 5 for 30 s
would produce a NPs concentration of ∼ 50 NPs/µm2, which corresponds to a suitable
concentration for easily locating the NPs on the surface in a SPM experiment, while safely
preserving other metallic structures.

6.4 Conclusions
In this Chapter, we have presented some general aspects of synthesized AuNPs and dis-
cussed the different methods (physisorption and chemisorption) by which they can be
dispersed on a metallic surface.
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Figure 6.7: Chemisorption of citric acid-stabilized AuNPs (12 nm) on a Au substrate func-
tionalized with ATP SAM, for different parameters. (a-c) Different molecule concentrations.
Functionalization time: 30 min; AuNPs deposition: pH ∼ 3 ÷ 5, 15 min. (d-f) Different func-
tionalization times. Functionalization: 10−2 mol/l; AuNPs deposition: pH = 2, 10 min.(g-i)
Different AuNPs dispersion pH. Functionalization: 10−2 mol/l, 30 min; AuNPs deposition: 10
min (j-l) Different AuNPs deposition times. Functionalization: 10−2 mol/l, 30 min; AuNPs
deposition: pH = 5. (Scale bar: 100 nm)
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Figure 6.8: (a) Chemisorbed AuNPs distribution on a Au substrate functionalized with ATP
(2 · 10−3 mol/l, 30 min), after 10 min deposition, as a function of the NPs dispersion’s pH. (b)
Chemisorbed AuNPs distribution on a functionalized Au substrate (2 · 10−2 mol/l, 30 min) as
a function of NPs deposition time. For ATP functionalization, the NPs concentration roughly
follows the dependence t1/2 (dashed lines) for both pH = 3 (red dots) and pH = 5 (black dots).
For BPDT functionalization, the NPs concentration is generally found quite low, and significant
concentrations are obtained only for t ∼ 30 min.

• We have optimized a physisorption method such as dropcasting in order to obtain
tunable and reproducible concentration of NPs, which are however not tethered to
the substrate and hence not fully optimized for SPM investigations.

• We have shown that chemisorption methods based on Molecular Self-Assembly pro-
vide a direct way to control NPs distribution and coupling to the substrate.

• Along with conventional Au substrate functionalization involving thiol-based SAMs,
we have proposed some non-conventional approaches to vary the molecular layer’s
thickness.

• We have implemented Au substrate functionalization processes using silane, aryl-
aminothiol and aryl-dithiol molecules. Among those, only aryl-aminothiol function-
alization was shown to result in effective NPs grafting, and a detailed investigation
on chemisorption of citric acid-stabilized NPs was performed, providing a set of
optimal deposition parameters.
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Chapter 7

Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy of
a Single-QD

In the previous Chapter, we have seen how AuNPs can be dispersed on a metallic surface
and, more importantly, how their concentration and separation from the substrate can be
precisely tuned through Molecular Self-Assembly techniques. While, for instance, optical
spectroscopies can address the average properties of NPs in a colloidal dispersion, NPs
deposited on a substrate can be individually located and investigated by SPM techniques.

Sufficiently small metallic NPs can be regarded as nano-objects corresponding to a
0-dimensional system (Quantum Dot), in which energy quantization and charging effects
are related to the NP’s size. As a metallic tip is placed in the close vicinity of a NP,
however, the total capacitance of the system is modified. The tip and the substrate act
as two electrodes coupled to the QD. In such a system, it is known that capacitive effects
result in Single-Electron transport, in which the electron tunneling rate is determined as
a stochastic quantity dominated by charge blockade. It is then important to understand
and properly model the coupling between the QD and the electrodes.

In this Chapter, after a description of the theoretical model for Single-Electron Tun-
neling and short review of previously reported results, we discuss our SPM measurements
at dilution temperatures on AuNPs physisorbed on a metallic surface, evidencing single-
electron effects.

7.1 Physical properties of NPs as QDs

7.1.1 Charging energy
The most relevant energy scale for describing single-electron effects is the charging energy

Ec = e2

2Cdot
, (7.1)

which is entirely determined by the capacitive coupling of the QD with its environment.

Free sphere. A first approximation of the charging energy value can be obtained by
modelling the QD as a free conducting sphere of radius r, whose capacitance is given by

CS(r) = 4πε0εrr (7.2)
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Figure 7.1: (a) Schematics of the system Substrate-QD-Tip (b) Theoretical capacitance C
and (c) corresponding charging energy Ec = e2/2C as a function of sphere radius r: of a free
conducting sphere (black dashed line); of a free conducting sphere with a 1 nm-thick dielectric
shell (εr = 2.6, as in alkanethiols) (red solid line); of a conducting sphere at a distance of 1
nm (green solid) and 2 nm (green dashed) from a second sphere (r2 = 10 nm); of a conducting
sphere with 1 nm separation (blue solid line) and 2 nm separation (blue dashed line) from an
infinite conducting plate. Black solid line in (c) is the calculated mean energy level spacing δE
of AuNP as a function of radius r.

(Fig. 7.1b, black dashed line), proportional to the radius r. For r < 10 nm, capacitances
as small as 1 aF or lower are obtained. The charging energy Ec increases as the size of
the NP decreases (Fig. 7.1c): for r = 5 nm, Ec ∼ 100 mV> 3kBT at 300 K, meaning that
charging effect can be observed even at room temperature.

Further, a free sphere of radius r with a dielectric shell of thickness s and permettivity
εr (as in the case of thiol-functionalized AuNPs) has a capacitance:

CSd = 4πε0εrr(r + s)
(r + s)− r(1− εr)

(7.3)

(Fig. 7.1b, red solid line).
However, in order to estimate the charging energy of a Substrate-QD-tip system, a

more detailed modeling is required (Fig. 7.1a), as the total capacitance is no longer the
one of simple free conducting sphere: the substrate-QD system can be approximated by
a sphere in vicinity of a conducting plane, while the tip-QD system by two spheres in
close proximity. The determination of the capacitance of these systems is non-trivial, and
requires electrostatics arguments based on the image charge method which deserve some
discussion.

Sphere and a conducting plane. The capacitance of a conducting sphere of radius
r separated by a distance dsp from an infinite conducting plane is given by:

Csp(r, dsp) ≡ Csp(a) = CS sinh(a)
∞∑
n=1

1
sinh(a) , (7.4)

where a ≡ ln
(
ξ +
√
ξ2 + 2ξ + 1

)
and ξ ≡ dsp/r (Fig. 7.1b, blue lines). The resulting

capacitance is then several times larger than the free-sphere case, and slightly decreases
for increasing distance dsp.

Two conducting spheres. The capacitance between two conducting spheres of radius
r1 and r2 respectively (in general r1 6= r2), separated by an arbitrary distance dss (Fig.
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7.1b, green lines), cannot be expressed in a simple analytical form [236]. For a large
separation (dss � r1, r2), an approximate solution is given by:

Ci
SS = γCSP (ri, dss) , i = 1, 2 (7.5)

where γ = 1/ [1 + min(r1, r2)/max(r1, r2)].

7.1.2 Level spacing
For sufficiently small NPs, quantum confinement causes a discretization of energy levels.
The level spacing depends on the DOS at the Fermi energy and the volume V :

δE ≈ 2π2~2/ (mAukFV ) , (7.6)

where mAu is the effective electron mass in Au (≈ 1.1me) and kF (≈ 12 nm−1) is the
Fermi wavevector in Au (Fig. 7.1c, black solid line). In the case of metallic NPs, the
Fermi level is in a half-filled band, meaning that many electrons are present in the NP,
and the levels are randomly dispersed in energy, with mean level spacing δE (δE ∼ 1
mV for a 5 nm-diameter AuNP). This energy scale is generally more than 2 orders of
magnitude smaller than the charging energy Ec (Fig. 7.1c), and it decays faster than Ec
as the dot’s size is increased.

7.1.3 Coulomb blockade
For a metallic island of very small size, the transport becomes dominated by single-
electron charging effects. If the contact resistance is sufficiently high, the rate of tunneling
events can become lower than the typical electron diffusion time and the charge of the
structure can be considered as quantized. At a temperature kBT < Ec, no electron in
the system would have enough energy to overcome the charging energy, and transport is
then blocked (I = 0) (Coulomb blockade regime) (Fig. 7.2a). Only for sufficiently high
voltage (eV & Ec) electrons can overcome the energy barrier, leading to a current flow
(I > 0) (Fig. 7.2b), before the next charging state starts contributing to the transport,
resulting in a series of conductance steps - i.e. in a series of variations of the I(V )’s slope
-, producing the so-called Coulomb staircase.

7.2 Models for single-electron tunneling
Several types of circuits were found to display single-electron tunneling phenomena:
single-electron box [237, 238], single-electron transistor1 (SET) [239–242], single-electron
pump [243–247], single-electron turnstile [196,248] and single-electron circuits with several
junctions (1D and 2D arrays) [249].

Most single-electron device modelizations are based on the orthodox theory of the
single-electronics [238, 251–253], in which most of the quantum mechanics effects are
disregarded (semi-classical model). They focus on the statistical nature of the tunneling
process of an electron through a barrier, which is influenced by the electrostatic energy in
the system and occurs at a rate that depends on the resulting change in the free energy of

1Although most gated single-electron junctions are technically not transistors but switches (as no gain
is demonstrated), we will use this commonly accepted denomination.
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Figure 7.2: Schematic energy diagram of a normal DBTJ system: (a) Coulomb blockade condi-
tions: electron tunneling is prohibited (eV < Ec); (b) allowed tunneling conditions (eV > Ec).
(c) I(V ) curves of the DBTJ simulated by the orthodox theory, for different Rd/Rs ratios
(Rd = 0.1 ÷ 100 GΩ, Rs = 0.1 GΩ, Cd = 0.18 aF, Cs = 0.18 aF, Q0 = 0e, T = 4.2 K). Inset:
schematics of the DBTJ circuit. (d) Simulated I(V ) curves for different Ec/kBT ratios. (Rs = 1
GΩ, Rs = 0.1 GΩ, Cd = 6.0 aF, Cs = 6.0 aF, Q0 = 0e and Ec = 6.7 meV, comparable to a
thermal energy at 77 K) [250].

the system. Once the tunneling rates for all junctions are known, Monte Carlo simulation
methods [254,255] can be used to determine the actual tunneling events that take place,
and thus the random dynamics of single electron systems can be simulated. The master
equation method [255] constitutes an alternative approach, computationally adapted only
for simulating systems with few tunnel junctions, and not useful in investigating the
dynamics of the microscopic tunneling events in single electron circuits (since it deals
only with average quantities). However, it allows to include effects such as co-tunneling,
for which Monte Carlo technique is uneffective.

Apart from numerical simulation based on circuit theory [256, 257], particularly rele-
vant are the analytic solutions of the semi-classical model [258].

In order to observe single-electron effects, two conditions need to be fulfilled. First,
thermal energy must be much smaller than elemental charging energy

kBT � Ec = e2

2CΣ
, (7.7)

so that the transport of charges is in fact governed by the Coulomb charging energy.
This condition can be fulfilled either by lowering the temperature or by decreasing the
capacitance (i.e. reducing the island’s size). Secondly, the tunnel resistance must exceed
the quantum of resistance

Rtunn �
h

2e2 ≈ 13 kΩ, (7.8)

so that the wavefunctions of excess electrons between the barriers are basically localized
and do not extend over the barriers.

The basic circuit displaying Single-Electron Tunneling [259] consists of a double-barrier
tunneling junction (DBTJ) system comprising a single conducting dot in between the
source and drain electrodes, separated by tunnel capacitors (resistors) Cs (Rs) and Cd
(Rd). For the moment we neglect the possibility of having a third electrode capacitively
coupled to the dot acting as a gate capable of tuning the dot’s electrochemical potential,
allowing to remove/add single-electrons from/to the island through sequential tunneling
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events: this system constitutes a Single Electron Transistor (SET), and will be extensively
discussed in the next Chapter.

The total capacitance between the dot and the outer environment can be written as
CΣ = Cs + Cd. The total charge on a dot with N electrons is expressed as

Q = Ne−Q0, (7.9)

where Q0(|Q0| ≤ e/2) is an additional fractional background charge2. The change in the
total free energy (sum of the charging energy of the quantum dot3 and the work done by
the external voltage source) due to the tunnel event is given by:

∆F±s (N) = e

CΣ

[
e

2 ± (Ne−Q0)∓ CdVsd
]

(7.10)

∆F±d (N) = e

CΣ

[
e

2 ∓ (Ne−Q0)∓ CsVsd
]
, (7.11)

where +/- index express tunneling through each source/drain capacitor from left to right
and right to left, respectively. When ∆F±s,d (N) > 0, electron tunneling is energeti-
cally disadvantageous and is thus suppressed (Coulomb blockade); in contrast, when
∆F±s,d (N) < 0 electrons can tunnel one-by-one through the junction (single-electron tun-
neling).

The related tunneling rates, obtained from a basic golden-rule calculation as:

Γ±s (N) = 1
Rse2

[
−∆F±s

1− exp (∆F±s /kBT )

]
, Γ±d (N) = 1

Rde2

 −∆F±d
1− exp

(
∆F±d /kBT

)
 ,

(7.12)
can be used to solve the steady-state (dρ (N) /dt = 0) master equation:

ρ (N)
[
Γ−d (N) + Γ+

s (N)
]

= ρ (N + 1)
[
Γ+
d (N + 1) + Γ−s (N + 1)

]
(7.13)

(where ρ (N) is the ensemble distribution of the number of electrons on the dot), under
the normalization condition4 ∑+∞

N=−∞ ρ (N) = 1.
The current is then given by the tunneling balance:

I (Vsd) = e
+∞∑

N=−∞
ρ (N)

[
Γ+
d (N)− Γ−d (N)

]
= e

+∞∑
N=−∞

ρ (N)
[
Γ+
s (N)− Γ−s (N)

]
,

meaning that the full I (Vds) response of the SET can be determined from the knowledge
of the circuit parameters. Typical I(V ) for different values of the ratio Rd/Rs display
Coulomb blockade regime (I = 0) at low bias and current steps at higher bias (Fig. 7.2c).
The effect of the temperature on the I(V ) curves is seen as a vanishing of the blockade
effects as kBT ∼ Ec (Fig. 7.2d).

2The phenomenological charge Q0 can be related to the contact potential difference across the two
tunnel junctions ∆φi: Q0 = 1

e [Cs∆φs − Cd∆φd].
3The total charging energy Ec = 1

2CΣ

[
CsCdV

2
sd + (Ne−Q0)2

]
has a quadratic dependence on the

dot’s occupation number.
4For sufficiently high charging energy, |N | can be limited to a reasonably low value
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Figure 7.3: Four key experiments of Single-electron tunneling by STS: (a) evaporated
AuNPs physisorbed on ZrO2/Au substrate [265]; (b) evaporated AuNPs chemisorbed on aryl-
dithiol SAM/Au(111) substrate [218]; (c) thiol-stabilized synthesized AuNPs physisorbed on
Au(111) substrate [266]; (d) thiol-stabilized synthesized AuNPs chemisorbed on mixed alka-
nethiol/alkanedithiol SAM/Au(111) substrate [267]. [(a): T = 4.2 K, (b,c,d): T = 300 K]

7.3 Previous results: overview on single-electron tun-
neling probed by STS

STM/STS methods were immediately found to be the most suitable tool for exploring
single-electron effects in single metallic NPs [250]. Moreover, STM and other SP tech-
niques can be used to measure other specific properties such as NPs’ photon emission (pho-
toluminescence) due to inelastic electron tunneling [260], to probe their ligands’ molecular
vibrational modes [261], to investigate the surface morphology of the ligands [207, 262],
to and study electrical switching effects [263, 264]. In any case, the possibility of tuning
the NP’s state via an external gate electrode was never explored.

Thermally evaporated AuNPs. The first observation of a Coulomb staircase by STM
at low temperature (T = 1.2 K) was performed on granular Al dots thermally evaporated
on an oxidized Al film [268], triggering analogous measurements on several evaporated NPs
(Al, Au, Co, In, Pt, Pd, Si). By reducing the size of the nearly-hemispherical evaporated
AuNPs (h = 0.2 nm, d = 4 nm) on a ZrO2(1 nm)/Au film, such that the charging
energy (Ec = 70 meV) is larger than thermal fluctuations (∼ kBT ), Schönenberger et
al. [265, 269] reported the measurement of a Coulomb staircase in ambient conditions
(Fig. 7.3a). These measurements (and similar ones [208]) were however limited by the
the presence of impurity levels in the oxide layer (responsible for charge relaxation) and
by inhomogeneities in the oxide thickness.

In order to prevent from random charge noise and to control the thickness with
angström precision, SAMs became soon the common choice as tunneling barrier. Room
temperature Coulomb staircase was observed in evaporated AuNPs (h = 2 ÷ 3 nm,
d = 5 ÷ 10 nm) on alkanethiol/Au(111) substrate [217]; double-ended alkane-dithiol
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molecules were also used. More stable tunnel barriers at room temperatures were obtained
by chemisorption of evaporated AuNPs (h ≈ 1 nm, d ≈ 2 nm) on a aryl-dithiol (XYL
or BPD)-functionalized Au(111) substrate [218, 219, 270] (Fig. 7.3b). Coulomb staircase
at low temperature (T = 90 K) was observed also for Au clusters (0.7 nm) evaporated
on a polar SAM (CAC) [271], which allowed grafting by electrostatic interaction. More
recently, 0D levels of evaporated on AuNPs on 1,4-benzenedimethanethiol/Au(111) were
observed at 78 K [272]. The AuNPs nucleation process was investigated on C8S/Au(111)
substrates [273], and their density showed to be controllable by using thiol-dithiol mixed
SAMs [274].

Synthesized AuNPs. Synthesized AuNPs are covered by a passivating organic molecule
layer that acts also as a tunnel barrier: the density of deposited NPs can be controlled
simply by changing the concentration of the NPs in the solution, easier than controlling
the density in evaporation methods. Ligand-stabilized C12S-AuNPs on HOPG showed
Coulomb staircase up to room temperature [275], as well as signatures 0D-quantum
levels due to size effects; however NPs were not grafted to the substrate and showed
high surface mobility and tip-induced motion (down to 8K). Single-electron effects in
STM were observed in several experiments based on thiol-( [266, 276–278]) (Fig. 7.3c),
amina- or polymer- ( [279,280]) stabilized AuNPs physisorbed on Au(111) or HOPG. Sim-
ilar investigations were carried out on thiol-stabilized AuNPs physisorbed on alkanethiol
SAM [281,282] or chemisorbed on mixed alkanethiol/alkanedithiol SAMs [267] (Fig. 7.3d),

and thiol-stabilized AuNPs chemisorbed on Au(111) after di-thiol exchange [278].

7.4 Preliminary results: single-electron tunneling in
AuNPs

Reported here are some preliminary results I obtained, showing single-electron tunneling
probed by AFM-STM at low temperature5 (T = 160 mK). The sample consists of a
Nb (12 nm) / Au (3 nm) evaporated on a Sapphire substrate on which dodecanethiol-
protected 5 nm-diameter AuNPs are dispersed by dropcasting method (Par. 6.2.1). The
NPs concentration is intentionally kept rather low (∼ 150 NPs/µm2), since the NPs are
not tethered to the surface and a too high concentration could be detrimental for the tip’s
conditions.

The NPs are first located in (non-contact) AFMmode (Fig. 7.4a): in order to minimize
the tip-NPs interaction, the frequency shift and the oscillation amplitude are kept at the
lowest operational values. For this reason, having a sufficiently high Q-factor turns out
to be required. Moreover, we found convenient to apply a bias on the sample while
scanning: from standard KPFM considerations, for a voltage Vb = VCPD (determined by
the maximum of the parabolic function ∆f (Vb)), the tip-sample force is minimized.

Once a good NP is located and observed to be sufficiently stable (Fig. 7.4b, bottom
inset), the operation is switched to STM mode. First, the tunneling conditions are checked
on the bare substrate, in the vicinity of the NP. There, a quasi-linear I(V ) characterstics
on a large bias window is obtained. Performing a more resolved lock-in measurement, a
superconducting gap for Nb - with edges at Vb ∼ ±1 mV - is revealed (Fig. 7.4b, top left
inset). Then, STS is performed directly on top of the NP: a Coulomb gap is observed

5Up to my knowledge, this experiment represents the first measurement by AFM/STM of single-
electron effects in AuNPs at dilution temperatures.
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Figure 7.4: (a) LT-AFM scan of dodecanethiol-protected 5 nm-diameter AuNPs physisorbed on
a Nb(12 nm)/Au(3 nm) substrate. (b) I(V ) curves measured by STS on a single NP for different
current setpoints Iset, displaying a marked Coulomb gap. For comparison, the substrate displays
a quasi-linear I(V ) (black curve), showing a superconducting gap at low bias (top-left inset)
(Tbath = 160 mK). Bottom-right inset: 20× 20 nm2 LT-AFM topographic image of a single NP.
The NP appears nearly double of its actual size due to a typical tip’s size artifact. (c) Typical
I(V ) characteristics (Iset = 150 pA) with a theoretical fit according to the orthodox theory (red
dashed line). Extracted phenomenological parameters Rs, Rd, Cs, Cd, Q0 and Ec reported in
the Figure.

around |Vb| ≈ +100 mV and I(V ) curves for different current setpoints can be compared
(Fig. 7.4b, 7.5a). A reasonably good fit with the curves calculated within the orthodox
theory allows to estimate the ensemble of the phenomenological circuit parameters. For
the fit shown in (Fig. 7.4c), a charging energy Ec = e2/2(Cs +Cd) = 65 meV is obtained.
This value is in perfect agreement with what estimated in Sec. 7.1.1 from electrostratics
considerations for a 5 nm-diameter NP (Fig. 7.1c). The coupling of the QD with the
source (substrate) and drain (tip) electrodes is rather asymmetric, as demonstrated by the
estimated tunneling resistances, differing by almost one order of magnitude (Rs = 280 MΩ
< Rd = 1.49 GΩ). The tip-QD capacitance (Cd = 0.45 aF) is found to be slightly smaller
than the QD-substrate capacitance (Cs = 0.77 aF), as expected from the comparison
between the sphere-sphere and sphere-plane capacitances carried out in Sec. 7.1.1. The
background charge Q0 is found to be reasonably small (Q0 = 0.15e), and it is reflected in
the slight asymmetry of the blockade zero-current region wrt to Vb = 0.

In some cases, a staircase behavior is also measured at higher bias for Iset =1 nA (Fig.
7.5b).

One can remark that the fit proposed is less accurate at relatively high bias (eVb &
2Ec), as the curves display multiple slope changes which are clear signatures of single-level
effects. These effects are not included in our simplified model, but are a proof that our
NPs effectively behave as QDs, as we expect and foresee.

7.5 Conclusions
In this Chapter we have recalled the basic physical properties of QDs, namely charging
energy, level spacing and Coulomb blockade effect, and shown how they enter in the
theoretical description of Single-Electron tunneling. A short review of the previous results
is also provided.
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Figure 7.5: (a) I(V ) curves measured by STS on a single NP (inset) for different current
setpoints Iset, displaying a marked Coulomb gap. (b) Typical I(V ) characteristics (Iset = 1
nA) displaying a staircase behavior, with a theoretical fit according to the orthodox theory (red
dashed line). Extracted phenomenological parameters Rs, Rd, Cs, Cd, Q0 and Ec reported in
the Figure.

Finally, we have presented our SPM studies on physisorbed AuNPs on a supercon-
ducting Nb/Au surface. We were able to demonstrate by SPM investigation the expected
Single-Electron effects at dilution temperatures and to obtain results that are relatively
well described within the orthodox theory. These measurements demonstrate at the same
time the achievement of sufficiently stable tunnel junctions, without which such effects
could not be properly highlighted. These results are comparable with what was previously
found [266], and provide a solid basis for the further developments described in the next
Chapter. However, from an experimental point of view, the tunnel contact on top of the
NPs was found to be prone to instabilities and the physisorbed NPs were often dragged
or picked up during spectroscopic measurements: it is expected that chemisorption would
provide a significant improvement, allowing a better grafting of the NPs. This also justi-
fies the efforts we have put into the optimization of the chemisorption process of AuNPs
presented in the previous Chapter.
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Chapter 8

Towards a Single-Electron Transistor
with a Scanning Probe

In the previous Chapters, we have seen (1) how metallic NPs can be deposited on a
metallic surface with an optimal spatial distribution and decoupling from the substrate,
and then (2) how their QD behavior can be investigated by a Scanning Probe, evidencing
single-electron phenomena. In this Chapter, we finally face the challenge of implementing
a device through which the NPs properties can be tuned by lithographic gate electrodes.
This ambitious (and still ongoing) realization would allow to combine in a unique way
transport and Scanning Probe measurements of a Single-Electron Transistor system.

8.1 Motivation, conception and implementation
Single-electron effects in molecular electronics have been successfully addressed within
two distinct experimental approaches: solid state devices with break- or electromigration-
junctions [196, 213, 283–285] and STM [169, 214, 286]. Beyond providing energy-resolved
molecular spectroscopies, both approaches are a unique environment for studying effects
of quantum coherence, magnetism and superconductivity at the smallest scale. STM has
the advantage of atomic-scale spatial resolution and adjustable coupling to one contact,
while solid state molecular devices, although they do not allow spatial resolution, often
allow for implementing efficient gates to the molecular link. This latter capability is indeed
crucial for switches as well as for many quantum effects, in which a discrete molecular
level couples to states in the leads, as the gate can be used to tune into a particular energy
level or quantum-state regime.

In a three-terminal SET device (Cs ≈ Cd ≤ 1 aF), the tunnel couplings (Γs ≈ Γd)
not only set the current per open quantum channel through the dot (I ∼ eΓ), but also
the probability of virtual many-body processes that can bypass Coulomb blockade (e.g.
cotunneling, Kondo resonance in oddly occupied dots [288–290]). On the other hand, in
most (ungated) STM experiments, where the scanning probe tip acts as a weakly-coupled
drain (Cs � Cd ≡ Ctip, Cg = 0), the configuration is more asymmetric (Γs � Γd) and
the properties of the QD are entirely determined by the substrate, unless molecular layers
with specifically designed spacer groups can be deposited on the source electrode in order
to achieve a symmetric coupling (Cs ≈ Cd) [291]. In superconductor-molecule hybrids, the
ability to tune the molecular energy levels is also particularly relevant in investigating, for
instance, the Kondo effect [292] and the competition of superconductivity and magnetism
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Figure 8.1: (a-c) Transport measurement in solid state SET device: (a) Schematics of a QD-SET
device. (b) SEM image of a nanofabricated QD-SET based on electromigration junction [216].
(c) dI/dVsd map of a QD-SET in the normal state (T = 40 mK, magnetic field B = 400
mT) showing, as a function of the gate voltage Vg, the closing of the Coulomb diamond for an
evenly occupied state and the appearence of a Kondo ridge at eVsd = EF for an oddly occupied
state [213]. (d-g) Scanning probe measurement in molecules and NPs on surfaces: (d) dI/dV
spectra probed by a superconducting Pb tip around the superconducting gap on typical MnPc
molecules (molecular structure sketched in (f)) on a Pb(111) substrate (T = 4.5 K), showing the
particle and hole impurity-induced bound states. The superconducting gap edge is indicated
with a dashed line [169]. (e) STM image of a single molecule (Vs = 200 mV, I = 8.6 pA). Scale
bar: 1 nm [169]. (g) e-EFM measurement on a 5 nm-AuNP on a C16S2 SAM (schematics in
the inset). The dissipation images (200 × 200 nm2), acquired at constant-height (Vtip = 7.7 V,
T = 77 K), show marked fringes, as a concequence of the modulation of the charge of the QD
at charge-degeneracy points in response to the cantilever motion [287].
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at the nanoscale [169, 213, 293]: the possibility to manipulate the related bound states
(Yu-Shiba-Rusinov states) by a gate electrode would give significant new insights.

STM and device physics have so far remained widely decoupled, with a few notable
exceptions [19,144]. Recently, remote gating of molecules adsorbed on graphene has been
reported in an STM experiment [294]: adsorbates couple weakly to graphene and an over-
all backgate potential can be applied through the graphene sheet. Several limitations are
however inherent to this measurements: the achievable gate modulation remained weak,
insufficient for changing the charge state at equilibrium; the choice of a graphene substrate
strongly restricts the engineering possibilities of the molecule-substrate interactions; the
graphene substrate is not suitable for studing induced correlation in superconductor-QD
hybrids.

Nevertheless, the implementation of a Single-Electron Transistor with a combined
AFM/STM Scanning Probe would allow: 1) to gate-tune a single-QD inside a Scanning
Probe setup; 2) to obtain tunable coupling to drain (by adjusting tip-QD distance) and
source (by using molecular spacing layers); 3) to reveal the spatial structure of the quan-
tum correlation with angström-resolution; 4) to complement spectroscopy information
with force and dissipation measurements (like in e-EFM [184,287]).

The realization of a SET-like system with a Scanning Probe (Fig. 8.2) is a rather
elaborate process which requires the simultaneous implementation, optimization and op-
eration of 4 distinct parts:

1. Source: is the sample substrate, on which one can apply a bias voltage Vbias (or
source-drain voltage). It can be either a normal metal (e.g. Au) or a superconducting
(e.g. Nb, Pb) film deposited on an insulating wafer (SiO2, sapphire). The main
requirements related to it are the ones typical of surface science substrates, i.e. a
sufficiently clean and flat conductive surface. Moreover, the surface needs to be
adapted for hosting metal NPs, deposited by either physisorption or SAM-based
chemisorption methods (described in Sec. 6.2).

2. Quantum Dot: is a nano-object sufficiently small for displaying quantum confine-
ment, charge effects and discrete energy level features. Metal NPs are the best
candidate as they are widely available in colloidal solutions which can be dispersed
and grafted to the substrate with a tunable density and coupling.

3. Gates: although several gating configurations (bottom/top/side gates) have been
used for Single-Electron devices, we opted for suspended metallic side-gates, which
can be set at gate voltage Vgate, tunable independently from the bias voltage. In
this case, the dielectric is simply vacuum, and the gating effect cannot be tuned
by varying, for instance, the dielectric constant of the medium. For this reason,
the gates should be sufficiently thin so that: 1) they can be close enough to the
source to provide the optimal electrostatic control on the QD grafted to the source;
2) they can be closely accessible by a Scanning Probe of finite curvature. On the
other hand, the closest they are, the highest is the probability of having electrical
shorts to the source, making the leaky gates unusable.

4. Drain: is the Scanning Probe tip, which is usually set at ground potential by the
tunneling current amplifier. The main features and requirements for the combined
AFM/STM tip we dispose of in our setup are detailed in Sec. 4.3. Two aspects
become particularly relevant for studying QD-based devices:
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Figure 8.2: Schematic principle of the Single-Electron Transistor with a Scanning Probe. On
an insulating substrate (SiO2, sapphire), a thermostable metallic bi-layer mask presenting an
undercut is nanostructured, forming large-scale meander-like gate structures such that edges can
be easily found by the STM tip (acting as local drain). A thin metallic (Au, Nb, Pb, . . . ) layer
(green) is deposited as a source electrode. Subsequently, NPs (QDs) are deposited (generally,
after a substrate functionalization step using SAMs) and the sample is inspected by SPM while
two distinct voltages (Vg and Vs) are applied to it.

• Since we are addressing objects whose size is of the order of 10 nm or less, the
AFM tip apex needs to be sufficiently sharp, with an apex radius small enough
for achieving high resolution without being prone to tip’s size-related artifacts.

• Since the sample surface is not planar, but includes some patterned structures
tens of nm high (the gates), the curvature angle of the tip’s end should be
sufficiently small to precisely follow the sample’s topography and to approach
as close as possible to the suspended gates.

8.2 SET model
The theory of the SET can be understood as a direct extension of the orthodox theory
for single-electrode tunneling (Sec. 7.2). A SET is essentially a DBTJ system in which
the dot is also coupled to a gate electrode with a capacitor Cg that allows to control the
dot’s occupation number by shifting its electrochemical potential.

The dot’s capacitive coupling to the environment is described by the total capacitance
CΣ = Cs + Cd + Cg, which relates to the charging energy

Ec = 1
2CΣ

[
CgCs (Vsd − Vg)2 + CsCdV

2
sd + CgCdV

2
g + (Ne−Q0)2

]
. (8.1)

The total electrostatic energy of the dot has then a parabolic dependence on the gate-
induced charge n ∝ Vg/Cge (Fig. 8.3a).

The electron transport in the SET can then be derived in the same way as in Sec. 7.2,
but starting from free energy variations expressed by

∆F±s (N) = e

CΣ

[
e

2 ± (Ne−Q0)∓ (Cg + Cd)Vsd ± CgVg
]

(8.2)

∆F±d (N) = e

CΣ

[
e

2 ∓ (Ne−Q0)∓ CsVsd ∓ CgVg
]
. (8.3)
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Figure 8.3: (a) Calculated parabolic dependence of the electrostatic energy of a dot on the
gate-induced charge n ∝ Vg/Cge for different occupation numbers N ; the red curve represents
the ground state. (b) Calculated current map I(Vsd, Vg) of a normal SET showing diamond-
shaped zero-current regions (Rd = 100 GΩ, Rs = 1 GΩ, Cd = 0.18 aF, Cs = 0.18 aF, Cg = 0.01
aF, Q0 = +0.1e, T = 4.2 K)

As a function of Vsd and Vg, the transport displays diamond-shaped zero-current re-
gions (Coulomb diamonds, Fig. 8.3b). The two slopes of the diamonds are given by
β ≡ Cg/ (Cd + Cg) (positive slope) and β′ ≡ Cg/Cs (negative slope). The gate coupling pa-
rameter α ≡ Cg/CΣ (usually, 0.03÷0.3 [295]) represents the efficiency of the gate voltage-to-dot
energy conversion.

8.3 Modeling the gate efficiency
As we have just shown, the electron transport in a SET as a function of source-drain and
gate voltage is determined in a non-trivial stochastic way and depends in general on the
various circuit parameters. Even by neglecting the role of the QD, it can be nevertheless
useful to model the system schematized in Fig. 8.2 in order to calculate the effective gate
voltage as a function of the distance from the gate electrodes. Furthermore, the presence
of an additional conducting (grounded) object (i.e. the tip) strongly modifies the electric
field landscape, due to the onset of screening effects. We self-consistently estimate the
effective gate field at a distance dtg from a gate at a potential Vgate, corresponding to
a position between the tip (model according to a given geometry) placed at potential
Vtip = 0 and a substrate at potential Vsub. To accomplish this task, we use a relaxation
method to solve recursively the 3D-Laplace equation:

−→
∇

2
V (x, y, z) = 0 (8.4)

with the related boundary conditions (V (x, y, z) = 0 at the outer edges, V (x, y, z) =
Vtip, Vsub, Vgate at the positions corresponding at the fixed-potential electrodes). For each
iteration n, the potential V n(xi, yi, zi) at the position (xi, yi, zi) of the spatial mesh is
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Figure 8.4: Solution of the Laplace equation showing the effect of tip screening: (a) Plane cut
(y = 0) of the normalized 3D solution V eff

g (x, y, z)/Vg of the Laplace equation: Tip: paraboloid
(curvature radius: rtip = 10 nm; height: htip = 7 nm); Gate: total height hg = 45 nm, undercut:
du = 15 nm. Tip-gate distance: dtg = 29 nm. (b) Maximum normalized effective gate voltage
at the tip’s position for different minimum tip-gate distances related to different tip radii: (1)
dtg = 29 nm, rtip = 10 nm; (2) d = 40 nm, rtip = 20 nm (3) d = 48 nm, rtip = 30 nm. Two
different tip-substrate distances are shown: htip = 10 nm (green dots) and htip = 7 nm (blue
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solution (red dots) is highlighted. Black solid line: Maximum normalized effective gate voltage
at the same position (y, z) as a function of the distance from the gate, calculated in the absence
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determined by1:

V n(xi, yi, zi) = 1
6 [V n−1(xi+1, yi, zi) + V n−1(xi−1, yi, zi) + V n−1(xi, yi+1, zi)
+V n−1(xi, yi−1, zi) + V n−1(xi, yi, zi+1) + V n−1(xi, yi, zi−1)] . (8.5)

In order to ensure the convergence of the method, the total number of iterations N needs
to be sufficiently large (N ≥ 10 000), impacting the computation efficiency.

In the presence of a paraboloid tip of a given curvature radius rtip, the maximum
effective gate potential V eff,max

g (Fig. 8.4) at the tip’s position (i.e. the closest position
to the gates) is found to be about 2÷3 orders of magnitude lower than the applied Vgate.
The ratio V eff

g /Vg is often called "lever arm" of the gating configuration and provides an
indication of the gating performance. It can be also seen that a 3D-modeling provides an
improved (and more realistic) result compared to the simplest 2D-solution, even though
it is computationally much more demanding. The screening effect is obviously related to
the tip height, and the effective gate potential increases by increasing the tip-substrate
separation, as can be seen by comparison between the green and blue dots in Fig. 8.4b.

Considerations on gating feasibility. This modeling represents the core of our con-
ception process and incorporates all the questionings related to the optimization of all the
components of such a complex system. It is crucial for understanding which are the con-
ditions that would allow to effectively provide the possibility of tuning the charge state of
a single-QD, or whether such achievement would even be - in the worst case - not possible
at all!

We consider a rather optimistic case in which a quite sharp tip (curvature radius
rtip ∼10 nm) can be brought at the closest distance from a suspended gate electrode.
This electrode, according to the performance that can be reasonably achieved within our
nanofabrication process, is assumed to be 45 nm-high. For a paraboloid-shaped tip, the
minimum distance between the tip apex and the gate is then dtg ≈ 30 nm. We can
consider different NPs’ size and, from the considerations reported in Sec. 7.1.1, estimate
their charging energy and mean level spacing: for instance, for a 5 nm-diameter NP,
Ec ? 77 meV and δE ≈ 1.8 meV , while for a 8 nm-diameter NP Ec ? 45 meV and
δE ≈ 0.4 meV.

From Fig. 8.4b, we see that, for an increase in tip’s height of 3 nm, the effictive gate
voltage is increased by a bit more than a factor of 4. We apply a gate voltage Vg = 10
V - which is, as we will see, the lower boundary for the leakage voltage of our gates.
The effective gate voltage (i.e. the possible variation of the QD’s chemical potential ∆µ),
with the tip placed exactly on top of the NP, would then be ∆µ ∼ 20 meV for the 5
nm-diameter NP and and ∆µ ∼ 80 meV for the 8 nm-diameter NP. We immediately
see that, for the 5 nm-diameter NP, ∆µ is significantly smaller than Ec, while for the 8
nm-diameter NP ∆µ > Ec, meaning that an effective variation of the dot’s charge state
can be observed only in the latter case. In summary, the smaller the QD, the higher his
charging energy and the less effective the gating (due to tip screening), meaning that in
this gating configuration Coulomb maps could not in principle be obtained for too small
NPs - and especially for (even smaller) single-molecules.

1In the 2D case:

V n(xi, yi) = 1
4
[
V n−1(xi+1, yi) + V n−1(xi−1, yi) + V n−1(xi, yi+1) + V n−1(xi, yi−1)

]
.
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However, as we have already pointed out in Sec. 7.1.1, the mean level spacing quickly
decays for increasing dot’s size. If one considers coupling such dot with a superconductor
(like Nb, ∆Nb ∼ 1 meV), the condition δE ? ∆ needs to be fulfilled in order to allow
for exploring single-level-induced sub-gap features, introducing another constraint on the
dot’s size. As a consequence, these two conditions (∆µ > Ec and δE ? ∆) set a relatively
narrow range for admissible QD’s size, requiring for a rather precise - but still achievable
- fine tuning. Moreover, the QD’s coupling to drain and source Γ is another fundamental
parameter that entirely determines itself the operating regime of the system, ranging from
weak (Γ� ∆, Ec) to strong coupling (Γ� ∆, Ec).

In conclusion, the number of relavant constraints and parameters that need to be taken
into account for the considered system is a clear demonstration of the intrinsic difficulty
of this entire, challenging project.

8.4 Source fabrication and characterization
When dealing with transport properties of Single-Electron devices, the granularity of
the electrodes, which naturally arises from the deposition process, does not constitute a
serious limitation as long as the macroscopic properties (resistivity, superconductivity,...)
are not affected. In contrast, for Scanning Probe experiments, the flatness and the quality
of the surface turn out to be crucial factors which require some careful optimization.

Evaporated Au on SiO2. Generally, Single-Electron effects measured by Scanning
Probe are obtained in samples of atomically-flat Au(111) epitaxially grown on the (001)
face of a mica crystal, often prepared in-situ in setups designed for UHV Scanning Probe
operation. Our fabrication procedure, involving lithography and functionalization steps,
as well as the nature of our measurement setup, impose an entirely ex-situ treatment.
On the other hand, evaporated Au films are known to be particularly granular, with a
(peak-to-peak) roughness up to few nm (Fig. 8.5a,b), which can become comparable with
the size of AuNPs dispersed on them. This not only can make the NPs difficult to detect
and isolate, but can also affect the self-assembly process. For the Au thin films we have
evaporated on a Si/SiO2 substrate (nominal roughness: SRMS = 0.2 nm), the roughness
is found around ∼ 1 nm, and increases by increasing the deposition rate (0.25÷ 1.0 Å/s)
and the film thickness (12÷ 60 nm).

Template stripped Au on SiO2. Much flatter Au surfaces (with sub-nm roughness)
can be obtained by the template stripping technique [287, 296, 297]: first, a thin layer
of Au is evaporated on an atomically flat substrate (sapphire, SiO2, mica), constituting
a template; then, a second flat substrate is glued to the template (by using araldite or
PMMA), and removed, stripping the template and producing a very flat surface. Flame-
annealing of the template (450 °C, 5 min) was shown to reduce the presence of pinholes
on the stripped layer [298]. In our implementation (Fig. 8.5c), this process is found to
be remarkably effective, as the surface roughness is decreased by almost a factor of 3 wrt
an evaporated gold film of the same thickness. However, it turns out to be difficult to
adapt to our device configuration, which involves a non-planar substrate patterned with
suspended gate electrodes.
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Figure 8.5: AFM topographic images (1 × 1 µm2) of Au thin films on Si/SiO2 (500 nm) for
different deposition parameters: (a) Ti (5 nm) / Au (60 nm), 0.5 Å/s. (b) Ti (5 nm) / Au
(25 nm), 0.25 Å/s. (c) Au (20 nm) film stripped with araldite from a Au template evaporated
on Si/SiO2 (0.5 Å/s). The bottom row shows the corresponding profile charts taken along the
images’ diagonal.

Evaporated Nb/Au on Sapphire. Superconducting properties of Nb were shown to
persist for very thin films (down to 3 nm-thick) when epitaxially deposited on R-plane-
oriented (1102) sapphire [299]. The sapphire surface can be prepared by annealing at
1100°C for 1h in air. Just before the UHV Nb evaporation, the substrate is cleaned
in-situ for several minutes using Ar milling, then heated2 in UHV at 660 °C and Nb is
e-beam evaporated at a rate of 0.2÷0.5 Å/s. The sample is then cooled below 80 °C
and covered by evaporation 2÷ 3-nm-thick Au capping layer in order to protect the film
from oxidation. Although a systematic study was not performed due to the large number
of relevant parameters, substrate with peak-to-peak surface roughness of ∼ 1 nm or less
are generally obtained (Fig. 8.6). These values are compatible with the optimal values
expected for our process.

8.5 Gates fabrication and characterization

8.5.1 Gates fabrication
Gate electrodes are fabricated with the suspended bi-metallic mask technique (Sec. 2.1.3).
Al is used for the bottom layer, while either Mo or Si can be used for the top layer. After
a lithographic patterning, a dry etching of the top layer and a wet etching of the bottom
layer, suspended structures suitable for hosting the gate electrodes can be obtained. By

2This substrate temperature has been shown to provide a tradeoff between atomic mobility of Nb
adatoms on the surface and oxygen contamination migrating from the sapphire that starts to occur
above that temperature.
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Figure 8.6: AFM topographic images (1 × 1 µm2) of Nb thin films on sapphire for different
deposition parameters: (a) Nb (30 nm) / Au (5 nm), 0.25 Å/s at 200 °C (preparation annealing
at 1100°C). (b) Nb (30 nm) / Au (5 nm), 0.5 Å/s at 660 °C (no preparation annealing at 1100°C).
(c) Nb (12 nm) / Au (3 nm), 0.3 Å/s at 400 °C. The bottom row shows the corresponding profile
charts taken along the images’ diagonal.

following the requirement of minimizing the overall height, we found that the top layer
cannot be thinner than 20 nm in order to provide sufficient stiffness and stability. The
thinnest leak-proof gate structures were obtained from a Al (30 nm) / Mo (20 nm). We
adopt a meanders-like design (Fig. 8.7b) in order to maximize the electrodes’ length (and
then the probability of finding QDs close enough to them), still having the gates confined
in a defined region.

The final sample (source+gate electrodes) is obtained from these gate devices after
evaporation of the source electrode according to the recipes described in the previous
Section. Typical thickness for the source electrode are Nb (12 nm) / Au (3 nm). Due to
the granular nature of both source and gate, the very small (∼10 nm) distances between
them and the huge length of the gate electrodes, some localized shorts were often observed.
These shorts were likely produced by some grains or impurities acting as a weak link
between the top and bottom part of the sample. For this reason, we tried to improve
the yield by depositing the source electrode only on the central part of the sample (Fig.
8.7a). This is achieved by using a mechanical stencil mask with a 2 mm long and 50 µm
narrow slit opening [156].

Yield improvement by “electromigration”. Even after reducing the source area, the
percentage of gate lines not showing any leakage to the source was far from being close to
100%. If we trust our assumption that the leakage is due to localized shorts (Rsg ∼ 100
Ω), it is however very hard to detect them by SEM inspection over such a large sample.
We can nevertheless imagine to remove these shorts by electromigration (EM), a technique
widely used in molecular electronics to produce in situ nano-gaps [194,213,300,301]. This
mechanism is based on the fact that, at sufficiently high current densities (∼ 108 A/m2),
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Figure 8.8: ”Electromigration” process for removing the source-gate localized shorts. (a)
Source-gate current Isg and (b) source-gate resistance Rsg vs Vsg. (c) SEM image of a gate
electrode after “electromigration”, showing the removal of a localized short.

the transfer of momentum from electrons (subjected to the electric field) undergoing
inelastic collision to the atom cores can induce a motion of the latters. This “electron
wind” can lead to a lattice rearrangement and eventually to the breakdown of the weak
link, which can be easily “fused”, if the process is performed at relatively high voltage
(few volts). This effect can be visualized by SEM inspection after the voltage ramp (Fig.
8.8c). A feedback loop is used to quickly reset to zero the voltage as soon as a threshold
resistance is reached (typically, Rthreshold = Rq ≈ 13 kΩ) [216], resulting in the typical
current and resistance curves for electromigration (Fig. 8.8a,b).
After “electromigration” of the unwanted shorts, in most of the cases the yield of gate
lines disconnected from the source was found to be & 90%, under ambient conditions.

8.5.2 Gates characterization
EFM characterization. The effectiveness of the gating operation can be directly vi-
sualized by EFM: under ambient conditions, a conducting Cr-coated Si cantilever tip
scanning the sample surface at ∼ 100 nm height can be used to reveal the different local
potential between the source and the gate by measuring the phase contrast between the
two regions. In Fig. 8.9c is shown a typical EFM scan of the sample: while scanning
from top to bottom of the scanframe, the source-gate voltage is varied in the range (+2.5
V÷+ 4.5 V) every few linescans, producing an accordingly varying phase contrast on the
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gate region (seen as a higher region in the the topography profile 8.9b), wrt to the (lower)
grounded source region, where no variation is observed.

Gates leakage test. Electrical leakage in a high voltage experiment can cause un-
wanted currents to flow through an electronic device, degrading its performance or even
completely destroying it. The nanofabricated devices were characterized in a cryogenic
setup suitable for high-impedence measurements at 4K in He atmosphere. At low Vsg, an
extremely small leakage current was detected, corresponding to a source-gate resistance
as large as 15 TΩ. Above a certain value (Vsg > Vbreak), the leakage current rapidly
increases, leading to the gates’ leakage (Fig. 8.9a). Leakage voltages above 10 V with
leakage currents below 1 pA were found in all the devices tested3.

In conclusion, the gate electrodes obtained through our fabrication process show the
desired electrostatic behavior in EFM and good leakage voltage properties, which, even
though they still leave some room for improvement, are indeed suitable for testing the
gating possibility.

8.6 Conclusions
In this Chapter, we have justified some of the studies performed in the previous Chapters
of this Part, as they enter in the implementation of a Single Electron Transistor device
with a Scanning probe tip. The main ideas for the conception and modeling are presented
in the first part of this Chapter. This very ambitious realization constitutes a completely
new and complex system which requires the simultaneous optimization of 4 components.
Apart from the drain electrode, which corresponds to the Scanning Probe (AFM/STM)
tip, widely discussed in Sec. 4.3.2, we successfully optimized the remaining 3 aspects.
All these ingredients constitute a solid background for the future use of this device in
order to explore the quantum effects in nano-objects via Scanning Probe techniques in a
new, unique way. However, a complete, fully working device could not be obtained yet

3The leakage mechanism at the nanoscale is not an avalanche process (arching), depending on the
electrode separation and the medium pressure (Paschen’s law): when the separation between the elec-
trodes is decreased to a length scale comparable to the mean free path of electrons in the medium (few
tenths of nm), the leakage is determined by vacuum-like field emission of electrons [302, 303], which is
then medium-independent.
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by assembling all these elements, and the demonstration of the possibility of QDs gating
in our configuration still requires supplementary efforts. Nevertheless:

• We optimized the preparation of the QDs themselves, which are AuNPs deposited on
a metallic (or superconducting) surface according the procedures and the constraints
extensively presented in Chapter 6. These QD can be located and individually
investigated by low-temperature SPM studies, revealing the expected single-electron
effects discussed in Chapter 7.

• We optimized the deposition of source electrodes. Both a metallic (Au on Si/SiO2)
and superconducting (Nb/Au on sapphire) thin films have been studied, obtaining
a reliable recipe for clean and flat surfaces with > 1 nm roughness.

• We optimized the fabrication of gate electrodes consisting of suspended Al/Mo struc-
tures: 50 nm-thin and well defined electrodes, showing very high (? 15 TΩ) resis-
tance to the source and breakdown voltages > 10 V, have been successfully obtained.
By comparison with our simulations, such performance would be suitable for ob-
taining a Coulomb diamond plot for a NP of ∼ 7 ÷ 8 nm diameter located at an
accessible distance for the gates of not more than 30 nm.

All these promising realizations give the motivation for putting more efforts in pursuing
the goals of this challenging project in the next future.
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Part IV

SPM studies on epitaxial graphene
and sidewall graphene nanoribbons



The achievement of the isolation of a single, atomically thin graphene layer by me-
chanical exfoliation of a graphite crystal [304] has triggered a constantly growing research
activity, which today constitutes a field that is not limited to graphene itself, but in-
cludes a plethora of novel 2D materials and their heterostructures [305]. Graphene’s
exceptional properties, from its hardness to its flexibility, from its outstanding thermal
conductivity to its extremely high mobility, have been object, during the last decade, of
an in-depth exploration by a variety of techniques, especially transport measurements and
SPM. Relativistic effects, fractional Quantum Hall effect, Klein tunneling are just some
of the remarkable features fostering the fundamental research on the topic. In terms of
applications, graphene is presented as a promising material for electronics. In particular,
epitaxial graphene on SiC constitutes one of the most suitable candidated for large scale
integration of graphene-based devices. Still, a precise understanding of microscopic inho-
mogeneities (disorder, charge impurities, edge effects...) in graphene is needed in order
to explain the phenomena that can prevent high mobility graphene from behaving as an
ideal ballistic conductor. Scanning Probe microscopy represents the most suitable tool
for getting an insight of the properties of graphene and graphene nanostructures at the
atomic scale.

While turning our SPM setup towards the exploration of epigraphene-based systems,
we are not limited to standard STM/STS investigations, but we can address some specific
queries. 1) How do scattering processes in graphene allow to extract informations on the
doping level solely via the mapping of the local conductance of a graphene surface? 2)
How to get some understanding of the transport properties of graphene nanostructures
by probing their local potential and resistance?

In Chapter 9, we briefly review the electronic properties of graphene, with some partic-
ular considerations on charge-neutral graphene. Presentation of crystal and band struc-
ture of graphene is a cliché found in nearly every report or review remotely dealing with
graphene-based systems. Still, we will see that, in our case, they can be object of a direct
measurement due to the high resolution we can achieve both in the real and the recip-
rocal space. We then discuss disorder and quasi-particle scattering in graphene, and see
how Quasiparticle Interferences (QPIs) can be used to interpret FT-LDOS measurements,
providing a way to access graphene’s dispersion relation, and hence its doping level. This
powerful approach can be used for many different systems, including other novel 2D ma-
terials such as silicene and TMDs [306]. We present detailed LT-STM and FT-LDOS
measurements performed on a monolayer epigraphene sample produced by low-Ar pres-
sure growth on SiC, and discuss the role of absorbed dopants in this system.

In Chapter 10, we present our studies on 40 nm-wide and several tens of µm-long
sidewall graphene nanoribbons. Due to quantum confinement, these systems - consisting
of charge-neutral graphene nanostructures - can display exceptional ballistic transport
at room temperature. We perform a mapping of the local potential and resistance of a
GNR-based device in order to get new insights into their transport properties.
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Chapter 9

STM studies on epitaxial graphene

9.1 Electronic properties of graphene
Graphene is a monoatomic layer of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice (a ≈
2.46Å, dC−C ≈ 1.42 Å). The crystal structure of graphene is a triangular lattice with
two carbon atoms per unit cell which are not equivalent from a crystallographic point of
view, giving rise to 2 distinct sublattices (A and B) (Fig. 9.1a). Each atom has 3 sp2-
hybridized orbitals, whose overlap generates strong covalent in-plane σ-bonds (responsible
for the remarkable mechanical properties of graphene and its chemical stability), and a
2pz orbital in perpendicular direction leading to out-of-plane π-bonds (responsible for the
unique electronic properties of graphene). Since the binding energy between C atoms of
one layer (4.3 eV) is much larger than the binding energy in between layers (0.07 eV),
single-layer graphene can be easily obtained by mechanical exfoliation of graphite crystals.

The band structure of graphene E (k) can be calculated in the nearest-neighbor tight-
binding approximation involving only the π-bands [307], and is shown in Fig. 9.1d, where
negative energies correspond to bonding (π) states, while positive energies to anti-bonding
(π∗) states. At each of the 3×2 corners of the first order Brillouin zone (K and K ′ points)
(Fig. 9.1b), the valence and conduction bands are degenerate and touch each other at the
charge neutrality point (Dirac point, E = ED), while they are energetically well separated
away from these points. For this reason, graphene is a semimetal, often referred to as a
“gapless semiconductor”. In the vicinity of the K and K ′ points (Fig. 9.1c), the dispersion
relation can be approximated as being linear [308]:

E (k) ≈ ±~υF |k−K| , (9.1)

where υF ≈ 106 m/s is the Fermi velocity, which, in contrast to the free electron gas of
parabolic energy dispersion, is energy-independent. Eq. (9.1) is formally equivalent to the
solution of the relativistic Dirac-Weyl Hamiltonian for massless spin 1/2 fermions. In the
case of graphene, the speed of light c is replaced by the (non-relativistic) Fermi velocity
υF ≈ c/300, and the wavefunction has a two-component spinor vectorial form (called
“pseudospin”), due to graphene’s sublattice structure. This linear dispersion results in
novel physical properties like a peculiar field effect [304], anomalous quantum Hall effect
[309,310], and large mobility.

The DOS of graphene - the property most commonly accessible with STM - is V-
shaped in the vicinity of the Dirac point (Fig. 9.1e) and it is obtained from the dispersion
relation as [307]:
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Figure 9.1: (a) Honeycomb structure of monolayer (ML) graphene. The unit cell includes one
carbon atom on each A and B sublattice (two C atoms per unit cell). (b) 1st Brillouin zone
of ML graphene. (c) Low-energy band structure of ML graphene (Dirac cone), with a linear
and isotropic dispersion at K or K’ points. ED and EF are, respectively, the Dirac point and
the Fermi energy. (d) Full band structure calculated from the tight-binding model (ka ≡ 2π/a,
t ≈ 2.8 eV). (e) Calculated DOS ρ(E) of graphene per unit cell, with a typical V-shape at low
energies E/t (red dashed line).

ρ (E) = gsgv
2π
|E − ED|

(~υF )2 , (9.2)

where gs = gv = 2 are the spin and valley degenarcies respectively, and it has a zero
minimum at the Dirac point.

The charge carrier density n =
�∞

0 dED (E) f (E) depends on Fermi energy and tem-
perature, and, in the low temperature approximation [311]:

n =
� EF=0

ED

dEρ(E) = gsgv
4π

(
|EF − ED|

~υF

)2

(9.3)

can be directly related to the Dirac point: E2
D = (~υF )2 πn. Positive (negative) Dirac

points correspond to p-(n-) doped graphene, while as the Dirac point is at the Fermi
level (|ED| → EF = 0) graphene is charge-neutral, displaying a minimum in the carrier
concentration. This minimum is strongly deepened at low temperature, while far from
charge neutrality the carrier density is nearly temperature-independent.

Charge-neutral graphene. In the case of ideal charge-neutral graphene, the physics
near theK,K ′-points is particularly rich: there, the Fermi wavelength λF = 2πυF/ |k−K|
diverges, meaning that quantum-size effects could be observed over an arbitrary spatial
extent. Furthermore, the electric field of the quasi-particles is unscreened, and they can
interact on a long range, making the independent-particles approximation unsuitable.
Many-body effects can result in a broken-symmetry ground state and in a large increase
of the Fermi velocity, even though revealing those effects would require an extremely pure
graphene, free of defects, random strain and charge puddles. As we will see in Chapter 10,
epitaxial graphene constituting sidewall nanoribbons represents one of the most promising
candidates for accessing charge-neutral graphene.

At charge neutrality (n→ 0) graphene’s conductivity does not drop to zero, but tends
to a minimum, non-universal value (per square) σmin of about 4e2/h [312], dependent on
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the sample’s disorder and impurity concentration1 [313, 314]. In the ballistic regime, a
minimum conductivity σmin = 4e2/πh was found [315], in agreement with early theoretical
predictions [316]. Near charge neutrality, the charge carrier density becomes smaller than
the average density of charge impurities: spatial inhomogeneities of the charge density
then create electron/hole puddles, resulting in a disorder-induced random lattice of p-n
junctions [317].

9.2 Disorder and quasi-particles scattering in graphene
A successful implementation of graphene in next-generation nanodevices requires the un-
derstanding of the mobility-reducing effects, and thus of the main origins of disorder in
this material, namely topographic corrugations, edge effects and charge puddles. Scan-
ning Probe Microscopy investigations were proven to allow for a deep and detailed insight
on these phenomena.

9.2.1 Quasiparticle Interferences (QPIs)
Atomic-size impurities (substitutional impurities, vacancies) are responsible for scattering
processes that can dramaticaly affect the mobility and suppress graphene’s peculiar phys-
ical features. Both the so-called intravalley and intervalley scattering processes induce
LDOS modulations associated to Friedel charge density oscillations [318,319].

QPIs can be investigated by STM [306, 320–325] within the so-called JDOS (Joint
Density of States) approximation, which assumes elastic scattering within a constant-
energy contour. In the 1D-case, by considering the scattering of an incident electron state
with wave-vector ki into a final state of wave-vector kr, coherent (elastic) scattering allows
for interference between incident and the reflected quasi-particle (approximated as plane
waves). The resulting local density is given by:

ρ(r, t) = |Ψ(r, t)|2 ∝
∣∣∣ei(ki·r−ωt) + e−i(kr·r−ωt)

∣∣∣2 = 2 + 2 cos ((ki − kr) · r) , (9.4)

and the scattering vector k ≡ ± (ki − kr) can be thus extracted from the periodicity
of the interference pattern2. By summing over all possible initial and final states on a
constant energy contour, the corresponding LDOS ρ(r, E) is the sum of a periodic term
and interference terms of wave-vector k ≡ ± (ki − kr). As a consequence, the FT of the
LDOS has peaks at wave-vectors k in the first Brillouin zone (plus replicas at the higher
order zones defined by the wave-vector G). Equivalently, peaks in the FT-LDOS appear
when a large number of states on the iso-energy contour are connected by the same k
vector. Since the scattered state needs to be unoccupied, elastic scattering is possible
only very close to the Fermi energy. The processes with the highest weight (large JDOS)
are those whose scattering vector is a nested vector, i.e. a vector that connects parallel
directions tanget to the Fermi surface: since the highest number of states is connected by
those scattering vectors, a large signal in the FT-LDOS is obtained.

In the case of graphene, for Fermi energies above or below the Dirac point, the Fermi
surface consists of rings around the K-points (Fig. 9.2c). A closer look on those 2D

1A better phenomenological expression for the conductivity would be σ = eµ
√
n2
imp + n2, which

prevents from unphysical mobility divergence at charge neutrality.
2In 2D, one would obtain: ρ(r, t) ∝ sin(k·r)

kr
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constant-energy contours in the reciprocal space allows to understand the nature of these
LDOS modulations in terms of quasi-particle scattering from a disordered potential, and
two different scattering processes can be distinguished.

Intravalley scattering. Wave-vectors connecting points on a single constant-energy
circle are related to intravalley scattering (Fig. 9.2a), resulting in long-wavelength mod-
ulations in the presence of atomically sharp defects. Since a peculiar characteristic of
graphene is the suppression of low-energy backscattering [326], one expects a smooth
distribution of wave-vectors between 0 and 2kF (≈ 1.1 nm−1), resulting in a disk of ra-
dius 2kF at the center of the reciprocal space (Γ−point) - with replicas at the higher
order spots. However, since these modulations are present on both sublattices, but with
opposite phase, they average out and are quickly suppressed as 1/r2 in the real space
(i.e. suppressed for low vectors in the reciprocal space). This leads to the absence of
the 2kF -disk at low-k vector, i.e. at the Γ-point (but not at the replicas at higher order
spots)3 [325].

Intervalley scattering. Wave-vectors connecting two adjacent valleys (K andK ′ points)
are related to intervalley scattering (Fig. 9.2b). Coupling between states with opposite
kF is highly favored, and the corresponding wavevector

−−−→
ΓK(′) − 2kF results in a 2kF -

ring around the K,K ′ points. It turns out that these rings are quite anisotropic, with a
suppressed intensity along directions perpendicular to −→ΓK,

−−→
ΓK ′, as a consequence of the

presence of the pseudo-spin [325].

FT-LDOS imaging. These features in the reciprocal space can be investigated ex-
perimentally by calculating the 2D-Fast Fourier Transform of the LDOS (FT-LDOS),
acquired by STM simultaneously with the topography by performing dI/dV maps with
the lock-in technique at different bias voltages. For sufficiently high energies |E| � |ED|,
by measuring the size of the 2kF -rings in the FT-LDOS at different energies (Fig. 9.2d),
the entire dispersion relation E(k) can be determined, allowing for an estimation of the
Dirac point ED and the Fermi velocity vF (Eq. 9.1) (Fig. 9.2e). The main challenge
with this technique is to acquire an atomically resolved image which is at the same time
well resolved in the reciprocal space (i.e. large enough in the real space: δk = 2π/L)
and spans a sufficiently large area of the reciprocal space (i.e. with high resolution in
the real space: kmax = 2π/∆x). For instance, a 50×50 nm2 image with 2Mpx allows a
k-resolution δk ≈ 0.12 nm−1 (kmax ≈ 250 nm−1). Besides, at T = 4 K and a voltage
modulation Vac = 2 mV, the energy resolution is δE ∼ 5 meV, which corresponds to a
broadening δk = 0.06 nm−1: the lock-in amplitude should be kept small in order not to
integrate over a too large range of k-vectors. Finally, the acquisition time per point should
be few times longer than the lock-in time constant, which imposes quite long measurement
times (6÷ 24 h).

3For this reason 2kF -disk at Γ-point is generally supposed to be observed only in BL graphene (for
which intervalley backscattering is allowed), and not in ML [325, 327, 328]. Nevertheless, intravalley
backscattering can still persist as a second-order process in ML, and was observed in exfoliated ML
graphene on SiO2 [329].
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Figure 9.2: (a, b) Schematic of the elastic scattering events in doped ML graphene, divided into
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associated LDOS modulations. (c) Schematic of the expected 2D Fourier transform map of the
LDOS, including all the processes depicted in (a) and (b), and neglecting the pseudospin. (d, e)
Epitaxial graphene on SiC, Si face: (d) Sample-bias dependence of a 2kF ring at K point in the
FT-LDOS maps, obtained from a series of 50×50 nm2 dI/dV images (not shown). (Image size:
5×5 nm−2). (e) Dispersion relation E(k) extracted from the radial average of the rings shown
in (d). A linear fit is displayed in plain lines, leading to an estimation of the Fermi velocity
vF = 1.18×106 m/s and of the Dirac energy ED = −390 mV (taken from [325]). (f, g) Monolayer
graphene on SiO2: (f) 60× 60 nm2 dI/dV maps for different bias voltages (Vg = 15 V) . Lower
right insets: two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform of each image. (g) Quasiparticle energy
dispersion above and below the Dirac point (ED = −0.2 eV), extracted from a Fourier analysis.
Solid red lines show fitted linear curves yielding vF = 1.5±0.2×106 m/s and vF = 1.4±0.2×106

m/s for upper and lower branches. (h) Schematic principle of mapping dV/dI at a fixed bias:
a shift in the position of the Dirac point ∆VD leads to a variation ∆(dI/dV ) ∝ ∆ED (taken
from [329]).
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9.2.2 Electron-hole puddles
In the presence of charge inhomogeneities [329] (as well as local curvature effects [330]) in
graphene, the Dirac point ED cannot be assumed any more as spatially constant. Charge
impurities inside or close to the graphene layer induce a potential which is screened by
the charge carriers, leading to local variations of the charge carrier density. Even for a
zero-average carrier density, locally p- and n-doped charge puddles are observed, with a
size of the order of the Thomas-Fermi screening length (λTF ≈ 1.1× n1/2). Those charge
puddles limit the achievable charge neutrality and, as already anticipated, are possible
candidate for the non-zero minimum conductivity in transport measurements [314] and for
limitations of the mobility. Charge puddles strongly increase in size and amplitude δED
near the Dirac point [331], as predicted in the framework of the self-consistent screening
theory with random-phase approximation [332].

The additional potential due to charge impurities results in a shift of the position of
the Dirac point wrt the Fermi energy. By mapping the value of the Dirac point ED(x, y)
one can obtain a charge-density map n(x, y) = E2

D(x, y)/π(~vF )2.
Mapping the fluctuations of the Dirac point in STM can be done: 1) Performing

STS at each point of a given area (CITS): the Dirac point can be identified as a local
minimum in the full dI/dV tunnel spectra (∝LDOS). 2) Acquiring a map of the local
differential conductance (∝LDOS) with lock-in technique at some fixed bias Vb in the
vicinity of the Dirac point (Fig. 9.2f): due to graphene’s linear DOS, the variations of
the local differential conductance are proportional to the fluctuations of the Dirac point
(δ(dI/dV ) ∝ δED) (Fig. 9.2h).

9.3 Graphene preparation techniques
For the realization of graphene-based electronic devices, two distinct approaches have
been followed: transferred graphene, i.e. graphene produced by a variety of techniques
and then transferred on a substrate, and epitaxial graphene, i.e. graphene epitaxially
grown on a substrate.

Transferred graphene. Graphene transferred on a thermally oxidized doped Si sub-
strate - either by mechanical exfoliation from graphite crystals (Scotch tape technique)
[336] or by drying of a graphene-flakes solution [337] - has the great advantage that
charge carrier density can be tuned by electrostatic back-gating through the substrate’s
dielectric layer. Even though the interaction with the substrate is generally weak (due
to van der Waals forces only), transferred graphene is far from being considered (quasi-
)freestanding. The transfer process - usually performed in ambient conditions - induces
considerable disorder, since contaminations trapped between the graphene layer and the
amorphous substrate give rise to charge inhomegeneities, local doping [317] and random
stress.

To partially avoid these problems, higher quality quasi-epitaxial graphene has recently
been obtained by transfer on single-crystals of hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) [338, 339].
Graphene encapsulated between two hBN flakes has shown extremely high mobility and
exceptional transport properties [340,341].

Epitaxial graphene. For graphene grown epitaxially on specific crystalline substrates,
the layer is rotationally oriented and almost commensurate with the substrate’s lattice,
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producing an higher order modulation of the lattice (super-cell reconstruction), with a pe-
riodicity much larger than the graphene unit cell. Within a super-cell, the A-B sublattice
degeneracy is not lifted.

The chemical bonding to the substrate varies from extremely weak to relatively strong,
influencing the electronic structure. In the case of weak coupling, the electronic structure
is nearly unperturbed, meaning that graphene can be treated as quasi-freestanding. On
the other hand, for strong coupling, graphene orbitals can hybridize with the substrate,
strongly modifying the electronic properties.

Epitaxial graphene on metals. For epitaxial graphene CVD-grown on metal surfaces
[342–344] either strongly interacting metals (Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, Re) or weakly interacting
metals (Cu, Ag, Ir, Pt, Au) can be found. Decoupling from the substrate can be obtained
by atoms/molecules (Au, O2) intercalation [334,345]. For electronics applications, CVD-
grown graphene can be transferred to a dielectric substrate by chemically dissolving the
metallic template.

9.3.1 Epitaxial graphene on SiC
Defect-inducing transfer can be avoided if graphene is epitaxially grown on a large-band
gap SiC dielectric substrate (Eg ∼ 2 ÷ 3 eV). Even though gating possibilities in such
configuration are limited and quite cumbersome, epitaxial graphene on SiC provides high-
quality large-area surfaces very attractive for applications. In contrast to CVD growth, no
external source of carbon is involved, but a carbon-rich surface is formed by preferential
sublimation of silicon from the SiC substrate, due to its higher vapour pressure compared
to carbon4. As a consequence, a carbon layer forms at the surface and, after surface
reconstruction, single- or multi-layer graphene can grow [346]. Heating the SiC substrate
to temperatures higher than the Si melting point can be performed either in vacuum
or in an inert gas atmosphere: growth temperature, atmosphere composition and defect
concentration in the SiC substrate influence the quality of the graphene film.

Electronic grade SiC. Crystalline silicon carbide is a wide band gap semiconductor
made of a stack of Si-C bilayers. The most commonly used polytyes are the cubic β−3C
(Eg = 2.36 eV) and the hexagonal 4H (Eg = 3.23 eV) and 6H (Eg = 3.05 eV), with a
unit cell made of 4 and 6 Si-C bilayers respectively5 (Fig. 9.3a). The on-axis hexagonal
planes are polar: the SiC(0001) facet is made only of Si atoms (Si-face), with one dangling
bond per atom, while the SiC(0001̄) facet is made only of C atoms (C-face). As we will
see, graphene growth on these two faces is very different. Since every wafer has a small
(∼ 0.1°) miscut, the SiC surface is not perfectly flat but it displays SiC steps and terraces.

The SiC surface is initially covered with native SiO2 and it requires a pretreatment
for cleaning and flattening. Si etching (T = 850 °C) allows the oxide removal without
changing the stochiometry, while H etching (pH = 1 bar, T = 1400°C, 30 min) removes
not only the oxide layer, but also scratches from the polishing process, leading to smooth
SiC terraces several µm wide and ∼ 1.5 nm (= 1 SiC unit cell) high.

Si-face. Graphene growth on Si-terminated face is sufficiently slow to obtain well con-
trolled (and orientationally well defined wrt the SiC substrate) monolayer growth. The

4At a typical temperature of ∼1300 °C: pSivap = 2·10−6 mbar, pCvap = 10−10 mbar
54H-SiC (a = 3.0805 Å, c = 10.0848 Å) is generally considered of higher quality.
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reconstruction (orange). (c) Schematic of the layer growth on the Si face of SiC. The first layer
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basic growth model involves nucleation from steps created by the bunching of the SiC
atomic steps [347]. Several surface reconstructions can be observed during the process:
after Si etching, a (3×3) Si-rich structure is formed, while further annealing develops a
(
√

3×
√

3)R30° surface, followed by a complex (6
√

3×6
√

3)R30° reconstruction [348] (Fig.
9.3b), whose full development is indication of a fully grown first hexagonal carbon layer.
This first carbon layer (the so-called buffer layer) is rotated by 30° wrt the substrate and
has an unit cell 6

√
3 times the graphene cell (which includes a high symmetry (6×6) quasi-

cell); it cannot be considered as graphene, since every third atom is still bound to the
SiC substrate (Fig. 9.3c) and the π-bands are modified from a linear dispersion, showing
a gap at the K-point that makes it electronically inactive. Only the second layer, which
is grown on top of the buffer layer, shows the ideal characteristics of quasi-freestanding
graphene. This graphene is heavily n-doped (ED = −500 ÷ −350 meV), probably due
to the charge transfer from the interface states [349], with a relatively low mobility of
about 1 500 cm2/Vs at charge density of about 1013 cm−2, likely due to the interaction
with the substrate, scattering from the substrates phonons or scattering at the SiC steps.
Subsequent layers are Bernal-stacked and show typical few-layer graphene features.

Not much about the buffer layer is actually understood: the large unit cell size pre-
vents so far from an exact determination of its structure with photoemission methods, and
also makes theoretical prediction difficult due to the large computation time. Since the
graphene monolayer appears transparent at energies of ∼ 1 eV [350], early STM studies
showed only a (6×6) reconstruction (with period 1.9 nm), which is generally regarded as
the fingerprint of the presence of ML graphene grown on the buffer layer. Later measure-
ments at lower tunneling voltage (∼ 200 mV) were able to reveal the 6

√
3 periodicity.

Nevertheless, the buffer layer is structurally a graphene layer, and it can be decoupled
from the substrate by intercalating hydrogen [351–353], Li [354] or many other atoms.
In this case, a consistent p doping is observed, along with an increase of the mobility of
about a factor of 2. As a consequence, monolayer graphene grown on the buffer layer,
when intercalated with hydrogen, shows its electronic structure turning from the one of
monolayer graphene into that of a A-B stacked bilayer.
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C-face. Graphene grows much faster on the carbon face [356], typically leading to mul-
tilayer growth. No buffer layer is present, but interface reconstructions (such as 2×2 and
3×3) can still occur. Subsequent layers show mostly ordered stacking with a distribu-
tion of relative rotations alternating around ±2° and 30°, meaning that single layers are
electronically decoupled from each other and show quasi-free standing graphene proper-
ties [357]. Mobilities as large as 20 000 cm2/Vs at charge density of few 1012 cm−2 can be
achieved.

Non-polar faces. Very few studies are available about graphene growth on non-polar
faces [358, 359]. On (11̄00) plane, growth is similar to the one on C-face, with high
rotational disorder. On (112̄0) face n-doped graphene grows with no rotational disorder.
In both cases, no buffer layer is observed.

Particularly interesting would be to study graphene grown on large area facets cor-
responding to inclined planes, especially the (22̄07) facet characteristic of the sidewall
graphene nanoribbons. Sidewall graphene nanoribbons will be discussed in detail in the
next Chapter.

9.4 Studies on epitaxial monolayer graphene grown
on 4H-SiC(0001) at low Ar pressure

Here we present some preliminary results on epitaxial graphene grown with a new tech-
nique involving low-pressure Ar atmosphere. This system is particularly interesting, since
it turns out to consist of uncommon p-type doped monolayer graphene (both under am-
bient conditions and at low temperature in He atmosphere), which showed some excep-
tionally robust signatures of Quantum Hall effect in magnetotransport measurements.
The sample’s growth and magnetotransport experiments at room temperature and low
temperature were performed at L2C, Montpellier (France), mainly by T. Wang as part of
her PhD research. Low-temperature STM/S measurements were performed by myself at
Institut Néel, using the combined AFM/STM cryogenic setup described in Ch. 4.

Low-pressure Ar atmosphere growth. In general, the growth of high quality graphene
can be achieved by SiC substrate heating in rf furnaces or dc current resistive heat-
ing. Several growth techniques have been proposed so far: free UHV Si sublimation,
confinement-controlled sublimation (CCS) [360], face-to-face growth [361] or high-pressure
Ar atmosphere growth (Edison light bulb method) [362,363].

In the common high-pressure Ar atmosphere growth, it remains challenging to obtain
films with different and controlled characteristics, such as the number of graphene layers
or the doping, by tuning the growth parameters. A recently developed epitaxial growth
of monolayer graphene on 4H-SiC(0001) under a low argon pressure (10 mbar, 800 sccm)
[364] allows for growing a continuous graphene monolayer in a short process time (∼1h30).
The first step of growth (1600°C) is the formation of a buffer layer, fully covering the Si-
face of SiC; subsequently, monolayer graphene starts to grow at step edges (1700°C)
and continue to cover the buffer layer according to a step-flow growth mechanism [365,
366]. Eventually, continuous large-scale graphene films are achieved at 1750°C with a
reproducible process.
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Figure 9.4: (a) Representative Raman spectra of the buffer layer without (violet) and with
(yellow) monolayer graphene coverage for low-pressure Ar atmosphere epigraphene/SiC growth
[Courtesy T. Wang]; (b) 90× 90 nm2 STM topographic image of the surface, showing large flat
terraces and the (6 × 6) superstructure. Inset: atomically resolved topographic image of the
graphene surface (1.2×1.2 nm2) (c) LT-STS spectrum showing a DOS typical of Si-face epitaxial
graphene on SiC (Iset = 1 nA).

Raman characterization. A typical Raman spectrum - acquired with a laser spot of
400 nm diameter - is shown in Fig. 9.4a (yellow spectrum). It displays very pronounced
G and 2D band, and low-D band (i.e. low disorder due to point defects and edge defects),
as well as signatures of the buffer layer. The integrated intensity of G-band normalized
wrt a HOPG reference of each spectrum in a Raman map is very close to the experimental
value (AG−Graphene/AG−HOPG ∼ 0.03) reported for a monolayer graphene [367]. All these
features are indications of an homogeneous graphene growth. For comparison, Raman
spectra of the buffer layer only (prior to graphene growth) display a peculiar shape with
no 2D bands (violet spectrum in Fig. 9.4a). Spectra acquired on the terraces show clear
signature of monolayer graphene, while the ones acquired close to step edges are estimated
to be signature of mono- or bi-layer graphene. Raman spectra give, in conclusion, a
confirmation of the presence of low-defect homogeneous monolayer graphene grown on
top of the buffer layer.

Hall measurements. Quantum Hall plateau values confirmed both continuity and
thickness of the 1LG film [368]. Hall effect measurements on MLG films show a mo-
bility of ∼1000 cm2/(Vs) and a carrier density of pHall ∼ 1.5 × 1012 cm−2 at RT in air
and pHall ∼1010 - 1011 cm−2 at 1.7 K in He atmosphere can be achieved, which is, re-
markably, a p-type carrier density, in contrast with strong n-type doping usually found
for epitaxial graphene on the Si-face. These carrier densities correspond to a Dirac point
ED = ~vF

√
πp ≈ +150 meV.

Screening effects and charge puddles are also expected to be a relevant effect, since their
extent, according to the estimated Thomas-Fermi screening length, is evaluated to be
λTF = 1.1× p−1/2 ∼ 10 nm.

9.4.1 STM and FT-LDOS measurements
In the following are presented the Scanning Probe measurements I performed at LT
(Tbath ≈ 200 mK) using only the STM operation of the setup described in Chapter 4.
The STM tip consists of a Pt/Ir wire (250 µm diameter) manually cut with tweezers.
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Atomically resolved LT-STM scans (Fig. 9.4b) evidence remarkably large and flat SiC
terraces and a (6×6) superstructure, indicative of monolayer graphene covering a recon-
structed interface layer [333], as expected for epitaxial MLG on the Si-face. Differential
conductance spectra show a typical asymmetric shape [325, 333] with a global minimum
at E = 0 but no clear local minimum in correspondence of the Dirac point.

As a consequence, in order to quantify the doping level, we use the FT-LDOS tech-
nique described in Sec. 9.2, by lock-in acquisition of differential conductance maps for
different bias voltages. A 50× 50 nm2 surface is scanned at Isp = 1 nA in order to obtain
a (2048× 2048 px2) atomically resolved image of the topography as well as the local dif-
ferential conductance. The FT-LDOS measurements we obtained are of high quality and
clearly show some peculiar features of the system under investigation (Fig. 9.5a). The
points at the Γ-point and the corresponding higher order points in the reciprocal space
can be related to the intravalley scattering processes, and each one is surrounded by an
hexagon of 6 points, signature of the long-range modulations corresponding to the (6×6)
reconstruction. At the location of the K,K ′ points we observe the expected 2kF -disks of
diameter varying with energy (Fig. 9.5b), related to intervalley scattering. The size of
this disks is evaluated, for each bias voltage, upon radial average over all the angles and
used to obtain the dispersion relation (Fig. 9.5c). By a linear fit we extrapolate the Dirac
point at negative energy ED = −393 meV, consistent with previous measurements [325],
but in strong contrast with the p−type doping observed in Hall measurements performed
under ambient conditions. The Fermi velocity is estimated to be υF = 1.24 × 106 m/s,
very close to the expected value.
Due to the long measurement times, only few energy values E � ED could be inves-
tigated. For E ∼ ED no reliable determination of the k-vector is possible, since the
associated wavelength is too large compared to the image size. Moreover for energies
E � ED, which would allow to reconstruct the “negative” part of the dispersion relation,
the (negative) bias voltage required becomes too large to allow for achieving good atomic
resolution.

Comparison with later transport measurements. The strong motivation behind
our SPM investigation on such epigraphene sample was the striking uncommon p-type
doping displayed in transport measurements. As we have just shown, however, our very
detailed FT-DOS measurements, performed at low-temperature in high vacuum (p ≈ 10−8

mbar), seem to clearly point towards a strong n-type doping, with estimated values of
the Dirac point very similar to what was generally observed for common ML graphene on
SiC(0001). This finding was at the same time puzzling and somehow disappointing.

In order to understand the discrepancy between the value of the Dirac point obtained
from the RT Hall measurements and the one extracted from low temperature STM mea-
surements, some time after the latters, the sample was investigated again via more detailed
Hall transport measurements.

In ambient conditions, the sample showed once again a p-type doping (p ∼ 2.6× 1012

cm−2 ) with a mobility ∼ 490 cm2/(Vs). However, after cooling down at 176 K in vacuum,
the doping was observed to vary to n-type (n ∼ 2.6× 1012 cm−2 ), with mobility ∼ 1140
cm2/(Vs). Further cooling to 4K in He atmosphere only caused a slight decrease of the
impurities sheet concentration and a slight increase of the mobility. Vacuum conditions
seem then to consistently change the samples’s doping from p-type to n-type. As previ-
ously stated, no strong influence of the temperature on the doping type is observed, as
long as the measurements are performed in He atmosphere.
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Figure 9.5: (a) 2D-FFT of a 50×50 nm2 measured conductance map showing signatures of
the (6 × 6) superstructure around the Γ-point, with replicas on the higher order points of the
reciprocal space, and disks at the K,K’ points (signature of the Dirac cones). (b) Variation in
size of the K,K’-disks as a function of applied bias (scale bar: 1.0 nm−1). (c) Dispersion relation
derived from the size of the K,K’-disks. The black dashed line represents a linear fit giving
ED = −393 meV and υF = 1.24 · 106 m/s.

Immediately after these LT transport measurements, the sample (now n-doped) was
left exposed to air for almost 4 days while its Hall resistance was continuously monitored
(Fig. 9.6a). Strikingly, a p-type doping was recovered after about 17 h. This measurement
strengthens the hypotesis that the doping of the samples is due to impurity absorption
from the environment. Still, the understanding of the exact doping mechanism requires
further investigations.

An inversion of the doping type was also observed on a similar sample under exposure
to UV radiation (Fig. 9.6b) in ambient conditions. It is nevertheless expected that UV
radiation can induce desorption of molecular species from graphene surfaces [369–372].
After the exposure, the p-type doping was quickly recovered. One could also expect an
effect of photoconduction from the substrate, but measurements performed on bare SiC
substrates in the same conditions do not show any effect under to UV irradiation.

9.5 Conclusions
In this Chapter, we have reviewed the main electronic properties of graphene, showing
also how its crystal and band structure can directly influence the occurring scattering
processes. Such phenomena can be conveniently explored by SPM, providing an elegant
and effective access to graphene intrinsic properties (namely, its dispersion relation) via its
LDOS. Compared to other preparation techniques, epitaxial graphene on SiC is one of the
most promising systems for electronic applications. A novel, recently-developed growth
technique involving low Ar pressure provides high-quality graphene which turns out to be
remarkably p-doped in air. We performed a detailed LT-STM and FT-LDOS study on
this system, obtaining consistent results which are in both qualitative and quantitative
resemblance with the ones reported in the most cited reference paper [325] on n-doped
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n-type to p-type doping after ∼ 17 h. (b) Effect of UV irradiation on the Hall constant as a
function of time, showing the n-type doping effect of the UV radiation [Courtesy T. Wang]

epigraphene on SiC(0001). The discrepancy in the doping type we found, compared
to transport measurements, can be understood as the influence of vacuum on dopants
absorbed in air [373]. This study constitutes nevertheless a successful demonstration of
how SPM can be used to deeply investigate graphene’s properties.
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Chapter 10

Mapping local potential and
resistance of sidewall graphene
nanoribbons

Since the outbreak of graphene as a novel material provided with remarkable physical
properties, a big effort has been devoted to the realization of graphene-based nanos-
tructures [374–376], calling for the understanding of the quantum-mechanical behavior
of such systems. Self-assembled graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) host particularly rich
physical properties and have been the subject of detailed investigation, especially by
SPM [377–382]. A different approach, although of absolute interest, especially for elec-
tronic application, is represented by epitaxial sidewall graphene nanoribbons on SiC, which
have been shown to carry exceptional properties such as a tunable band gap and ballistic
transport at room temperature. However, a fundamental and complete understanding of
these properties is still far from being achieved. The results presented in this Chapter,
although still preliminary and not fully conclusive, provide an innovative way to under-
take the study of these systems which can bring new insights on this undoubtedly rich
topic. In particular, we show how a GNR-based device can be fabricated and investigated
in a Scanning Probe setup, and how newly developped measurement techniques such as
Force-feedback Scanning Tunneling Potentiometry and local resistance measurements can
be exploited to reveal their unconventional behavior.

10.1 Graphene nanostructures
In graphene nanostructures, quantum confinement becomes relevant, and dimensionality
can be reduced from 2D to 1D (or 0D). Since Fermi velocity in graphene is nearly constant,
energy levels En,m of a graphene nanostructure of length L and widthW become analogous
to the modes of an optical waveguide (in a continuous medium):

En,m = ±~υF
√

(nπ/W )2 + (mπ/L)2. (10.1)

By neglecting the properties at the edges, only the lowest modes are occupied for
sufficiently small nanostructures of charge-neutral graphene. For reference, for a ribbon
W = 40 nm wide and L = 1 µm long, E1,0/kB = 600 K, i.e. only the modes n = 0 (asso-
ciated with the edges [383,384]) will be occupied, even at room temperature. By analogy
with high-quality carbon nanotubes [385], charge-neutral low-defect graphene ribbons are
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then expected to be µm-scale ballistic conductors. However, in lithographically patterned
exfoliated graphene ribbons, transport in the edge states is quenched due to disorder.

By taking into account the topology of edge structure, graphene nanoribbons can
behave as being either semiconducting or metallic.

In general, for GNRs, two main edge geometries can be defined: armchair and zig-zag.
GNRs that are not cut in either of these two directions have mixed edges (chiral GNRs).

Armchair nanoribbons. Armchair nanoribbons (ACGNR) are cut from a graphene
sheet parallel to the C-C bond, and they alternate edge atoms from both sublattices.
From tight-binding calculations [386], they show a semiconducting band structure with
continuous bands and with a gap scaling inversely with ribbon’s width, except for Na =
3n+ 2 (n ∈ N), at which the gap closes and the ribbon becomes metallic. Ab initio local
density approximations (LDA) show however that also 3n+2 GNRs have a small gap [387].
This width-tunable bandgap is one of the features that makes ACGNRs particularly
interesting for electronics applications.

Zig-zag nanoribbons. Zig-zag nanoribbons (ZZGNR) are rotated 30° wrt the ACGNRs
and have edge atoms from the same single sublattice. The band structure [386] shows a de-
generacy of the top valence band and bottom conduction band between 2π/3a ≤ k ≤ π/a,
with a flattening increasing for increasing width. Taking into account the spin leads to a
further classification: 1) anti-ferromagnetic ZZGNRs (AM-ZZGNRs) show a spin align-
ment parallel along each edge and anti-parallel between the edges, and a band splitting
giving rise to a large width-tunable bandgap1; 2) ferromagnetic ZZGNRs (FM-ZZGNRs)
show spin parallel between the two edges and anti-parallel between nearest neighbors, and
the ribbons are always metallic. Switch between AM (semiconducting) and FM (metallic)
state is predicted [388] upon application of large magnetic field.

Transport in graphene nanoribbons. By neglecting the electron-electron interaction
and the spin polarization of the edge states, the conductance of a graphene nanoribbon
at T = 0 is given by the Landauer formula:

G(E) = 2e2

h
g (E) (10.2)

where g (E) is the number of subbands crossed by the Fermi level, i.e.

g (E) =


n semiconducting ACGNR
n+ 1 metallic ACGNR
2n+ 1 ZZGNR

, n ∈ N. (10.3)

Disorder would cause localization in subbands affecting ballistic transport. In ZZGNRs,
however, the band-flattening due to localized edge-states, in the presence of long-range
impurities originates a perfectly conducting channel G = 2e2/h (length-independent), for
which no intravalley back-scattering in observed. In contrast, short-range impurities (e.g.
lattice defects) produce intervalley scattering which results in exponential decay of the
conductance G ∼ exp (−L/λ0) (over a certain length 0 to be defined phenomenologically).

1AM-ZZGNRs can be made half-metallic by a transverse electric field [387]: the gap closes for states
of one spin direction, making the transport along the ribbon spin-polarized.
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10.1.1 Graphene nanoribbons fabrication
Top-down methods. Graphene nanoribbons can be obtained from graphene sheets
or flakes through patterning by e-beam lithography and plasma etching. Nanoribbons
patterned on epigraphene [389] were found to be metallic, showing quantum confinement
at low temperature and low disorder (no localization). Conversely, nanoribbons patterned
on exfoliated graphene were found to be insulating at low temperature due to charge
impurities and edge disorder [390].

Bottom-up methods. Bottom-up methods turn out to be the best solution for ob-
taining high quality GNRs and large-scale integration. Narrow graphene nanoribbons
were - for instance - grown at atomic steps on Au(788) facets by catalysis of organic
molecules [391], but with the drawback of low scalability and transfer-related problems
like the ones of CVD graphene.

More conveniently, GNRs can be grown on lithographically patterned step edges of
SiC mesa substrate [392,393], or on walls of natural steps edges of SiC’s Si-face [394,395].
The growth process is faster on inclined nanofacets, since there Si atoms have a weaker
bonding wrt to the planar surface. While this effect is a drawback for planar epigraphene,
since multilayer growth at the SiC steps edges provides additional scattering, it can be
exploited and controlled for self-assembling confined GNRs nanostructures.

Lithographically patterned sidewall technique allows to create high-quality, atomically
ordered monolayer graphene, by reducing the possible source of contamination and resist-
induced doping typical of lithographic top-down techniques. This scalable bottom-up
approach allows to produce graphene strips whose width is precisely defined within a few
graphene lattice constants, a level of precision beyond modern lithographic limits.

As shown in Fig. 10.1a, first, e-beam lithography patterned mesa steps (several
nanometers deep) are etched into the SiC substrate by RIE (SF6+O2 plasma). Then,
the sample is heated in two steps, either in UHV annealing or in face-to-face configura-
tion: during refacetting (T = 1000 − 1200 °C) the sidewall is converted into an inclined
nanofacet (∼ 22−28°) by step-flow; during growth at an elevated temperature (T ≥ 1200
°C), graphene monolayers can be selectively formed on the nanofacets2. The direction
along which the mesa steps are patterned could be used to engineer the ribbons’ nature,
since steps patterned along the 〈1100〉 SiC crystal direction are expected to host AC-
GNRs, while mesa steps patterned along the 〈1120〉 SiC crystal direction are expected to
host ZZ-GNRs.

Sidewalls optimization. From a transport point of view, the substrate’s terraces width
(dependent on the growth temperature3) was shown to have a strong influence on the
graphene growth on the sidewalls, and substrates with sufficiently large terraces are re-
quired [396]. Moreover, an optimal height of the etched mesa was found: sidewalls of
∼ 20 nm-deep mesa are characterized by an homogeneous graphene growth and display

2More in detail: the refacetting process takes place at T = 1000 °C for 10 min in UHV annealing and
at T = 1300 °C for 30 min in face-to-face annealing; the growth process at T = 1115 °C for 1 min in
UHV annealing and at T = 1500 °C for 10 min in face-to-face annealing.

3Samples grown at T ∼ 1200 °C show narrow (∼500 nm), faint (∼ 0.75 nm), rough (∼ 3 nm rms)
terraces, with many interconnecting ribbons; in contrast, samples grown at higher temperatures (T ∼
1300 ÷ 1400 °C) show large (up to 20 µm), high (several nm), flat (∼ 0.4 nm rms) terraces, with no
interconnecting ribbons.
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Figure 10.1: (a) Fabrication of sidewall GNRs: (1) 20 nm-deep mesa trenches are etched by RIE
on SiC substrate along some characteristic crystal directions; (2) Refacetting process giving rise
to a sidewall (22°−27°) connecting top (plateau) and bottom (trench) SiC planes; (3) Growth
of self-assembled monolayer graphene structures. (b) Artist view of the resulting system with
the different regions outlined [397].

ballistic transport, while deeper (∼ 30 nm) mesa are fractioned in multiple subfacets,
each hosting graphene, but overall displaying only diffusive transport [396].

10.1.2 Exceptional properties of sidewall graphene nanoribbons
Two peculiarities make sidewall GNRs extremely interesting in the view of nano-electronics
applications: 1) wide-bandgap semiconducting properties displayed by AC-GNRs [398]
and 2) exceptional ballistic transport at RT demonstrated in ZZ-GNRs [397]. For the
former, the wide-bandgap which was observed at the top and the bottom of the sidewall,
could be attributed to local curvature effects, pn junctions or strain, and it was explained
in terms of quantum confinement in the 1-2 nm wide miniribbons that were shown to
border the charge-neutral GNR surface at the top and the bottom of the sidewall [399].
Ballistic transport in GNRs deserves a more detailed discussion.

Ballistic transport at room temperature. Room temperature 4-probe measure-
ments performed in a STM/SEM setup [400, 401] (Fig. 10.2d) have shown that sidewall
GNRs behave as single-channel ballistic conductors, with mean free paths of the order of
L0+ ' 17 µm [397].

In these systems, Raman spectroscopy was used to evidence the presence of monolayer
graphene grown on the sidewalls. STM measurements showed atomically well-ordered
structure and, quite surprisingly, always a ZZ-orientation regardless of the orientation
of the sidewalls wrt the substrate. ARPES and STS performed on the main body of
the ribbon showed a charge-neutral graphene (Fig. 10.2g) displaying edge states: these
measurements are compatible with a picture of quasi-freestanding sidewall GNRs with no
buffer layer.

The ballistic nature was demonstrated through the equivalence of the 2-probe and
4-probe conductance measurement (Fig. 10.2b), which is possible only for ballistic con-
ductors in the case of fully invasive probes [402]. The invasiveness of the probes was
further exploited in order to demonstrate the consistency of this picture by using the
probes as individual scattering centers giving rise to 1D-cavity modes between the probes
themselves. In this case, the presence of only a single transport channel of conductance
G = e2/h indicates the lifting of both spin and valley degeneracy.

The presence of long-range ballistic single-channel (the so-called 0+ channel) gives rise
to a conductance profile as a function of the probe spacing expressed as:

G(L) =


e2

h
1µm . L > L0+ ' 17µm

e2

h
exp(1− L/L0+) L ? L0+ ' 17µm

(10.4)
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Figure 10.2: (a) Conductance of sidewall GNRs versus probe spacing at room temperature
(T = 298 K, red) and low temperature (T = 30 K, blue). At room temperature, the conductance
drops exponentially at L = L0− = 200 nm and L = L0+ = 17 µm. For L < 200 nm, the quantized
conductance of two ballistic channels G = 2e2/h is obtained. For 200 nm < L < 17 µm, only a
single ballistic channel (G = 1e2/h) is present. At low temperatures the second ballistic channel
is not present even for small L. (b) Comparison of 2-probe (2p) and 4-probe (4p) measurements
(c) Four-point G(T ) (red curve) superimposed on the phenomenological curve from Eq. (10.5)
(blue curve). (d) Four individual probes brought into contact with a selected graphene ribbon
guided by an SEM, used as current leads (I+, I−) and voltage probes (U+, U−). (e) Schematic
picture of a sidewall (27°) with STM scans of the top and the bottom edges, both showing helical
structures. (f-g) STS spectrum of (f) top SiC terraces (red frame), displaying a semiconducting
gap, and (g) of the sidewall (green frame), evidencing charge-neutral graphene [397].

As can be seen in Fig. 10.2a, at room temperature, a second conduction channel (so-
called 0−) is actually observed for lengths L < 1 µm, giving a conductance G = 2e2/h
for L < L0− ' 160 nm. However, this second channel is not observed at low temperature
(T = 30 K), implying that the temperature dependence of the conductance can described
as the sum of the two channels adding up in parallel by the purely phenomenological
thermal activation relation:

G(T ) ≈ e2

h

(
1 + 0.5 exp

[
−
(

T ∗

T − T0

)1/2])
, (10.5)

with T ∗ = 1.4π~vF
kBL

length-dependent activation temperature (T ∗ = 33.6 K for L = 1 µm)
and T0 = 14 K.

This peculiar transport behavior can be interpreted as a conduction channel related
to the zeroth subband (consisting of the spin split 0+ and 0−subbands) of a FM-coupled
ZZGNR, consistent with the absence of a band-gap. It can be easily discerned from the
contribution from the higher subbands, which are related to a mean free path estimated
to be of only 60 nm.

Although exotic phenomena are predicted for ZZGNRs [403], the origin of this robust
single-channel transport lacks any conclusive explanation.

In the following are presented some new measurements on GNRs samples, which were
carried out with the scope of getting new insights on these remarkable phenomena. The
measurements are an application of the local potential and resistance mapping techniques
I developed for our cryogenic AFM/STM setup (Ch. 5).
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Figure 10.3: (a) AFM topography image showing the marked sidewall mesa step and some
natural curved SiC steps (height∼ 1 nm) (scale bar: 100 nm). (b) Lateral Force Microscopy
scan showing a different friction contrast for graphene grown on the sidewall (scale bar: 100
nm). Bottom row: corresponding profile charts. (c-d) Acquired LT-STS spectra on (c) sidewall,
displaying a graphene-like DOS and (d) SiC terraces, displaying a semiconducting DOS (T = 4
K).

10.2 Sample preparation and characterization
The sidewall GNRs we investigated are grown with the bottom-up technique described in
Sec. 10.1.1 at GeorgiaTech, Atlanta (USA) by V. Prudkovskiy and his co-workers in W. de
Heer’s group. SiN mask preparation, contact deposition in UHV and magnetotransport,
Scanning Probe and Scanning Tunneling Potentiometry measurements were performed
by myself at Institut Néel.

10.2.1 Sidewall GNRs growth and characterization
Sidewall GNRs were grown by face-to-face method on mesa etched on a SiC substrate.
Having straight etched mesa steps is the first condition for investigating GNRs’ unique
properties. Nevertheless, ballistic transport was observed over lengths much larger than
the typical distance over which the steps show wiggling and curvatures deviating from a
perfect straight line.

According to the specific growth conditions, different levels of growth on the side-
walls can be observed: (1) optimal conditions in which uniform monolayer graphene
self-assembles on the sidewall; (2) undergrown graphene, forming a non-continuous film
or not covering entirely the sidewall; (3) overgrown graphene, including multilayer regions
or extending over the SiC terraces.

Even with the precise control of the uniformity and the number of layers, several
sources can reduce the quality of the sample. First, for epitaxial graphene on SiC in
general, graphitic residues from the growth in form of few-nm sized clusters are sometimes
observed on the substrate. Secondly, for sidewalls GNRs, it is of paramount importance to
remove resist residues of the mesa patterning, since they can induce contaminations in the
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grown graphene and graphitize at high temperature, creating thick conducting structures
running all along the sidewall that could alter the transport properties of the GNRs.

A feature often observed in sidewall GNRs samples is the presence of natural (atomic)
SiC steps having a tilted orientation wrt the armchair or zigzag direction in which the mesa
steps are usually etched. These natural steps can cross the sidewalls or merge to them,
arising the question whether they can act as scattering centers or instead - remarkably -
they do not have any effect on the transport through the GNR.

SPM characterization. After growth, GNRs are inspected by RT-AFM in order to
invesigate the overall shape of the GNRs and the flatness of the SiC terraces (Fig. 10.3a).
Room-temperature Lateral Force Microscopy (LFM) measurements show a peculiar con-
trast for the sidewall region (Fig. 10.3b), where the lower friction can be considered as a
signature of graphene’s presence.

We were also able to perform LT combined AFM/STM measurements on the sample
(T = 4 K). dI/dV spectra acquired on the sidewalls show typical graphene-like DOS,
with a well-defined minimum very close to zero-energy, giving a strong indication of
the presence of charge-neutral ML graphene. On the SiC terraces, instead, we obtain an
expected semiconducting DOS, with a marked gap around ±500 mV. These measurements
show remarkable similarities with the ones in [397] (Fig. 10.2f,g).

10.2.2 Fabrication of GNRs-based devices
In order to perform transport measurements on GNRs, and apply voltage bias and/or
voltage gradients required for STM and STP, in the absence of a multiprobe setup [355],
metallic contacts4 need to be deposited on the GNR sample. These contacts act as fully
invasive probes, with a typical Schottky-like interface resistance related to the mismatch
in the work function wrt graphene. In order to prevent from any resist contamination,
direct lithographic patterning of the contacts should be avoided, and hence mechanical
masks turn out to be the only suitable tool. We opted for SiN suspended masks, which
are known for providing quite stable and well-defined structures.

SiN masks. Mechanical suspended masks are fabricated from a 2” SiN/Si(100) wafer,
made of monocrystalline nSi (∼ 250÷ 325 µm) sandwiched between two PECVD-grown
SiN (∼ 200 nm) layers5.

1. Suspended SiN membranes are obtained by pattening square holes (5×5 mm2) from
one side of the wafer. After laser lithography on S1818 resist (∼1.5 µm-thick), the
SiN layer is locally completely removed by RIE (SF6, 20 W, 5 min). The exposed
Si layer is then attacked in 2 steps by an isotropic chemical etching with KOH
(40%) which follows the Si(111) plane (54.7°): after a 2h etching, the residual Si
thickness is measured with a profilometer in order to estimate the etching rate; then
the etching is resumed until only ∼ 5 µm of Si are left (∼ 6 h in total). A control
of the KOH etching is crucial, since a Si overetching would make the membrane too
fragile for the following steps: a fully reproducible etching procedure is nevertheless
difficult to implement due to the inherent uncertainty (up to several µm) on the Si
thickness, and the exact etching times need to be evaluated from case to case.

4A better contact would be provided by graphite-based contacts, which are however more difficult to
obtain.

5SiN mask were fabricated at Institut Néel with the help of B. Fernandez.
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Figure 10.4: (a) Schematic process for SiN mask fabrication: 1) original SiN/nSi/SiN wafer;
2) square membrane patterning (laser lithography+RIE SF6); 3) membrane etching (KOH);
4) mask flipping and design patterning (laser lithography+RIE SF6); 5) plasma etching for
complete Si removal (XeF2). (b) (2 × 2 µm2) AFM topography image of a contacted GNR,
showing a very sharp and well-defined contact edge. (c) Optical image of the deposited metallic
contacts (dark regions) on top of etched mesa sidewalls (vertical thin white straight lines, parallel
to the highlighted red line). The irregular shape of the fingers is due to local collapse of the
mask, which has however no impact on quality of the contact to the GNRs, due to the vary
narrow width of the latters.

2. The suspended membranes are patterned according to a desired design through a
second lithography step on the other side of the wafer. Again, after laser lithography
on S1805 (∼1.5 µm-thick) resist, the SiN layer is locally completely removed by RIE
(SF6, 20 W, 5 min). The masks are then cleaved from the 2” wafer and finalized one
by one. The residual thin Si layer could be removed with a further KOH wet etching,
but the surface tension of the solution is found to destroy the fragile suspended SiN
structures. Si is instead completely removed by a chemical dry etching with XeF2
(12 cycles of 5 s, p = 3 torr).

The obtained mask can be used in two ways for the scope of depositing metallic contacts:
1) in “soft contact” the suspended pattern is separated from the sample by the whole
SiN+Si thickness (∼ 300 µm); 2) in “hard contact” the SiN pattern is placed directly
on top of the sample. While the former is safer for avoiding sample contamination from
the mask, the latter is preferred in our case since it provides much sharper deposited
structures and very well defined contact edges.

Contacts evaporation. The metallic contacts patterned on the SiN mask are designed
as a series of interdigited lines connecting several ribbons in parallel. The length of the
ribbons is defined by the spacing between two adjacent metallic fingers. After an annealing
process in UHV (T > 600 °C), in order to remove absorbates from the surface and impove
the adhesion, metallic thin films (e.g. Pd(10 nm)/Au(20 nm)) are e-beam evaporated
through the SiN mask placed in hard-contact. A careful alignement is required in the mask
positionning, in order to obtain contacts perpendicular to the sidewalls, which facilitates
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Figure 10.5: (a) Measured pad-to-pad conductance as a function of temperature (T = 2.5÷300
K, B = 0), showing only a slight decrease as temperature is lowered, with a slight saturation
below ∼ 50 K. Inset: measured temperature-dependence for GNRs in [397]. (b) Measured pad-
to-pad conductance as a function of transverse magnetic field (B = 0÷ 7 T, T = 2.5 K). Inset:
measured field-dependence for GNRs in [397].

the ribbons’ location in AFM/STM. After deposition, the mask is easily removed and the
sample hosts remarkably sharp and well defined metallic electrodes, as can be observed
by AFM topographic imaging (Fig. 10.4b).

Magnetotransport characterization. For all the 3 devices we succeed in fabricating,
the 2-probe I(V ) characteristics measured in a RT probe-station are linear up to a bias of
±10 V, giving indication of a good quality of the interfaces and the absence of prominent
Schottky barriers.

The total measured pad-to-pad resistance of the samples is usually of the order of
∼ 100 kΩ to ∼ 1 MΩ. Taking into account all the portions of GNRs that are formed in
parallel by the contacts, we can estimate - from the inspection of optical images (cf . Fig
10.4a) - that our samples consist of ∼ 100÷ 200 GNRs in parallel, each tens of µm long.

For comparison, a single GNR 40 nm-wide and 80 µm-long consists of 2 000 squares,
which gives a resistance ∼ 2 MΩ per GNR (assuming a sheet resistance for quasi-
freestanding graphene Rsheet ∼ 1 kΩ [404]). By considering all the GNRs in parallel,
the expected total resistance of the sample is < 20 kΩ, which is at least one order of
magnitude less than the measured value. This increased resistance is an indication that
most of the GNRs are probably defective or interrupted (i.e. display a very large resis-
tance), and only few of them might be low-resistive enough to display interesting transport
properties.

Magneto-transport characterization is performed in a dedicated setup allowing to reach
a temperature of 2.5 K and a magnetic field of 7 T. The measured pad-to-pad conductance
is observed to only slightly decrease for decreasing temperature (Fig. 10.5a), demonstrat-
ing that GNRs display a non-semiconducting behavior, consistent with the temperature
dependence of the conductance in ZZ GNRs [397] (Fig. 10.5a, inset), for which the increse
in resistivity was ascribed to Anderson localization at low temperatures [400, 405]. The
pad-to-pad resistance also slightly decreases for increasing perpendicular magnetic field
(Fig. 10.5b), in analogy with what observed at low magnetic field in ZZ GNRs [397] (Fig.
10.5b, inset).
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10.3 Local potential and resistance measurements
The samples consisting of several epitaxial sidewall GNRs contacted with evaporated
metallic electrodes are optimized for our combined AFM/STM setup. The measurements
reported here are performed at room temperature and in moderate vacuum (p ∼ 10−2

mbar), in contrast with the UHV conditions of Ref. [397].
Even without optical access to the exact ribbons’ positions, in the dense central region

contacts and GNRs constitute well-defined straight lines which can be easily followed in
order to quickly locate the precise position of the contact/GNR interface. On the metallic
contact the conditions of the AFM/STM tip (a 4 µm conical FIB-shaped W wire mounted
on a LER) can be checked in a straightforward way and - if necessary - improved by field
emission or indentation. The profile of a single GNR can then be scanned from one
electrode to the next one, allowing to obtain the spatial evolution of the properties of a
single GNR over a length given by the electrode-electrode separation.

In the following, are presented the results obtained through local potential and resis-
tance mapping on several various GNRs. The details of the measurement technique are
presented in Ch. 5 concerning Scanning Tunneling Potentiometry methods.

10.3.1 Current-feedback STP on long GNRs
The implementation of the current-feedback STP technique, described in Sec. 5.3.1, was
initially motivated by the idea of finding a method for extracting the local potential
profile along a single 90 µm-long sidewall GNR (GNR#1). This GNR is part of a sample
containing a set of GNRs whose total pad-to-pad resistance is ∼ 1 MΩ.

The region containing the GNR is first scanned in AFM mode in order to obtain
the precise profile and location of the sidewall. Then the tip is moved along the GNR
and STP point-measurements are performed every ∼ 200 nm for getting a significant
variation of the local potential. The GNR is biased with a voltage gradient Vbatt = +15
mV provided by a battery. Before each STP measurement, a tunneling current Iset (∼ 100
pA) is established by switching to STM mode (i.e. approaching the tip to the surface
with no oscillation). After switching the z-regulation off, the voltage Vreg applied to the
electrode connected to the “-” side of the battery is swept toward negative bias until the
tunneling current is nulled. The assumption of the AFM/STM probe non-invasiveness
(Rt � RGNR) can be reasonably assumed to be fulfilled even for this quite resistive
sample, provided that sufficiently low current setpoints are used (Iset . 100 pA). For each
scan area, the measurements are repeated by swiching the role of the two electrodes in
order to investigate the influence of the direction of the current flow.

The regulation voltage Vreg is directly related to the local potential Vloc through Eq.
5.4. Since our scan window at room temperature is limited to 12×12 µm2, the procedure
needs to be repeated on several scan areas in order to cover the whole GNR length. The
extracted potential values can then be spliced together by comparing the overlap regions
of two successive scans, demonstrating also the reproducibilty of the result. The full local
potential profile as a function of the position s along the GNR is shown in Fig. 10.6
(different colors correspond to different scan areas). The most striking feature displayed
by this profile is the presence of non-constant slopes. Slope changes up to a factor 10
are observed along the GNR, together with nearly flat-potential regions extending over
lengths larger as large as 7 µm. In these flat regions, the potential drop is only ∼ 1 % of
the total voltage gradient over a length which is ∼ 8 % of the total length (i.e. ∼ 0.15
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Figure 10.6: Local potential profile of a 90 µm-long GNR (GNR#1) measured by current-
feedback STP, displaying few relatively flat regions and non-constant slopes. Different colors
correspond to different regions along the GNR probed after displacement by coarse motion. The
superposition regions demonstrate the consistency and the reproducibilty of the result.

% per µm). This picture is clearly in contrast with a simple diffusive transport model,
which would give a constant-slope potential drop along the GNR (i.e. ∼ 1.1 % per µm).
Nevertheless, the slope changes cannot be ascribed to any localized defect or impurity
that could be visible in AFM, and are not correlated to the position at which the natural
SiC steps merge with the sidewall either.

10.3.2 Force-feedback STP on GNRs
The current-feedback STP method used just above is a purely-STM technique, and is
then not fully optimized for a sample which is mainly made of insulating SiC, with only
very narrow (∼ 40 nm) conducting regions - the GNRs. In order to avoid tip crash, the
surface needs to be scanned in AFM mode before, and the exact position of the sidewall
needs to be found back again by following the topographic profile. This protocol is prone
to thermal drift at room temperature, and, since it requires a manual localization of the
GNR and a switch to STM mode for each measurement point, is rather time-consuming
and does not allow for high spatial resolution.

A more convenient way to exploit the capabilities of our AFM/STM setup is to use
the Force-Feedback STP technique presented in Sec. 5.3.3. This method allows to si-
multaneously acquire the AFM topography and the local potential within the same scan,
which can be in principle arbitrarly resolved. Still, the scan speed needs to be rather low
(0.5 ÷ 1 nm/s), being limited by the integration time of the voltage regulation loop (in
order to minimize the noise in the potential measurement) and of the z-feedback loop (the
surface is scanned at rather high frequency shift, such that the tip is close enough to the
surface for measuring a tunneling current). For this reason, a very resolved potential scan
at room temperature needs to take into account the thermal drift within the measurement
timescale (1 µm/day).

By this FF-STP technique, we scanned a ∼ 28 µm-long GNR (GNR#2) along which
a voltage gradient ∆V =15 mV is imposed by means of a battery. A high-resolution
potential 2D-map is shown in Fig. 10.7a. Spatial resolution of < 1 nm and potential
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Figure 10.7: (a) Local potential 2D-map obtained by FF-STP on a GNR (GNR#2). A potential
gradient of ∼ 5 mV is clearly visible. (scale: 1 µm) (b) Full local potential profile of the same 28
µm-long GNR (GNR#2) extracted from the FF-STP map, displaying steps and non-constant
slopes.

resolution of . 10 µV are achieved by scanning the surface at a frequency shift of ∆f ∼
600 Hz and oscillation amplitude Asp = 15 pm. It is quite visible that the potential is
defined (and laterally quite uniform) only in correspondence of the GNR, while it has a
constant value outside of the GNR (set by the imposed voltage regulation threshold). The
varying contrast of the narrow GNR region wrt the SiC background in the potential image
of Fig. 10.7a is indicative of a potential gradient along the GNR. A potential profile as a
function of the position can be obtained by sampling the map along the GNR direction
(Fig. 10.7b). Also in this case, a profile with non-constant slopes is obtained. As can be
seen in Fig. 10.7b, two ∼ 7 µm-long regions show a nearly flat potential (∼ 7 % drop,
i.e. ∼ 1 % per µm), in clear contrast with a purely diffusive model, which would give a
constant drop of ∼ 3.5 % per µm.

10.3.3 Local resistance measurements on GNRs
Another approach in order to explore the GNRs’ properties is to measure the local resis-
tance along a GNR, according to the technique presented in Sec. 5.4. In this case, the
STM tip is operated as a fully invasive probe (Rtunnel < Rsample) by placing it in hard
contact (high tunneling current). This configuration is more similar to the experiment
in [397], where invasive probes were used to create the single-mode 1D-cavity correspond-
ing to ballistic transport. No evidence of damage induced by the invasive probes was
nevertheless observed on the GNRs, as witnessed by the reproducibility of the local resis-
tance measurements.

Before moving to the ribbon, local resistance measurements where performed on the
metallic contacts in order to check the tip-sample resistance, always obtaining a resistance
that can be estimated of being lower than 1 kΩ (i.e. a saturation current of 10 µA for
a bias of Vb = 10 mV and a gain of 106). Local resistance profile mapped along a single
GNR (GNR#3), shows a very peculiar profile with steps and non-constant slopes (Fig.
10.8). This result is once again in contrast with a purely diffusive homogeneous conductor.
Different regions with resistivity varying up to 10 times from one to the other are present,
with some ∼ 2 µm-long regions showing a low resistive state of ∼ 15 kΩ/µm. Since our
40 nm-wide GNRs consists of 25 squares/µm, this resistivity value would correspond to
a sheet resistance Rsheet > 600 Ω, below the value measured for charge-neutral quasi-
freestanding graphene [404]. We can then conclude that the length over which ballistic
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Figure 10.8: Local resistance measured along a GNR (GNR#3) (blue dots), displaying non-
uniform resistivity regions. The measurement is reproducible after annealing (red dots).

transport at room temperature could be observed in our samples is of the order of ∼ 2
µm.

This profile results to be nearly unchanged after annealing the sample for 30 min with
a power 0.3 W, exept for the fact that plateaus appear very slightly flatter. This heating
power was obtained by applying a voltage of 15 V to a 100 Ω resistor placed on the
sample-holder, close to the sample, and was estimated to bring the temperature at the
sample’s location to T > 100 °C.

Resistance increase due to point defects. In order to demonstrate the correlation
between local resistance and potential measurements, we perform both measurements on
the same region (GNR#4). This region has the peculiarity of clearly displaying some
localized defects in the AFM topographic images (Fig. 10.9a), and thus a strong effect is
expected in both the local resistance and potential.

In the local resistance profile (Fig. 10.9b), marked increases of more than one order
of magnitude are observed in correspondence of the localized defects. The corresponding
local potential profile (Fig. 10.9c) shows potential jumps at the same positions. Over the
few µm-distance in between these singularities, the potential is nearly unvaried while the
resistance has a slower (but still quasi-exponential) increase (∼ 1 MΩ/3 µm).

10.4 Conclusions
In this Chapter, we have described the electronic properties of graphene nanaribbons.
Epitaxial sidewall GNRs are a promising system for electronics and they provide access
to charge-neutral ML graphene. We developed new strategies for inspecting these sys-
tems, which were proven to display exceptional ballistic transport at RT. The samples we
investigated were grown in GeorgiaTech (USA) and they display high-quality monolayer
graphene growth.

We have implemented a resist-free device fabrication technique based on a SiN shadow
mask. This technique allows for evaporating clean and well-defined metallic (or even
superconducting, e.g. Nb) electrodes without affecting the graphene surface, as can be
seen by AFM inspection.
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10. Mapping local potential and resistance of sidewall graphene nanoribbons
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Figure 10.9: (a) AFM Topographic image of a GNR (GNR#4) in the vicinity of a Au contact.
The position of localized defects is evidenced by colored lines. (b) Local resistance profile showing
step-like resistance increase. (c) Local potential profile measured by FF-STP, potential jumps
are observed in correspondence of the resistance increase.

Cryogenic magneto-transport measurements show expected behavior and evidence the
possibility of performing our measurements both at low temperatures and in high magnetic
field as well.

Novel Scanning Tunneling Potentiometry and Local Resistance measurements have
been been implemented in our setup to investigate the GNRs devices. Both local potential
and local resistance profile measured at room temperature along single-GNRs (40 nm-wide
and tens of µm-long) show plateaus and varying slopes which are in clear conflict with a
standard diffusive transport picture.

All these features constitute a reliable basis for obtaining an unprecedented inspec-
tion of GNRs’ local and transport properties, although some optimization of the sample
preparation is still ongoing in order to reveal in an evident way fully ballistic transport at
room temperature for our samples. This approach is also rather flexible and suitable for
exploring local properties of a large variety of graphene-based nanostructures in order to
highlight exotic effects, e.g. negative local resistance due to hydrodynamic transport [406].
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General conclusions

"Nanostructures" is a term that embraces an enormous variety of systems that do not have
much in common with each other, except their extremely small size and the fact that, as a
major consequence, their behavior is dictated by the laws of quantum mechanics. Despite
this heterogeneity, the common methods that are used in order to experimentally access
the electronic properties of such systems are only few in number: transport measurements
and Scanning Probe Microscopies constitute with no doubt the most widely exploited ones.

These two techniques are however characterized by rather different constraints on
the kind of systems they can address, and are generally meant to operate in separate
playgrounds. In my Thesis, the study of a relatively broad variety of nanostructures gave
me the opportunity of exploring both these domains and, in some cases, trying to merge
them. Some of these explorations constituted well established original results, some others
concerned rather technical experimental implementations, some others were conception
and optimization of processes that still need to provide new physical outcome, some others
included preliminary but well-grounded results that only wait for further confirmation and
improvement.

In the first part of this Thesis, I dealed with the nanofabrication of Nb-based proximity
Josephson junctions and their investigation via low-temperature transport measurements.
By optimizing a newly developped resist-free technique, I was able to obtain high-critical
current junctions displaying well-characterized dc properties. Thermal effects are known
to have a strong impact on the hysteretic behavior of these junctions, but their influence
on the ac properties had not been directely investigated yet. Hence, we had to build a new
phenomenological model in order to properly interpret the non-trivial microwave response
of our junctions, obtaining a remarkably good agreement with the experimental data and
demonstrating that electron overheating can radically modify the common picture of
Shapiro steps. This same model has been recently used for understanding the behavior of
various superconducting systems, such as weak links and more unconventional topological
Josephson junctions. Although some minor aspects (e.g. the behavior of the fractional
Shapiro steps) still leave place for further understanding, this work constitutes a somewhat
conclusive point on the topic.

A consistent part of this Thesis was then devoted to the installation of a home-made
combined AFM/STM microscope inside a new-generation inverted dilution cryostat, with
all the issues connected to proper wiring and filtering in such configuration. Alongside,
I carried out a careful optimization of the AFM/STM probes (resonator+metallic tip).
The successful operation of several SPM techniques (STM/STS, AFM, EFM, KPFM) was
demonstrated both at room temperature and low temperatures. Moreover, I had occasion
to deal with a probably less often exploited yet very powerful local measurement tech-
nique: Scanning Tunneling Potentiometry. I adapted few variants of this technique to my
setup, obtaining remarkable µV voltage resolution (along with sub-nm spatial resolution)
at room temperature. In particular, Force-Feedback STP is an entirely new approach I
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General conclusions

conceaved by exploiting the potentialities of my combined AFM/STM setup in order to
address mixed conducting/non-conducting samples. I also proposed and implemented a
protocol for local resistance measurements. All these implementations made our experi-
mental setup an even more versatile environment for investigating the local properties of
a large variety of different systems. They can also be readapted in a straightforward way
to the next planned developments of our setup, which will include a preparation chamber
and a new commercial SPM microscope, in the view of an evolution towards a full-UHV
operation.

The most ambitious part of this Thesis was probably the realization of a Single Elec-
ton Transistor with a Scanning Probe. Due to the unprecedented nature of this complex
development, a very specific know-how needed to be built up nearly from scratch. I
tackled this problem by separately optimizing all the different components while theo-
retically modelling their impact on the feasibility of the final result. Diving into the
chemistry of functionalization processes allowed me to gain full control over the organi-
zation and the coupling of Au nanoparticles deposited on a metallic surface. Performing
low-tempertature SPM measurements on such nanoparticles allowed me to confirm the
possibility of revealing single-electron effects and showing the behavior of such NPs as
QDs. Fabricating metallic gate electrodes allowed me to cope with the problem of ob-
taining sufficiently thin suspended structures which were at the same time stable and
leakproof up to tens of Volts. Despite all these successful implementations, several points
could not be tested or solved effectively. For instance, the prediction of being able to
obtain more stable tunneling junctions in chemisorbed AuNPs, wrt physisorbed ones, was
never experimentally verified; the yield of gate electrodes with no leak to the source was
generally rather low and could be significantly improved only by a later “electromigration”
procedure; the lever arm for our gating configuration is estimated to be rather low, and
is expected to require for the use of sufficiently big NPs, resulting thus not adapted to
operate with - for instance - molecules. The overall possibility of gating single NPs’ states
(especially on a superconducting substrate) while performing spatially resolved measure-
ments could not be demonstrated yet. Nevertheless, all the successful implementations
will likely lead to a fully-tunable investigation of the local properties of NPs in the very
next future.

The last part of this Thesis involved the Scanning Probe Exploration of epigraphene
surfaces and nanostructures. Along with LT-STM topographic studies, FT-LDOS in-
vestigations on epitaxial ML graphene on SiC(0001) grown with an innovative method
provided deep insight on its electronic properties. These investigations, however, could not
produce any original result and are anologous to what already reported in literature. The
unexpected inversion of the estimated doping type, compared to p-type doping observed
in transport measurements, provides anyway indications on the behavior of dopants in
such system. A deeper insight would be provided by the possibility of controlling in-situ
the doping mechanisms. However, neither a variation of the operational atmosphere (from
vacuum to He) nor in-situ UV irradiation can be conveniently implemented for our setup.
Nevertheless, we very recently readapted this experimental approach (i.e. complement-
ing LT-STM/STS with FT-LDOS measurement) to the study of other graphene-based
systems. In particular, preliminary investigations of epitaxial graphene grown on the
non-polar SiC(2207) face provided strong indication of the presence of charge-neutral epi-
taxial graphene on large, flat areas.
On the other hand, sidewall graphene nanoribbons constitute instead a very recently
developed system and of paramount interest due to their possibility of displaying single-
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channel ballistic transport at room temperature. I had the opportunity to realize and
characterize GNRs-based devices by a resist-free metallic contact evaporation and to per-
form a mapping of the local potential and resistance in the systems, revealing clear sig-
natures of non-diffusive transport at room temperature. These results demonstrate the
possibility of exploring the properties of GNRs - and in principle of other graphene-based
nanostructures - under a totally new light. However, some improvements on the sample
preparation procedure are still needed in order to be able to compare our results to the
previous groundbreaking findings. The possibility of in-situ annealing of the sample (at
temperatures of several hundreds of °C) is probably of paramount importance for reveal-
ing the exceptional properties of such systems, but not straightforward to carry out in
our experimental setup. This would moreover call for the use of a different contacting
technique: for instance, refractory contacts made of graphite flakes would also improve
the electrical contact with GNRs, but they are not trivial to implement. Coupling GNRs
with superconductors, by evaporation of - for instance - Nb contacts, constitutes also a
further, yet so far unexplored, possible development.
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